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Preface to “Symmetry in Vision” 

It is not uncommon to dismiss symmetry as a mere curiosity for vision, something often mentioned 
by scientists, mathematicians and artists, but not an important part of the normal content for which vision 
evolved. This unfortunate stance misses the central role of symmetry in relation to the content of images, 
and in particular how symmetry is relevant for both biological and artificial visual systems. 

At its essence, symmetry is a concept closely related to structure and regularity. In particular, 
symmetrical structures can be described as containing self-similarities. Although the concept of symmetry 
has ancient origins, in modern times, abstracted and formalized into Group Theory, symmetry has found 
spectacular applications, far beyond the field of perception or visual art. 

The concept of symmetry is broader than its application to spatial content of images but if we take 
2D images, then self-similarity can exist when there are rigid transformations that map one part of an image 
onto another. The four types of symmetric patterns in common understanding take their names from these 
transformations: reflections, rotations, translations and glide reflections. Examples of all of these can be 
found in visual art, in different cultures and across the centuries. Mathematical and artistic analysis 
(especially by Escher) extended and refined the catalogue of possible image symmetries. For instance, for 
periodically repeating patterns that cover the plane, known as wallpaper patterns, there are 17 possible 
distinct groups. The proof was provided by Evgraf Fedorov in 1891. 

In terms of empirical studies, the history is relatively more recent, but is rich and has contributions 
from a number of fields. An early reference in visual psychology is the discussion in Ernst Mach’s classic 
book on sensations (1886). Mach showed that regularities in the image are useful when compared and 
contrasted with perceived regularities. In particular, he claimed that vertical reflectional symmetry was the 
only type of symmetry that human observers could perceive without effort. This observation has later been 
confirmed empirically. Another classic book that outlines the preponderance of symmetry in nature is that 
by Hermann Weyl (1955). 

Short reviews focused on symmetry within neuroscience are available in Wagemans (1997), 
Bertamini and Makin (2014) and Cattaneo (2017). With respect to applications, symmetry contributes to the 
attention and selection of some salient regions of an image. Therefore, computer and machine vision 
applications have used symmetry in relation to image segmentation, target detection, image compression, 
and human–robot interaction (e.g., Brady and Asada, 1984; Li, Pizlo, and Steinman, 2009; Zabrodsky, Peleg, 
and Avnir, 1995). A mathematical treatment of the classes of symmetries relevant to images can be found 
in Griffin (2008; 2009). 

Symmetry also has a key role in psychological literature. For instance, Gestalt psychologists 
recognized it as a factor in perceptual organization (Koffka, 1935). Empirical work on the role of symmetry 

in figure-ground organization was started by Bahnsen (1928), a student of Edgar Rubin, and continues to 
this day (Bertamini, Friedenberg and Kubovy 1997; Kanizsa and Gerbino, 1976; Makin et al., 2016; Mojica 
and Peterson, 2014). 

The wide range of areas in which symmetry has been used as a tool is reflected in the diversity of the 
papers published in the journal Symmetry. 

This book collects papers that have appeared in two recent Special Issues. The first was titled 
“Symmetry in Vision” (Editors: Bertamini and Griffin). The original idea for a Special Issue came from a 
symposium at the European Conference on Visual Perception, August 2015 in Liverpool 
(www.ecvp.org/2015/). The topic of the symposium was brain responses to visual symmetry, but the Special 
Issue extended the scope. This Special Issue provided a shared place for cutting edge studies on how and 
why symmetry is processed and exploited by biological and artificial visual systems. 

In June 2017, there was a one-day event on Neuroscience of Symmetry held in Liverpool. The 
meeting, supported by the Experimental Psychology Society (EPS), brought together many of the leading 
scientists working on symmetry perception and neuroscience. From this workshop, and from other work 
in the field, we organized a second Special Issue, as a follow-up to the one on “Symmetry in Vision”. The 
title was more specific: “Symmetry-Related Activity in Mid-Level Vision”, and there were three Editors: 
Bertamini, Makin and Cattaneo. 
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We are very pleased to collect within this book all published contributions to both Special Issues. We 
have organized them in two groups. The first deals with more formal uses of symmetry for image 
processing. The second deals with symmetry in human vision. The papers are a testament to the reach of 
symmetry within vision. Within image analysis, their coverage includes natural image statistics (Hu, and 
Victor, 2016), computational aesthetics (Brachmann and Redies, 2016), camera modeling (Turski, 2016), 
fractals (Bies et al. 2016) and salience maps (Sharma, 2016); within human vision, the coverage includes 3D 
vision (Michaux et al. 2017), cross-modal matching (Bianchi et al., 2017a), perceptual structures (Gillam, 
2017, and Bianchi et al., 2017b), aesthetics (Dresp-Langley, 2016), reading (Erlikhman et al. 2017) and illusion 
(Sugihara, 2016). 

Marco Bertamini and Lewis Griffin 

Special Issue Editors 
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Abstract: Natural image statistics play a crucial role in shaping biological visual systems,
understanding their function and design principles, and designing effective computer-vision
algorithms. High-order statistics are critical for conveying local features but they are challenging
to study, largely because their number and variety is large. Here, via the use of two-dimensional
Hermite (TDH) functions, we identify a covert symmetry in high-order statistics of natural images
that simplifies this task. This emerges from the structure of TDH functions, which are an orthogonal
set of functions that are organized into a hierarchy of ranks. Specifically, we find that the shape
(skewness and kurtosis) of the distribution of filter coefficients depends only on the projection of
the function onto a one-dimensional subspace specific to each rank. The characterization of natural
image statistics provided by TDH filter coefficients reflects both their phase and amplitude structure,
and we suggest an intuitive interpretation for the special subspace within each rank.

Keywords: image statistics; skewness; kurtosis; orthogonal functions; steerable filters

1. Introduction

Achieving a thorough understanding of the statistics of our visual environment is important from
both a biological point of view and an engineering point of view. The biological relevance is that
the statistics of the natural environment are a strong constraint under which visual systems evolve,
develop and function [1]. The engineering relevance is that a knowledge of image statistics is important
for many problems in computer vision [2], including image de-noising, image classification [3–6],
image compression and texture synthesis [7]. However, understanding image statistics is hampered by
the simple fact that the space of image statistics is so large. Here, we describe some progress in this
direction: a specific filter-based approach that identifies a hidden symmetry, providing a simplified
description of high-order natural image statistics, specifically those of order three and four.

The reason for our focus on high-order statistics is that they carry local visual features, such as
lines, corners and edges [8,9], but, because of the curse of dimensionality, they are challenging to
analyze. In contrast, second-order statistics are concisely captured by the power spectrum, because
it is the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function. As is well known, the power spectrum of
natural images is approximately k−2 (where k is spatial frequency) [10,11]. However, while the power
spectrum captures important spatial regularities of natural images, such as distance-independent
scaling [12], it is far from a complete statistical description of natural images. For example, a synthetic
image consisting of Gaussian noise with a k−2 power spectrum looks drastically different from a real
natural image, even though the spectra are similar. Conversely, modifying a natural image by flattening
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its power spectrum but preserving its phases leaves its salient spatial features readily recognizable.
Thus, most of the features that make an image look “natural”, such as edges and contours, are coded
in its phases, as well as its Fourier amplitudes [8,9,13]. Translated into the spatial domain, these phase
correlations correspond to image statistics that are ignored by the power spectrum: joint distributions
of image intensities at three or more points and aspects of the pairwise intensity distributions beyond
their variances and covariances.

Since a direct tabulation of the joint distribution of multiple pixel values is impractical, a natural
strategy is to focus on specific univariate distributions, namely the distribution of outputs of filters
(“filter coefficients”) placed on images. Typically, this approach is implemented with filter profiles that
have a prominent orientation and dominant spatial frequency, either Gabor functions or Gabor-like
wavelets, a choice motivated by concepts of visual processing and independent components analysis
of natural images [14,15]. For natural images, the distributions of wavelet coefficients are highly
kurtotic, having sharp peaks and much longer tails compared to a Gaussian distribution with the
same variance [16]. Interestingly, [3] showed that this could be used to distinguish natural images
from synthetic ones (including realistic computer-generated scenes), by applying linear classifiers
to a feature space of wavelet coefficients. Other investigators have also used wavelet coefficients
as a starting point, but focused on the extent to which wavelet coefficients are independent [17,18].
Thus, the filter approach provides a useful characterization of natural image statistics, but even with a
filter-based approach, the number of parameters required to describe high-order image statistics is still
large: a two-dimensional basis set is a two-parameter family.

Here, we show that the description of these filter coefficient distributions is simplified when,
instead of Gabor-like filters, we use the two-dimensional Hermite functions (TDH) as filters.
TDH functions [19–25] form an orthonormal basis that is halfway between the pixel basis and the Fourier
basis, and their shapes are quite different from that of Gabor-like filters or one-dimensional wavelets.

We note that symmetry plays two distinct roles in this study: the purely mathematical symmetry
properties of the TDH functions and the empirical finding that they reveal a hidden symmetry in the
statistics of natural images. Specifically, the TDH functions at each rank form a representation of the
surfaces of spheres of progressively ascending dimensions: the functions of rank two correspond to
the points on the surface of an ordinary sphere; the functions of rank three correspond to the points on
the surface of a hypersphere, etc. The statistics of their filter coefficients, in particular, their skewnesses
and kurtoses, may therefore be regarded as functions on these spheres. A priori, these functions could
have any behavior, but we find that their behavior is surprisingly simple: they are either constant
or depend only on the projection onto a single axis. This simplification depends on both the phase
and amplitude characteristics of natural scenes and, critically, encompasses the distribution of filter
coefficients of nonstandard combinations of TDH functions (see Section 3.2 below) that do not have
Cartesian or polar symmetry.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Two-Dimensional Hermite Functions: Definition and Properties

We analyze image statistics via the distribution of values that result from filtering them with
two-dimensional Hermite (TDH) functions. Symmetry thus plays two roles in this work: first,
the intrinsic symmetries of the TDH functions themselves and, second, an empirical symmetry of
natural image statistics that emerges from this analysis.

We first describe the mathematical properties of TDH functions, with a focus on their symmetries.
TDHs (Figure 1) are a set of two-dimensional functions consisting of a product of Hermite polynomials
multiplied by a Gaussian envelope. Like wavelets, they are filter functions that are limited in space
and spatial frequency. However, they have several other mathematical properties, including additional
symmetries. First, the TDHs are symmetrical with respect to space and spatial frequency: other than
a multiplicative constant, each TDH is its own Fourier transform. Second, they are orthonormal
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functions and, as a set, form a complete basis set for functions of two variables. Third, the TDHs are
grouped into “ranks”: the sole member of the zeroth rank is an ordinary Gaussian; higher ranks contain
functions of increasing spatial complexity. Finally, within each rank, the TDHs have an extended
steerability property. This includes ordinary steerability (the filters can be rotated by forming simple
linear combinations), but also, linear combinations within rank provide equivalent basis sets that are
separable in Cartesian coordinates (see the rows of Figure 1).

Below, we define these functions in abstract terms and then give an explicit expression for their
polynomial portions; the former makes their key properties transparent, while the latter is necessary
for computation. For further details on this approach, see [25]; other descriptions of the properties of
these functions in the context of image processing may be found in [19–24].

Taking inspiration from [26,27], we define the TDHs as the eigenvectors of the operator D1/2BD1/2,
where D consists of spatial windowing by a two-dimensional Gaussian function (i.e., pointwise
multiplication) and B consists of filtering by a two-dimensional Gaussian spatial frequency window
(i.e., pointwise multiplication in the spatial frequency domain). Note that D is diagonal in the natural
(pointwise spatial) basis, since it consists of pointwise multiplication by the Gaussian; similarly, B is
diagonal in the Fourier basis, since it consists of pointwise multiplication by a Gaussian function of
spatial frequency. Since the multiplying factors in both cases are positive real numbers, both operators
have a naturally-defined principal square root, which we denote as D1/2 and B1/2. Based on these and
other considerations, it can be shown that the operator D1/2BD1/2 is self-adjoint and has a discrete set
of eigenvalues [25]. The approach of [28] shows that the eigenvalues are of the form λ = η1+r, for a
positive constant η < 1, where the rank, r, ranges over the non-negative integers [25]. It also shows
that the r-th rank contains r + 1 linearly-independent functions [25]. Note that this setup is symmetric
under the interchange of space and spatial frequency, i.e., under the interchange of D and B, so the
above properties (and those mentioned below) also hold for B1/2DB1/2.

A B

Figure 1. Two-dimensional Hermite (TDH) functions of rank 0–7 in (A) polar form and (B) Cartesian
form. The pseudocolor scale (red positive, blue negative) is chosen separately for each function to
cover the entire range. Modified with permission from Figure 1 in [29], Victor et al., J. Neurophysiol.
95, 375-400. American Physiological Society. 2006.

Since D corresponds to confinement in space and B corresponds to confinement in spatial
frequency, a TDH function f has the property that successive windowing in space and spatial
frequency results in multiplication by a constant (the eigenvalue λ): D1/2BD1/2 f = λ f . That is,
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for functions f corresponding to eigenvalues λ close to 1, these windowing operations have a small
effect, which formalizes the notion that f is confined in both space and spatial frequency.

The eigenfunction of the largest eigenvalue (i.e., the TDH function of rank r = 0) is a Gaussian,

and its eigenvalue is given by η =
(

2c
1+

√
1+4c2

)2
, where c is the product of the standard deviation of

the Gaussians that define the projections of D or B on either coordinate axis.
Since the eigenvalues are all of the form λ = η1+r, the TDH function of rank r = 0 has

the eigenvalue that is closest to 1 and is therefore the most confined. Successive ranks have
exponentially-declining eigenvalues and are therefore progressively less confined (i.e., more extensive
spatially and containing a progressively broader range of spatial frequencies). TDH functions at
different ranks are orthogonal, since they correspond to different eigenvalues of the self-adjoint
operator D1/2BD1/2.

The extended steerability of the TDH functions is a consequence of combining this setup with
the fact that a circularly-symmetric Gaussian is separable both in Cartesian and polar coordinates.
As a consequence, both D and B have polar symmetry and separability in Cartesian coordinates,
These symmetries are inherited by D1/2BD1/2 as well, and must be retained by the eigenspaces, so
the existence of Cartesian and polar-symmetric eigenvectors is guaranteed. Since any set of r + 1
linearly-independent eigenvectors forms a basis for each rank, it follows that we can express the
Cartesian and polar basis sets as linear combinations of each other.

The second role played by symmetry, the empirical symmetry identified in natural images,
is distinct from the spatial symmetries of the Cartesian or polar TDH functions themselves. Rather,
this emerges from an analysis that is motivated by the eigenstructure of the operator D1/2BD1/2

(or B1/2DB1/2). Since the eigenspace of rank r has dimension r + 1, the complete set of unit-norm
eigenvectors for each eigenvalue can be considered as points on an r-sphere (i.e., the surface of an
ordinary sphere for r = 2 or of a hypersphere for r = 3, etc.) This spherical surface includes not only
the Cartesian and polar basis sets, but other eigenfunctions (see Section 3.2 below) that are mixtures
of the two and have no intrinsic symmetry. Descriptors of filter functions’ distributions (such as the
skewness and kurtosis) for the complete set of eigenvectors can thus be viewed as functions on these
spheres. While these functions could have any behavior, we will show that they depend primarily
only on the projection onto a single axis, even for filter shapes that are highly irregular.

2.2. Two-Dimensional Hermite Functions: Explicit Expressions

As described in Section 2.1, there are two natural basis sets for the TDH functions of rank r:
polar and Cartesian. The polar basis functions are specified by their rotational symmetry (an integer µ,
for which a rotation by 2π/µ leaves the function unchanged) and the number of zero-crossings along
each radius (an integer ν). These indices are related to the rank r by r = µ + 2ν. For µ > 0, the basis
functions form “cosine” and “sine” pairs:

Acos
µ,ν,σ(R, θ) =

K

σ
cos(µθ)(

R

σ
)

µ

Pµ,ν(
R2

σ2 )exp(− R2

4σ2 ) (1)

and

Asin
µ,ν,σ(R, θ) =

K

σ
sin(µθ)(

R

σ
)

µ

Pµ,ν(
R2

σ2 )exp(− R2

4σ2 ), (2)

where σ sets the overall size of the filter set, K is a normalization constant and Pµ,ν(u) is a radial
polynomial defined by:

Pµ,ν(u) =
ν

∑
p=0

(−2)ν−p (µ + ν)!ν!
(µ + p)!p!(ν − p)!

up. (3)

For each even rank, there is also an unpaired basis function, corresponding to µ = 0 and ν = r/2.
These basis functions have no angular dependence (central column of Figure 1A) and are given
by Acos

0,r/2,σ(R, θ).
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A typical Cartesian basis function has the appearance of a vignetted (j+ 1)× (k+ 1) checkerboard,
where there are j vertical zero-crossings and k horizontal crossings, and these indices are related to the
rank by r = j + k. It is given by:

Cj,k,σ(x, y) =
K

σ
hj(

x

σ
)hk(

y

σ
)exp(− x2 + y2

4σ2 ),

where hj(u) and hk(u) are Hermite polynomials, normalized so that they have the generating function:

∞

∑
n=0

zn

n!
hn(u) = exp(uz − z2

2
).

As detailed in Section 2.4, we calculate image statistics of natural images filtered by the polar
TDHs and then use steerability to calculate the statistics of images filtered by other TDHs of a given
rank, including the Cartesian TDH filters (as indicated in Figure 2) and intermediate ones. Note that
this “steerability” is much more than geometric rotation, as it allows for filters of different shapes,
including asymmetric ones (see Sections 3.1 and 3.2 below), to be represented in terms of a small
basis set.

Figure 2. Cartesian TDH functions are a linear combination of polar TDH functions. Examples are
shown for rank 2 (left) and rank 3 (right). For rank 2, the coefficients are a =

√
2/2, b = 1, c = −

√
2/2.

For rank 3, the coefficients are a = 1/2, b =
√

3/2, c = −
√

3/2, d = −1/2.

2.3. Natural Images

All 4167 images from the van Hateren natural image database [15] (van Hateren and van der
Schaaf, 1998) were chosen for analysis. Each image is 1536 by 1024 pixels, with each pixel’s intensity
represented by a 16-bit unsigned integer, reflecting an effective bit depth of 12. The images mainly
contain landscapes and plants, but occasionally, manmade objects such as houses, appear.

2.4. Analysis

To characterize high-order statistics of natural images, we calculated the skewness and kurtosis
(as “excess kurtosis”) of the distribution of filter coefficients, i.e., the distribution of values that result
from convolving the images with TDH functions. To focus on the structure of the individual scenes
(rather than the overall differences across scenes), skewness and kurtosis were calculated individually
for each image, and values were then averaged across the image database.

As shown in Figure 3, this calculation was carried out across 7 spatial scales, spaced in
approximately octave steps. The smallest scale used was σ = 7/12 (0.58) pixels and the largest,
σ = 511/12 (42.6) pixels. At each scale, the image was convolved with polar TDH functions of ranks
0–7 (36 filters in all), and the convolution was sampled at points placed in a rectangular grid on the
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filtered image. Filters’ centers were separated by 10 pixels for scales 1–5 and 50 pixels for scales 6 and
7. We then calculated the pure and mixed moments of these distributions up to order 4 and used the
extended steerability property (detailed below) to go from the moments for the polar TDH functions
to the moments for arbitrary TDH functions. From these moments, skewness and kurtosis were then
calculated in the standard fashion.

Figure 3. The seven filter sizes used to calculate image statistics, compared to the size of natural images
used in this study (1536 × 1024).

In detail, the computation of the skewness and kurtosis for all TDH functions F of rank r was
carried out in parallel, as follows. For each image I, we calculated the pure moments for each polar
basis function f , given by

Mm( f ) =
〈

(( f ∗ I) (x, y))m〉

x,y, (4)

up to m = 4, along with the mixed moments for each pair of functions f and f ′, given by

Mm,m′( f , f ′) =
〈

(( f ∗ I) (x, y))m ((

f ′ ∗ I
)

(x, y)
)m′〉

x,y
, (5)

up to m + m′ = 4 and, analogously, the mixed moments M1,1,1( f , f ′, f ′′ ), M2,1,1( f , f ′, f ′′ ) and
M1,1,1,1( f , f ′, f ′′ , f ′′′ ).

To use the extended steerability property, we wrote the filter function F as a linear combination of
the polar basis functions of that rank:

F(x, y) =
r+1

∑
n=1

bn fn(x, y).

Therefore, the convolution of F with an image I can be calculated as a linear combination of the
convolutions of the basis functions with the image,

8
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(F ∗ I) (x, y) =
r+1

∑
n=1

bn ( fn ∗ I) (x, y). (6)

Expressions relating the moments of the distribution of the filter coefficients for F to the moments
for the basis functions fn follow via multinomial expansion of (6), using (4) and (5):

M1(F) = 〈(F ∗ I) (x, y)〉x,y = ∑
n

bn M1( fn), (7)

M2(F) =
〈

((F ∗ I) (x, y))2
〉

x,y
= ∑

n

bn
2M2( fn) + 2 ∑

n1<n2

bn1 bn2 M1,1( fn1 , fn2), (8)

M3(F) =
〈

((F ∗ I) (x, y))3
〉

x,y
= ∑

n
bn

3M3( fn) + 3 ∑
n1 �=n2

bn1
2bn2 M2,1( fn1 , fn2)

+ 6 ∑
n1<n2<n3

bn1 bn2 bn3 M1,1,1( fn1 , fn2 , fn3)
, (9)

and
M4(F) =

〈

((F ∗ I) (x, y))4
〉

x,y
= ∑

n
bn

4M4( fn) + 4 ∑
n1 �=n2

bn1
3bn2 M3,1( fn1 , fn2)

+ 6 ∑
n1<n2

bn1
2bn2

2M2,2( fn1 , fn2) + 12 ∑
n1 �=n2,n1 �=n3,n2<n3

bn1
2bn2 bn3 M2,1,1( fn1 , fn2 , fn3)

+ 24 ∑
n1<n2<n3<n4

bn1 bn2 bn3 bn4 M1,1,1,1( fn1 , fn2 , fn3 , fn4)

. (10)

As is standard, the cumulants of the distribution of the filter outputs of F are determined from its
moments by:

κ2 = M2(F)− (M1(F))2, (11)

κ3 = 2 (M1(F))3 − 3M1(F)M2(F) + M3(F), (12)

and
κ4 = −6 (M1(F))4 + 12 (M1(F))2 M2(F)− 3 (M2(F))2 − 4M1(F)M3(F) + M4(F). (13)

Skewness and (excess) kurtosis are ratios of the cumulants:

γ3 = κ3/κ2
3/2 (14)

and
γ4 = κ4/κ2

2. (15)

3. Results

We characterized the high-order statistics of natural images via the distribution of filter coefficients
for two-dimensional Hermite (TDH) functions. We present the findings for rank two first because this
low rank allows for a detailed visualization and then turn to higher ranks.

3.1. Statistics of Rank Two TDH Filter Coefficients for Natural Images

To visualize the results for rank two, we note that the full set of rank two filters can be regarded as
points on the surface of an ordinary sphere (Figure 4). This follows from the general observation that
the r-th rank of TDH functions is spanned by r + 1 orthonormal filters, so the full set of unit-magnitude
filters of rank r (i.e., the full set of unit-magnitude linear combinations of these r + 1 basis elements)
may be regarded as the surface of a sphere in (r + 1)-space. In this spherical representation of rank
two TDH functions shown in Figure 4, the polar filters correspond to one set of orthogonal directions,
the Cartesian filters to a second orthogonal set of directions, and intermediate directions correspond to
mixtures of polar or Cartesian filters. The latitude (altitude) indicates the size of the projection onto
the target-like TDH function. For TDH functions at the same latitude, the azimuth on the sphere
corresponds to the orientation (i.e., the in-plane rotation angle) of the filter function.

9
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Figure 4. Generalized steerability of the rank two TDH filters. Each unit-magnitude filter corresponds
to a point on the surface of a sphere. The polar and Cartesian basis functions form two sets of
orthogonal coordinate axes. Filters with a red frame are polar TDH filters; filters with a blue frame
are Cartesian TDH filters; one filter is in both sets as indicated by its two frames. Filters without a
frame are intermediate filters; they can be constructed from a linear combination of either polar or
Cartesian filters.

Figure 5 shows the skewness and kurtosis of the distributions for all TDH filters of rank two,
plotted on the filter space shown in Figure 4. Skewness and kurtosis depend strongly on latitude,
but are largely independent of orientation, although there is a small dependence of kurtosis at the
orientation at the two largest scales. Skewness is maximal for the circularly-symmetric (target-like)
filters at the poles and is zero for filters on the equator, while kurtosis is minimal for the target-like
filters and is maximal for filters on the equator.

Figure 5. Skewness and kurtosis for natural images filtered by rank two TDH filters across seven
spatial scales. Each sphere represents the filter space of unit-length rank two TDH filters (oriented as
shown in Figure 4). Skewness and kurtosis are averaged across all filtered images and plotted as a
function of direction in the filter space. The pseudocolor scales for each skewness and kurtosis map are
set to range from blue (minimum) to red (maximum). The minimum and maximum skewness and
kurtosis values are shown under each sphere.
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3.2. Statistics of Higher-Rank TDH Filter Coefficients for Natural Images

For higher ranks, a similar visualization strategy is not possible, so we begin with the skewness
and kurtosis for each of the filters in the polar basis set (Figure 6). We focus on filter scale four,
the middle of the range studied; other filter scales gave a similar pattern of results.
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Figure 6. Variance, skewness and kurtosis for (A) natural images filtered by polar TDH filters of rank
0–7 (spatial scale four) and (B) modified TDH filters in which the polynomial component is replaced by
its sign. Error bars are three standard errors of measurement (SEM).

With regard to skewness (Figure 6A, second column), there is a single polar filter within each
rank for which skewness is large; for the others, it is close to zero. For even ranks (consistent with the
rank two results shown in Figure 5), the single polar filter that has a large skewness is the target-like
filter Acos

0,r/2; this is the only polar filter with a nonzero mean. For odd ranks, the filter with the largest

skewness is the filter with a single horizontal inversion axis, Asin
1,(r−1)/2; this filter is specifically sensitive

to vertical gradients.
With regard to kurtosis (Figure 6A, third column), the pattern is also a simple one. For even

ranks (also consistent with Figure 2), kurtosis is uniform for all filters except the target-like one Acos
0,r/2,

shown as the middle bar of each histogram in the right column; for the target-like filter, kurtosis is
approximately half the size of the others. For odd ranks, the kurtosis is large, but uniform across all
filters. Thus, we find that for each rank, skewness and kurtosis are either uniform across all polar
basis functions or uniform for all basis functions, except for one special filter, the odd-rank filter with a
single horizontal inversion axis, or the even-rank filter that is target-like.
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For completeness, the first column of Figure 6A shows the variance of each filter’s outputs. This is
large for target-like filters (center filter in even ranks) and small for all other filters, with sine and
cosine pairs resulting in similar variances. As variance is a second-order statistic, this behavior is a
consequence of the k−2 power spectrum of the images.

The simple behavior of skewness and kurtosis for the TDH functions is not merely a consequence
of their polar symmetry. To see this, we repeated the analysis of Figure 6A, but with the polar TDH
functions replaced by binarized variants, in which positive values of the polynomial component (all
terms except for the exponentials in Equations (1) and (2)) are replaced by +1 and negative values by
−1. The binarized variants have the same polar symmetry and sine/cosine pairing as the original TDH
functions and, within ranks, are mutually orthogonal, as well. However, when the polynomial portions
of the TDH functions are replaced by ±1, neither skewness nor kurtosis have the same simple behavior
seen in Figure 6A. Specifically, while the skewness and kurtosis vary over a wide range (approximately
0–2 for skewness, 10–20 for kurtosis) and this substantial variation is captured in a single basis function
at each rank for the original TDH functions, it is spread across many basis functions for the modified
ones (Figure 6B).

While Figure 6A suggests that the skewness and kurtosis of a general TDH filter depends only
on its projection onto the special axis, it only examines filters that are orthogonal to the special axis.
For oblique directions, it is possible that this result will not hold. The reason that more complex
behavior may arise in oblique directions is that for moments of order three and higher, the steering
equations (Equations (9) and (10) in Section 2.4) include contributions from mixed moments of the
polar TDHs.

Figure 7 shows that despite this potential complication, the skewness and kurtosis of a TDH
filter’s output depends chiefly on the projection of the filter onto the single special axis identified in
Figure 6A. It is noteworthy that this holds not only for the Cartesian TDHs, but also for generic TDHs,
which typically lack rotational symmetry. Moreover, for ranks r ≥ 3, TDH functions that share the
same projection onto this axis are intrinsically different in shape and are not merely physical rotations
of one another.

In sum, within each rank, skewness and kurtosis of the filter coefficient distribution is either
uniform or uniform in all but one direction in filter space. This axis has a simple interpretation: it is
either the target-like TDH function or the single TDH function that is sensitive to a top-to-bottom
gradient. In other words, although the TDH filter space has a high dimensionality (equal to the
rank + 1), the behavior of skewness and kurtosis is always low-dimensional, either uniform or
rotationally symmetric. This simplification constitutes a symmetry of natural image statistics and goes
beyond the overt spatial symmetries of the TDHs themselves: on the one hand, it applies to filter
functions that lack either Cartesian or polar symmetry (Figure 7); on the other hand, this simplification
fails when the polynomial portion of a TDH filter is replaced by ±1 (Figure 6B), even though this
replacement retains all of the spatial symmetries of the filters.

Figure 8 uses this finding to describe the distribution of TDH filter coefficients across all spatial
scales in a concise manner. Skewness is characterized by its value for the target-like filter at even ranks
(γ3,target; Figure 8A) and for the filter with a single horizontal inversion axis at odd ranks (γ3,horiz;
Figure 8B). γ3,target is a decreasing function of scale and rank, and γ3,horiz is an increasing function of
scale and (except for rank one) nearly independent of rank. Kurtosis is characterized by its value for
the target-like filter at even ranks (γ4,target; Figure 8C) and by its value for the remaining filters, at both
even and odd ranks (γ4,non−target; Figure 8D). Both kurtosis quantities are decreasing functions of scale
and rank. It would be of interest to characterize the scaling behaviors of the skewness and kurtosis
parameters more precisely, but this is beyond the scope of the present study.
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Figure 7. Skewness and kurtosis of natural images filtered by 1000 random TDH filters of rank 2–7,
at scale four. The abscissa is the projection of each random TDH filter onto the polar TDH filter shown
at the lower right of each plot, which is the target-like filter for even ranks and the filter with a single,
horizontal inversion axis for odd ranks. The filters placed along the abscissa are examples of filters
whose projections onto the rightmost polar filter are 0, 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75. They illustrate the diversity of
filters with a given value of the projection; the examples shown for the skewness and kurtosis columns
at corresponding points along the abscissa are interchangeable.
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Figure 8. At each spatial scale, the skewness of TDH-filtered images is characterized by two values:
γ3,target (A) for even ranks and γ3,horiz for odd ranks (B); and kurtosis is characterized by γ4,target (C) for
even ranks and γ4,non−target for all ranks (D).

3.3. Statistics TDH Filter Coefficients for Altered Images

To understand the attributes of natural images that underlie the above findings, we carried out
parallel analyses for natural images that were manipulated in several ways prior to the determination
of filter coefficients.

First, we examined the role of local mean luminance. To do this, we repeated the analysis of
Figure 6, but with subtraction of the local mean luminance over a disk of radius 6σ prior to computing
TDH filter outputs (Figure 9A). This manipulation eliminated the difference between the kurtosis
for the target-like filter and the others, so that kurtosis was uniform within each rank. Subtraction
of the local mean reduced, but did not eliminate, the value of the skewness for the target-like filter.
As expected, subtraction of the local mean did not change the distributions for the polar TDH filters
that were not target-like, since for µ �= 0, the trigonometric terms in Equations (1) and (2) necessarily
integrate to zero.

To distinguish the roles of spatial frequency content and phase correlations, we analyzed the
distribution of filter coefficients for phase-scrambled images and for images that are spectrally flattened.
To isolate the role of spatial frequency content, we created phase-scrambled images by randomizing the
phases of the Fourier components in the original images. This effectively results in samples of a spatial
Gaussian noise whose power spectrum matches that of the original image. As expected, analysis of
these images yielded distributions of TDH filter outputs whose variances matched those of the original
images, but for which skewness and kurtosis were zero (data not shown). This confirms that spatial
frequency content alone does not carry the high-order statistics observed in natural images [8].
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Figure 9. Variance, skewness and kurtosis for (A) natural images filtered by polar TDH filters of rank
0–7 (spatial scale four) after local mean subtraction; (B) as in (A), but natural images are whitened prior
to analysis. Error bars are three SEM.

To isolate the role of phase correlations, we set the Fourier component amplitudes in the original
images to unity, but retained their phases. As in Figure 9A, calculation of filter outputs was carried out
with subtraction of the local mean, to retain the isotropy of the kurtosis. Other than for the rank zero
filter, this eliminated the skewness (Figure 9B). The kurtosis remains isotropic. Thus, the heavy-tailed
nature of the coefficient distributions depends not only on phase, but also on amplitude.

Finally, to determine the role of the luminance distribution, we calculated the filter coefficient
distributions for images subjected to the manipulation of the pixel histogram: logarithmic
transformation, histogram equalization and transformation of the intensity histogram to a Gaussian,
truncated to 2.56 standard deviations (Figure 10). All of these reduced both skewness (by approximately
a factor of 10) and kurtosis (by approximately a factor of five), with near-complete elimination of
skewness following the logarithmic transformation. Skewness was concentrated in the filter with a
single horizontal inversion axis at odd ranks, and kurtosis was approximately constant within rank.
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Figure 10. Skewness and kurtosis TDH filters of rank 0–7 (spatial scale four) processed by
pointwise nonlinearities prior to analysis. (A) Logarithmic transformation; (B) histogram equalization;
(C) Gaussian luminance distribution. Error bars are three SEM.

4. Discussion

Here, we show that two-dimensional Hermite (TDH) filters, an orthogonal basis set with a
high degree of symmetry, simplify the description of high-order statistics of natural images, both
locally and over wide areas. The significance of this result is that high-order statistics carry the
local features that distinguish natural images from Gaussian processes [3,8,17,18,30], but they are
challenging to analyze because of their high dimensionality. By identifying a hidden symmetry in
high-order statistics, TDH functions provide a kind of dimensional reduction, and therefore, a needed
simplification. We emphasize that our goal is focused on understanding natural images, not neural
computations per se. Specifically, we do not intend to suggest that the visual system uses TDH filters;
rather, our point is that they simplify the description of the stimulus set with which the visual system
must grapple. This application of TDH functions to characterize natural image statistics is distinct
from two other applications of them to vision: a body of work in image processing [19,21,23,24] that
uses them to extract local features and neurophysiologic studies that use them as visual stimuli to
analyze the properties of neuronal receptive fields [29,31].

It is worth noting that the TDH filters constitute a set of functions with an unusually high degree
of symmetry. They can be written as a product of functions in either Cartesian or polar coordinates and,
thus, have both rotational symmetry and steerability. The steerability includes not only the ordinary
rotational transformations of the plane, but also rotations in the hyperspheres that correspond to
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each rank of TDH filters. Moreover, other than a constant factor, each TDH filter is its own Fourier
transform, an explicit symmetry relating space and spatial frequency.

Our findings can be viewed as building on [17,32], which also focus on the high-order image
statistics of natural images. Specifically, these authors examined the distributions of outputs of filters
acting on whitened natural images and the joint distributions of outputs of pairs of filters identified by
independent components analysis. The work in [17] showed that the joint distribution is approximately
circular, and [32] showed that an improved characterization of the joint distribution could be obtained
using an Lp-norm, rather than the Euclidean norm. This near-circularity implies that for any filter, the
distribution of outputs has a qualitatively similar heavy-tailed shape. The observation that bandpass
filter outputs have similar kurtoses has also been made in other studies [33,34]. However, this similarity
is only a loose approximation: when analyzed quantitatively (e.g., Figure 5 of [17]), the kurtoses of
these distributions varied by at least a factor of two. Here, we show that analysis in terms of TDH
filters concisely summarizes this variation: at each rank, the kurtosis of a filter’s output is determined
by its projection onto a specific direction in filter space.

Examination of the polar TDH filters (Figure 1) suggests the reasons that specific axes are singled
out. For the even-rank filters, the special axis is the only filter whose mean is nonzero; all other
filters necessarily have a mean of zero because of their sinusoidal dependence on angle. Thus, these
filters are the ones that are sensitive to the distribution of local luminance, which is well known to be
heavy-tailed in natural images, both in terms of skewness [35,36] and kurtosis [37]. For the odd-rank
filters, the identified axis has a horizontal mirror-inversion, with large lobes above and below the
horizon. These filters are likely to be highly sensitive to vertical gradients, and thus, the distributions
of their outputs will be skewed by the tendency of illumination to come from above. Consistent with
these hypotheses, removal of the local mean (Figure 9A) eliminated the distinctive behavior of the
target-like filter for kurtosis and reduced its skewness. When the low spatial frequencies were reduced
by spectral flattening, the skewness was eliminated for the odd-rank filters, as well. Figure 10 provides
further evidence that the distinctive kurtosis for the target-like filters is primarily a consequence of
luminance distributions, as it is reduced by attenuating the tails of the luminance distribution via log
transformation, histogram-equalization or Gaussianization.

The simplification we observe is not simply a consequence of the arrangement of the positive
and negative lobes of the TDH filters and, thus, has deeper roots than the overt spatial symmetries of
the TDH filters. The evidence for this is that replacing the Hermite polynomial values by ±1, which
preserves the arrangement of their lobes, does not result in a similar simplification of the skewness and
kurtosis (Figure 6B). Thus, the crucial factor in our findings is the interaction between the polynomial
gradations of the TDHs and the properties of natural images.

5. Conclusions

Two-dimensional Hermite filters provide a simple description of third- and fourth-order statistics
of natural images across a range of scales. This simplification is a consequence of the high degree
of symmetry of this orthogonal basis set and the phase, amplitude and luminance characteristics of
natural images.
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Abstract: We propose a method for measuring symmetry in images by using filter responses from
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs). The aim of the method is to model human perception of
left/right symmetry as closely as possible. Using the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) approach
has two main advantages: First, CNN filter responses closely match the responses of neurons in the
human visual system; they take information on color, edges and texture into account simultaneously.
Second, we can measure higher-order symmetry, which relies not only on color, edges and texture,
but also on the shapes and objects that are depicted in images. We validated our algorithm on a
dataset of 300 music album covers, which were rated according to their symmetry by 20 human
observers, and compared results with those from a previously proposed method. With our method,
human perception of symmetry can be predicted with high accuracy. Moreover, we demonstrate
that the inclusion of features from higher CNN layers, which encode more abstract image content,
increases the performance further. In conclusion, we introduce a model of left/right symmetry that
closely models human perception of symmetry in CD album covers.

Keywords: symmetry perception; continuous symmetry; convolutional neural networks; aesthetics

1. Introduction

Symmetry is ubiquitous. It can be found in formations that have emerged in evolution, such as
bird wings and bugs, and in physical structures like crystals, as well as in man-made objects like
cars, buildings, or art. Symmetry as a concept refers to any manner, in which part of a pattern can be
mapped onto another part of itself [1]. While this can be done by translation (translational symmetry)
or rotation (rotational symmetry), reflectional symmetry, in which a part of a pattern is mirrored along
an axis, is special because it is highly salient for human observers [2]. Reflectional symmetry has been
linked to attractiveness in faces [3] and it is thought to serve as an indicator of normal development,
general health or the ability to withstand stress [4–6]. Symmetry was linked to beauty not only in
natural stimuli, but also in abstract patterns [7]. Together, these findings suggest that the perception of
symmetry is a general mechanism that plays an important role in our aesthetic judgment.

In mathematics, symmetry is a clean, formal concept of group theory. In contrast, symmetry
detection in computer vision is faced with real world data, which can be noisy, ambiguous and
even distorted. Nevertheless, several algorithms to detect symmetry in real world data have been
proposed [8–10]. Much work has been done regarding the detection of axes of symmetry in an
image. Continuous symmetry, as described by [11], measures the degree to which symmetry is
present in a given shape (defined by a set of points). In the present article, we introduce a novel
measure of continuous symmetry, which approximates the perception of natural images by human
observers. The aim of this measure is to indicate to which degree reflectional symmetry is present in
an arbitrary image. While this task is easily accomplished by humans, it is much harder for computers.
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One possibility to assign a measure of continuous symmetry to images is to compare luminance values
along an axis of the image, as proposed in [12]. However, this approach differs substantially from how
humans perceive real-world scenes. Instead of comparing pixels, humans detect edges and group
them into shapes, textures and, finally, into objects. Such grouping contributes to symmetry perception
by humans. Shaker and Monadjemi [13] proposed a symmetry measure that uses edge information in
gray-scale images. Although this approach goes beyond the restricted usage of luminance intensity
information, it does not take into account color and shapes. In the present article, we propose a novel
algorithm that detects symmetry in a manner that is closer to how humans perceive symmetry. To this
aim, we use filter responses from Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), which have gained huge
popularity among computer vision researchers in recent years. The novelty of our measure is twofold:
First, by using CNN filter responses, we take color and spatial frequency information into account, as
done by the human visual system, namely by encoding color-opponent edges as well as color blobs and
spatial frequency information [14,15]. Second, we show that features from higher CNN layers, where
more abstract image content is represented [16], can improve the prediction of symmetry judgements
of human observers even further.

Although CNNs were first proposed more than two decades ago [17,18], they have become
state-of-the-art technology for many computer vision tasks only recently, due to progress in computing
technology, such as the introduction of graphic cards for calculations, and the availability of huge
amounts of data for training. Currently, CNNs are being applied to object recognition tasks [19,20],
image description [21], and texture synthesis [22], and they have conquered other areas like speech
recognition [23]. CNNs learn a hierarchy of different filters that are applied to an input image, enabling
them to extract useful information. The training algorithm works in a supervised manner, which
means that, given an input image, the output is compared to the target output so that an error gradient
can be computed. Using backpropagation, parameters of the model are changed so that the error is
minimized and the network gets better at solving the task at hand.

In our study, we use filter responses from CNNs that were trained on millions of images of objects
[24] for measuring continuous symmetry in images. To validate our results, we collected a dataset of
300 different CD album covers and asked human observers to rate them according to their left/right
symmetry. CD album covers are especially suited for this task because they offer a wide variety and
different degrees of symmetry. For each of the 300 images, the subjective symmetry ratings were
compared to the symmetry measure obtained by our algorithm.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Measuring Continuous Symmetry Using Filter Responses from Convolutional Neural Networks

As mentioned above, CNNs learn a hierarchy of different filters that are applied to an input image.
Filters reside on layers, where higher layers tend to extract more and more abstract features from an
image, compared to the previous ones. Different layer types have been proposed and are investigated
in ongoing research. The model we use in our experiments, referred to as CaffeNet, was proposed
by [19] and is provided as a part of the Caffe Library [24]. It consists of a total of 8 building blocks,
each consisting of one or more different layer types: Convolutional layers, in which the output of a
previous layer is convolved with a set of different filters, pooling layers, in which a subsampling of the
previous layer is performed by taking the maximum over equally sized subregions, and normalization

layers, which perform a local brightness normalization. Several fully-connected layers that are stacked
on top of a network learn to map extracted features onto class labels. Interestingly, the filters on the first
layer tend do develop oriented Gabor-like edge detectors, akin to those found in human vision, when
trained on huge datasets containing millions of natural images [25] (see Figure 1). In our experiments,
we drop the fully connected layers on top, which allows us to resize the input to have a dimension
of 512 × 512 pixels. Using this modification of the CaffeNet model [24], we propose an algorithm that
measures continuous left/right mirror symmetry of natural images, as follows.
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First, every image is fed to the network, which yields 96 filter response maps after the first
convolutional layer, 256 after the second, 384 after the third and fourth, and 256 after the last
convolutional layer. Using these filter responses, we then build a histogram of the maximum responses
of equally sized, non-overlapping subregions of these maps, i.e., we perform a max-pooling operation
over a grid of equally sized areas (patches). In the remainder of this article, a patch level of n refers to a
tiling of the filter response maps into n × n subregions.

Using convolutional layer l ∈ {1, 2, ..., 5}, this procedures provides us with a max-pooling map Il ,
which has three dimensions: two positional parameters of the subimage, on which the max-pooling
was performed, and one dimension that holds the maximum responses in that subimage for each filter.
We then flip the image along the middle vertical axis and repeat the same procedure for the flipped
version, which provides us with another five max-pooling maps Fl .

In order to measure the reflectional symmetry of an image, we measure the asymmetry of the
max-pooling maps Il and Fl by calculating how different the right and the left side of any given image
are, using the following equation:

A(Il , Fl) =
∑x,y, f |Il(x, y, f )− Fl(x, y, f )|

∑x,y, f max(Il(x, y, f ), Fl(x, y, f ))
(1)

where x and y iterate over all subimages and f iterates over all filters on layer l. Subtracting A(Il , Fl)

from one yields our final measure of symmetry:

S(Il , Fl) = 1 − A(Il , Fl) (2)

This measure is bounded between zero and one (for asymmetric images and for highly symmetric
ones, respectively).

Figure 1. Filters of the first convolutional layer (conv1) of the Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN)
architecture used in our experiment (CaffeNet; [24]). The filters detect oriented luminance edges
and different spatial frequencies. Color is detected in form of oriented color-opponent edges and
color blobs.

2.2. Image Dataset

In order to evaluate the algorithm proposed in Section 2.1, we used a dataset of 300 CD album
covers that were collected from the internet in 2015 (kindly provided by Ms. Maria Grebenkina,
University of Jena School of Medicine). Images were equally distributed between three different music
genres (classic music, pop music and metal music). All cover images had a resolution of 500 × 500
pixels, or were down-sampled to this size by bicubic interpolation if the original image had a higher
resolution. A complete list of the 300 CD covers used in this study is provided in Supplementary Table
S1. The dataset is made available on request for scientific purposes (please contact author C.R.).
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(a) Calculated Symmetry: 0.98 (b) Calculated Symmetry: 0.53 (c) Calculated Symmetry: 0.23

Figure 2. Representative covers and their respective calculated left/right symmetry values, which were
obtained with first-layer filters at patch level 17. The images are of high symmetry (a); intermediate
symmetry (b); and low symmetry (c); respectively. Due to copyright issues, we cannot reproduce
covers used in our study here. Copyright: (a) author A.B.; (b) Graham James Worthington, CC BY-SA
4.0; and (c) Musiclive55, CC BY-SA 4.0.

2.3. Rating Experiment

Images of the 300 CD album covers (see above) were rated for their symmetry. Twenty participants
(21–62 years old; Mean = 36 years; 6 male), mostly medical students or employees of the basic
medical science department, participated in the experiment. All participants reported to have
corrected-to-normal vision. Images were presented on a calibrated screen (EIZO ColorEdge CG241W,
1920 × 1200 pixels resolution) on a black background. A chin rest ensured a constant viewing distance
of 70 cm. The images extended 500 × 500 pixels on the screen (135 mm × 135 mm, corresponding to
11 × 11 degrees of visual angle).

The study design was conducted in line with the ethical guidelines of the Declaration of Helsinki
on human participants in experiments. The Ethics Committee of Jena University Hospital approved
the procedure. Prior to participating in the study, all participants provided informed written consent
on the procedure of the study. The participants were tested individually in front of the screen in
a shaded room with the windows covered by blinds. First, the experimenter gave the instructions
for the experiment. The participant was asked to rate the presented image according its left/right
symmetry. The participants started the experiment with a mouse click. Then, for the first trial, a fixation
cross appeared on the screen for between 300 and 800 ms followed by the first image. The question
displayed on the screen below the image was “How symmetric is this image?” The participant rated
the presented images on a continuous scale that was visualized as a white scoring bar on the bottom
of the screen. The extremes of the scale were labeled as “not symmetric” and “very symmetric”,
respectively. Immediately after the response, the second trial with the next image was initiated, and so
on. Images were presented in random order. After each of 100 trials, participants were allowed to take
a rest for as long as they wished. The final symmetry rating value for each cover was defined as the
median of the ratings of all 20 participants. To test for normality of the resulting data, D’Agostino and
Pearson’s normality test [26] was used.

3. Results

In order to validate the computer algorithm proposed in the present work, 20 participants rated the
left/right symmetry of 300 covers from CD albums featuring pop music, metal music or classic music.
For 97 covers, the distribution of ratings was not normally distributed (p < 0.05). As a representative
value for a cover, we thus decided to use the median of all ratings for this cover. Figure 3 shows
box-plot diagrams of the resulting subjective ratings for the three music genres. Median symmetry is
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highest for covers of metal music, intermediate for pop music, and lowest for covers of the classic genre.
The symmetry ratings for all three music genres span a wide range of values, including extreme values.
Consequently, the cover images seem sufficiently diverse with respect to their symmetry to serve as the
ground truth in the validation of our model of left/right symmetry perception by human observers.

Figure 3. Subjective ratings for left/right symmetry in CD album covers of three music genres.

In order to maximize the correlation between the subjective ratings and the symmetry values
calculated with our algorithm (see Section 2.1), we modified the following two parameters: First, we are
free to chose which of the five convolutional layers of the CaffeNet model serves as a basis for the
calculations. Second, we can decide how many subregions to use in the max-pooling operation.
We therefore tested all five layers of the model. In addition, for layers conv1 and conv2, we obtained
results for patch levels 2–32 and, for the upper layers, for patch levels 2–31 (note that the number
of patches is restricted by the size of the response maps, which is 31 × 31 pixels for layers above
conv2). We calculated our measure of symmetry for each of these parameter configurations (see Figure
2 for examples) and compared results with the human ratings. Because the distribution of ratings
for many covers was not normally distributed (p < 0.05, D’Agostino and Pearson’s normality test),
Spearman’s rank coefficients were calculated. Figure 4a plots the coefficients for the different model
configurations. The correlation coefficients obtained for our model ranged from 0.64 (for convolutional
layer 1 using patch level with 2 patches squared) to 0.90 (for convolutional layer 5 with 6 patches
squared). Additionally, we provide the RMSE of a linear fit (Figure 4b), a quadratic fit (Figure 4c)
and a cubic fit of the distributions (Figure 4d) to better understand the relation between our measure
and the subjective ratings. Resulting trends are similar to those of the correlation analysis (Figure 4a);
the quadratic and cubic models have a lower RMSE than the linear model, which indicates they
provide a better fit of the relation between ratings and our measure.

For comparison, we implemented the symmetry measure recently proposed by [12] and measured
a correlation of 0.34 for their model. Thus, all configurations tested in our model outperformed the
previously proposed method. We also tried to compare our results with the approach described in
[13]. However, due to missing details regarding the filtering process used in [13], we were not able to
reproduce their results.

In our model, convolutional layer 1 performed worst with 2 patches squared, but results for
this layer improved when more patches were used, i.e., when we use more, but smaller max-pooling
regions. A plateau is reached at around 10 patches squared with a maximum correlation of 0.80 peak
at 17 patches (Figure 4a).
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4. (a) Spearman’s rank coefficients for the correlation between the subjective ratings and
calculated values of left/right symmetry. Subjective ratings are plotted as a function of the number
of subimages in the model for different layers of the CaffeNet model. The model parameters were
systematically varied. The patch level squared corresponds to the number of subimages. The RMSE
values of (b) a linear fit; (c) a quadratic fit and (d) a cubic fit show similar trends for all configurations.
With quadratic and cubic polynomials, lower errors were obtained compared to the linear fit,
which indicates that the relation between our measure and the subjective ratings is not linear.

Interestingly, the correlations between human ratings and our measure increase when higher
layers of the network are used. For the second convolutional layer, the correlation peaks at 0.85 with 11
patches and then drops steadily as more patches are used, performing even worse than convolutional
layer 1 at around 24 patches and above. The same can be observed for layers above layer 2 where the
correlations peak at smaller number of patches and then drop rapidly. Specifically, the peak is reached
at around 8 patches squared for layer 3 and 4, and at 6 patches squared for the highest (fifth) layer
(see Figure 4).

In Figure 5, median symmetry ratings for each image are plotted as a function of the values
calculated for two model configurations with high correlations. For both configurations, the rated and
calculated values seem to correspond better at the extremes of the spectrum, i.e., for symmetry values
closer to 0 or 1. In the mid-part of the spectrum, the two values correlated less well for the individual
images. To visualize whether similar difference can also be observed at the level of individual observers,
Figure 6 plots the standard deviation of all ratings for each cover over its median rating. The resulting
plot shows an inverse u-curve shape, which means that the standard deviation of ratings is lower for
highly symmetric covers and highly asymmetric covers, i.e., at the extremes, compared to symmetry
values at the mid-part of the rating spectrum. In conclusion, while people tended to agree whether an
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image is highly symmetric or highly asymmetric, judgments show a higher deviation for images not
falling into one of the extremes.

(a) Best quadratic fit: f (x) = 0.76x2 + 1.03x − 0.24 (b) Best quadratic fit: f (x) = −1.86x2 + 3.95x − 0.85

Figure 5. Scatter plot of rated symmetry values versus calculated symmetry values for two different
configurations of the model (a, layer 1 with 17 patches squared, correlation of 0.80; b, layer 2 with
11 patches squared, correlation of 0.85). Each dot represents one cover image. Metal music covers
are shown in black, pop music covers in cyan and classic music covers in magenta. The blue curve
represents the best quadratic fit, as determined from the plots shown in Figure 4c.

Figure 6. Standard deviation of the ratings of 20 participants for 300 CD album cover images, plotted
as a function of the median rating for the covers. Each dot represents one cover image. Metal music
covers are shown in black, pop music covers in cyan and classic music covers in magenta.

4. Discussion

In the present study, we introduce a novel computational measure of left/right symmetry that
closely matches human perception, as exemplified for symmetry ratings of 300 CD album covers
by human participants. Using CNN filter responses in our measure has two main advantages.
First, CNN filters of the first layer are thought to resemble edge detectors akin to those found in
the human visual system (Gabor-like filters [27]), as well as color detectors in form of color blobs
and opponent color edges [19,25] (see Figure 1 for an illustration of filters used on conv1, the first
layer). Similar to human vision, we can take luminance, color and spatial frequencies in an image into
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account simultaneously by using features from lower layers of the CNN. Second, because features are
becoming increasingly abstract when using higher layers for the max-pooling maps, our symmetry
measure is more likely to reflect human perception of symmetry because it takes into account the
grouping of visual elements in the images as well as more abstract image features.

The first advantage may explain why our method outperforms the symmetry measure based
on intensity values [12], which ignores color completely and does not deal with structural features
like oriented edges. Furthermore, we group image regions over subimages (called patches in the
present work), which makes our measure more robust with regard to image features that are somewhat
symmetric but not exactly mirrored. Comparing intensity values of pixels alone does not address
this issue. However, although we demonstrated that our approach works well for music cover art,
it remains to be investigated whether it can also be applied to other types of images.

The emergence of increasingly abstract features at higher layers of the CNN can explain some of
the trends that we observed in our experiment at different layers and for different patch sizes. On the
one hand, when the patches become too big, our measure does not perform well because there is not
much local detail taken into account. On the other hand, when regions become exceedingly small,
grouping of luminance values is no longer possible over larger areas and, consequently, our measure
does not correlate well with the ground truth data (i.e., the subjective symmetry ratings). Higher-layer
features seem to resemble human symmetry perception more closely, if patch size is optimal at higher
layers (Figure 4). We speculate that this resemblance can be explained by the fact that, when specific
features or objects are prevalent in an image, larger patches are more tolerant regarding the exact
position of these features or objects. For example, when people observe two faces in an image, one on
the left side and one on the right side, the exact pixel positions of the faces are not critical for symmetry
perception in our approach, as long as the faces have roughly corresponding positions with respect to
the left/right symmetry axis.

Although the higher layers seem to resemble human symmetry perception of the CD album covers
best, we cannot unconditionally recommend to use higher-layer features for getting the best results
with other types of stimuli. Higher-layer features are not well understood yet, despite intense research
[16,28,29]. Yosinski et al. [25] investigated how transferable learned features are between different tasks
and found that the features from the first two layers only can be considered truly generic. Higher-layer
features tend to be specific to the set of images that were used during training; this specificity may
potentially limit their usefulness when novel images are encoded by the CNNs. Although we did not
observe such a negative effect in our study, this potential problem should be kept in mind.

In order to evaluate the correlation between subjective ratings and calculated symmetry values,
we measured Spearman’s rank (non-parametric) correlation. Thus, we did not exactly replicate
the behavioral measures, but predicted their relative strength. We observed that quadratic and
cubic models fit the relation between our measure and the subjective ratings better than a linear
model, which indicates that the relation between the two measures is not strictly linear. In other
words, our algorithm does not match the exact subjective ratings that one would get from human
observers. Rather, the algorithm predicts the relative subjective impression of symmetry in sets of
images. This correspondence is strongest when symmetry is either very prominent or almost absent.
With intermediate degrees of symmetry, human observers tend to agree less on how symmetric an
image is (Figure 6). At the same time, the correspondence with the calculated values is less precise
(Figure 5).

5. Conclusions

We propose a novel computational method that was developed to predict human left/right
symmetry ratings for complex, non-geometrical images, as exemplified by CD album covers. The aim
of the model is to closely match subjective symmetry as judged by human observers. For this purpose,
we used filters learned by CNNs because they are akin to receptive fields in the early human visual
system and get more and more abstract at higher layers of the CNNs. In order to evaluate our method,
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we compared the results from the computational model with subjective ratings by 20 participants who
assessed left/right symmetry in a dataset of 300 different album covers. We evaluated different model
configurations by calculating the correlation between the computationally obtained results and the
ratings by humans.

Results demonstrate that our algorithm outperforms a recently proposed method for measuring
continuous symmetry in an image by comparing pixel intensities [12]. Moreover, the correlation
increased from 0.80 to 0.90 when we used filters from higher layers that focus on more abstract features.
However, it remains to be established whether our approach also works for images other than album
covers. For arbitrary images, we recommend to use second-layer features because they are known to
be more universal than higher-layer features and lead to better results than first-layer features in our
study.

In future research, we will use the proposed symmetry measure to study the role of symmetry in
aesthetic perception, for example, by applying the measure to images of visual artworks and photographs.
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Abstract: Primate vision is an active process that constructs a stable internal representation of
the 3D world based on 2D sensory inputs that are inherently unstable due to incessant eye
movements. We present here a mathematical framework for processing visual information for
a biologically-mediated active vision stereo system with asymmetric conformal cameras. This model
utilizes the geometric analysis on the Riemann sphere developed in the group-theoretic framework
of the conformal camera, thus far only applicable in modeling monocular vision. The asymmetric
conformal camera model constructed here includes the fovea’s asymmetric displacement on the
retina and the eye’s natural crystalline lens tilt and decentration, as observed in ophthalmological
diagnostics. We extend the group-theoretic framework underlying the conformal camera to the stereo
system with asymmetric conformal cameras. Our numerical simulation shows that the theoretical
horopter curves in this stereo system are conics that well approximate the empirical longitudinal
horopters of the primate vision system.

Keywords: active vision; the conformal camera; the Riemann sphere; Möbius geometry;
complex projective geometry; projective Fourier transform; retinotopy; binocular vision; horopter

1. Introduction

Primates must explore the environment with saccades and smooth pursuit eye movements
because acuity in primate foveate vision is limited to a visual angle of a mere two degrees. With about
four saccades/s, the high-acuity fovea can be successively fixated on the scene’s salient and
behaviorally-relevant parts at a speed of up to 900 deg/s. Smooth pursuit at up to 100 deg/s keeps the
fovea focused on slowly-moving objects, while a combination of smooth pursuit and saccades tracks
objects moving either unpredictably or faster than 30 deg/s.

In the primate brain, most of the neurons processing visual information encode the position of
objects in gaze-centered coordinates, that is in the frame attached at the fovea in retino-cortical maps.
Although this retinotopic information is constantly changing due to the eye’s incessant movements,
our perception appears stable. Thus, primate vision must be thought of as the outcome of an active
process that constructs a clear and stable internal representation of the 3D world based on a combination
of unstable sensory inputs and oculomotor signals.

Our computational methodology based on the conformal camera underlying geometric analysis
of the Riemann sphere, developed in [1–3], addresses some of the challenges in modeling active
vision. Most notably, by modeling the external scene projected on the retina of a rotating eye with
the correspondingly updated retino-cortical maps, it can provide us with efficient algorithms capable
of maintaining visual stability when imaging with an anthropomorphic camera head mounted on a
moving platform replicating human eye movements [4–6].

In this paper, we first review the conformal camera’s group-theoretic framework, which, till now,
has only been formulated for modeling monocular vision. Then, we discuss the extension of this
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framework to a model of stereo vision that conforms to the physiological data of primate eyes.
We divide the presented material into the prior and recent work and the original contributions.

1.1. Prior and Recent Work

This paper is organized in two parts. The first consists of Sections 2–4 that reviews our prior
and recent work. In Section 2, the image projective transformations in the conformal camera are
given by the Möbius group PSL(2,C) acting by linear fractional mappings on the camera’s image
plane identified with the Riemann sphere. The group PSL(2,C) establishes the group of holomorphic
automorphisms of the complex structure on the Riemann sphere [7]. The invariants under these
automorphisms furnish both Möbius geometry [8] and complex projective geometry [9].

Section 3 introduces both the continuous and discrete projective Fourier transforms. The group
of image projective transformations in the conformal camera is the simplest semisimple group.
Since representations on semisimple groups have a well-understood mathematical theory, we can
provide the conformal camera that possesses its own Fourier analysis, a direction in the representation
theory of the semisimple Lie groups [10]. The projective Fourier transform (PFT) is constructed by
restricting Fourier analysis on the group SL(2,C), the double cover of PSL(2,C), to the image plane
of the conformal camera. We stress that the complex projective geometry underlying the conformal
camera contrasts with the real projective geometry usually used in computational vision, which does
not possess meaningful Fourier analysis on its group of motions.

Next, in Section 4, we discuss the conformal camera’s relevance to the computational aspects of
anthropomorphic vision. We start here with a discussion of the conformal camera’s relevance to early
and intermediate-level vision. Then, we discuss the modeling of retinotopy with the conformal
camera. We point out that the discrete PFT (DPFT) is computable by a fast Fourier transform
algorithm (FFT) in the log-polar coordinates that approximate the retino-cortical maps of the visual
and oculomotor pathways. These retinotopic maps are believed to be fundamental to the primate’s
cortical computations for processing visual and oculomotor information [11].

The DPFT of an integrable image is constructed after the image is regularized by removing a
disk around the logarithmic singularity. This disk represents the foveal region. Then, we discuss
the numerical implementation of the DPFT in image processing. Although the foveal vision is
indispensable for our overal visual proficiency, it is rather less important to the proper functioning of
the active vision that is mainly supported by peripheral processes [12].

We conclude this section by discussing the conformal camera’s geometric analysis used in the
development of efficient algorithms supporting the stability of visual information for a robotic eye
mounted on the moving platform that replicates human smooth pursuit and saccadic eye movements [4,6].

1.2. Original Contributions

The second part of this paper studies the extension of our modeling with the conformal camera to
binocular vision. In Section 5, after we review the background of biological stereo vision, we explain
how the conformal camera can model the stereo system with a simplified version of the schematic
eye, one with a spherical eyeball and rotational symmetry about the optical axis. In contrast to this
simplified eye model, the fovea center in the primate’s eye is supratemporal on the retina, and the
visual axis that connects the fixation point with the fovea center is angled about 5.2 degrees nasally to
the optical axis.

In Section 6, we develop the asymmetric conformal camera model of the eye that includes both
the fovea’s asymmetric displacement and the lens’ tilt and decentration observed in ophthalmological
diagnostics. From the group-theoretic framework of the asymmetric conformal camera, we conclude
that tilting and translating the image plane is like putting ‘conformal glasses’ on the standard conformal
camera. Finally, in Section 7, we demonstrate, by a numerical simulation in GeoGebra, that the resulting
horizontal horopter curves can be seen as conics that well approximate the empirical horopters,
as originally postulated in [13].
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1.3. Related Work

Directly related to our work is the modeling done by Schwartz’ group [14,15]. Each of
both approaches uses a different complex logarithmic function for modeling human retinotopy.
Later in Section 4.3, we compare these two models. In addition to complex logarithmic mappings,
different foveated mappings have been proposed in biologically-mediated image processing,
for example [16,17].

There are also other less directly related approaches. In [18], the depth reconstruction from
water drops is developed and evaluated. The three key steps used are: the water-drop 3D shape
reconstruction, depth estimation using stereo and water-drop image rectification. However, the lack of
high resolution images of water drops degraded the overall performance of the depth estimation.

Maybe the most interesting work is presented in [19], which develops the catadioptric camera
that used a planar spherical mirror array. This reference, in particular, considered digital refocusing for
artistic depth of field effects in wide-angle scenes and wide-angle dense depth estimation. In another
setup, the spherical mirrors in the array were replaced with refractive spheres, and the image captured
by looking through a planar array of refractive acrylic balls was shown in [19]. We wonder if this setup
could model the vision systems based on the insects’ compound eyes. One can possibly arrange the
refractive spheres’ array on the convex surface to produce the wraparound vision of insects.

2. The Conformal Camera

The conformal camera with the underlying geometric and computational framework was
proposed in [1].

2.1. Stereographic Projection

The conformal camera consists of a unit sphere S2 that models the retina and a plane C through
the sphere’s center O where the image processing takes place. The spatial points are centrally projected
onto both the sphere and the image plane through the nodal point N, chosen on the sphere such that
the line interval ON is perpendicular to the image plane; see Figure 1.

Figure 1. The conformal camera as the eye model. The points in the object space are centrally projected
into the sphere. The sphere and the center of projection N represent the eye’s retina and nodal point.
The ‘image’ entity is given by stereographic projection σ from the sphere to the plane C. Because
σ is conformal and maps circles to circles (see the text), it preserves the ‘retinal illuminance’, that is
the pixels. This image representation is appropriate for efficient computational processing.

The camera’s orientation in space is described by a positively-oriented orthonormal frame

(e1, e2, e3), such that e3 =
−→
ON. The frame is attached to the camera’s center O, giving spatial

coordinates (x1, x2, x3). The image plane x3 = 0 is parametrized with complex coordinates x1 + ix2.
Then, the projection into the image plane C is given by:
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j(x1, x2, x3) = z =
x1 + ix2

1 − x3
. (1)

The restriction of (1) to the sphere S2 \ {N} defines stereographic projection σ = j|S2 . In this
definition, the mapping σ is extended by σ(N) = ∞ with the point ∞ appended to the image plane
C, identifying the sphere S2 with the extended image plane Ĉ = C∪ {∞}. With this identification,
Ĉ is known as the Riemann sphere. Stereographic projection σ is conformal, that is the mapping σ

preserves the angle of two intersecting curves. In addition, stereographic projection maps circles in the
sphere that do not contain N to a circle in the plane and maps a circle passing through N to a line that
can be considered a circle through ∞ [20].

2.2. The Group of Image Projective Transformations

A stationary planar object, or a planar surface of a 3D object, shown in Figure 2 as a black
rectangular region in the scene, is projected into the image plane in the initial gaze (Gaze 1) of the
conformal camera. The gaze change from Gaze 1 to Gaze 2 is shown in Figure 2 as a horizontal
rotation φ.

Figure 2. (a) When the camera gaze is rotated by φ, the image projective transformation is given here in
the rotated image plane by the g-transformation that results from the composition of two basic image
transformations. The first involves the image that is translated by the vector (b) and projected back
into the image plane. The second transformation is given in terms of the image projected into the
sphere, rotated by −2φ, and projected back into the image plane. The image transformation adds the
conformal distortions, schematically shown by the transformed image’s back projection into the plane
containing the planar object. (b) The camera and scene are shown in the view seen when looking from
above. Here, the sequence of transformations q �→ z �→ q1 �→ q2 �→ q3 �→ z′ = g · z explains the image
projective transformation.
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The image transformations resulting from the gaze change are compositions of the two
basic transformations that are schematically shown in Figure 2 in the rotated image plane.
Alternatively, these transformations can be formulated in the initial image plane [6].

The first basic image transformation, the h-transformation, is rendered by translating the object’s
projected image by b = 〈b1, b2, b3〉 and then projecting it centrally through the rotated nodal point N1

back into the image plane (stereographic projection σ in Figure 1). It is given by the following mapping:

h(b1b2, b3) · z =
z + b1 + ib2

1 − b3
=

δz + γδ

1/δ
=

[
δ γδ

0 1/δ

]
· z (2)

where δ = (1 − b3)
−1/2 and γ = b1 + ib2. The last equality in (2) defines the linear-fractional mapping

in terms of the matrix h.
The second basic image transformation resulting from the gaze rotation with the angle φ is

denoted as the k-transformation. This transformation is defined by projecting the output from the
h-transformation into the sphere through the center of projection N1, rotating it with the sphere by
the angle −2φ and then projecting it back to the (rotated) image plane. Here, the gaze rotation with φ

results in the sphere rotation by −2φ by the central angle theorem. In general, the image transformation
corresponding to the gaze rotation by the Euler angles (ψ, φ, ψ′) is the following k-transformation:

k(ψ,−2φ, ψ′) · z =
αz + β

−βz + α
=

[
α β

−β α

]
· z, (3)

where α = e−i(ψ+ψ′)/2 cos φ and β = −e−i(ψ−ψ′)/2 sin φ.
In the k-transformation, rotation angles can be assumed to be known, for they are used by the

biological vision system to program the eye movements that fixate targets. We have shown in [5] how
to estimate the intended gaze rotation from the image of the target. The h-transformation is given in
terms of the unknown vector b = 〈b1, b2, b3〉.

The composition of the basic transformations in (2) and (3),

g · z = k(ψ,−2φ, ψ′) · [h(b1b2, b3) · z]

=
[
k(ψ,−2φ, ψ′)h(b1b2, b3)

]
· z, (4)

can be done with the multiplication of matrices, as shown in the second line of (4).
Because the mappings (4) are conformal, they introduce the conformal distortions shown in

Figure 2 by the back-projected gray-shaded region outlined on the object in the scene. Although these
distortions could be removed with minimal computational cost [1,3], we do not, because they are
useful in visual information processing [5].

In the language of groups, h(b1, b2, b3) ∈ AÑ, where:

A =

{[
δ 0
0 δ−1

]
: δ > 0

}
and Ñ=

{[
1 γ

0 1

]
: γ ∈ C

}
(5)

and k(ψ,−2φ, ψ′) ∈ SU(2), where:

SU(2) =

{[
α β

−β α

]
: |α|2 + |β|2 = 1

}

is the double cover of the group of rotations SO(3) [21]. Thus, SU(2) is isomorphic to the group of
unit quaternions.

The polar decomposition SL(2,C) = SU(2)ASU(2), where:
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SL(2,C) =

{[
a b

c d

]
: ad − bc = 1

}
,

implies that the finite iterations of h- and k-transformations generate the action of SL(2,C) on the
Riemann sphere Ĉ by linear-fractional mappings:

[
a b

c d

]
· z =

az + b

cz + d
(6)

such that:

[
a b

c d

]
· ∞ = a/c,

[
a b

c d

]
· (−d/c) = ∞ if c 	= 0, and

[
a b

0 d

]
· ∞ = ∞.

An image intensity function f ’s projective transformations are given by the following action:

f (z) �−→ f
(

g−1 · z
)
= f

(
dz − c

−bz + a

)
, g =

[
a b

c d

]
∈ PSL(2,C) (7)

where we need the quotient group:

PSL(2,C) = SL(2,C)/{±Id}

to identify matrices ±g because g · z = (−g) · z.

2.3. Geometry of the Image Plane

The group PSL(2,C) with the action (6) is known as the Möbius group of holomorphic
automorphisms on the Riemann sphere Ĉ that gives the complex, or analytic, structure on Ĉ [7].
In the Kleinian view of geometry, known as the Erlanger program, Möbius geometry is the study of
invariants under the group of holomorphic automorphisms [8]. Further, the group PSL(2,C) also
defines the projective geometry of a one-dimensional complex space [9], giving us the isomorphism of
the complex projective line and the Riemann sphere. This means that the conformal camera synthesizes
geometric and analytic, or numerical, structures to provide a unique computational environment that
is geometrically precise and numerically efficient.

The image plane of the conformal camera does not admit a distance that is invariant under image
projective transformations. Consequently, the geometry of the camera does not possess a Riemann
metric. For instance, there are no geodesics and curvature. However, because linear-fractional
transformations map circles to circles, circles may play the role of geodesics, with the inverse of
the circle’s radius playing the role of curvature. This makes the conformal camera relevant to the
intermediate-level vision computational aspects of natural scene understanding, later discussed in
Section 4.2.

3. Fourier Analysis on the Projective Group

3.1. Group Representations and Fourier Analysis

The main role of the theory of group representation, in relation to Fourier analysis, is to decompose
the space of square-integrable functions defined on a set the group acts naturally on in terms of the
irreducible unitary representations; the simplest homomorphisms of the group into the set of unitary
linear operators on a Hilbert space.

In this decomposition, the generalized Fourier transform plays the same role on any group as the
classical Fourier transform does on the additive group of real numbers. In this classical case of Fourier
transform, the irreducible unitary representations are homomorphisms of the additive group into the
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multiplicative group of complex numbers of modulus one, or the circle group. These homomorphisms
are given by the complex exponential functions present in the standard Fourier integral [22].

Because group theory underlies geometry through Klein’s Erlanger program that classifies most of
geometries by the corresponding groups of transformations, this geometric Fourier analysis emphasizes
the covariance of the decompositions with respect to the geometric transformations.

The group SL(2,C) is the simplest of semisimple groups that have a well-understood
representation theory initiated by Gelfand’s school and completed by Harish-Chandra [23].

Therefore, the conformal camera possesses its own Fourier analysis well adapted to image
projective transformations given by the group SL(2,C) acting on the Hilbert space of square-integrable
functions on the image plane Ĉ [2,3].

3.2. Projective Fourier Transform

The projective Fourier analysis has been constructed by restricting geometric Fourier analysis on
SL(2,C) to the image plane of the conformal camera (see Section 7 in [2]). The resulting projective
Fourier transform (PFT) of a given image intensity function f is the following:

f̂ (s, k) =
i

2

∫
f (z)|z|−is−1

(
z

|z|

)−k

dzdz, (8)

where (s, k) ∈ R × Z, and, if z = x1 + ix2, then (i/2)dzdz = dx1dx2. In log-polar coordinates (u, θ)

given by ln reiθ = ln r + iθ = u + iθ, (8) takes on the form of the standard Fourier integral:

f̂ (s, k) =
∫

f (eu+iθ)eue−i(us+θk)dudθ. (9)

Inverting it, we obtain the representation of the image intensity function in the (u, θ)-coordinates,

eu
f(u, θ) =

1
(2π)2

∞

∑
k=−∞

∫
f̂ (s, k)ei(us+θk)ds,

where f(u, θ) = f (eu+iθ). We stress that although the functions f and f have the same values at the
corresponding points, they are defined on different spaces; the function f is defined on the log-polar
space (the cortical visual area), while f is defined on the image plane (the retina).

The construction of the discrete PFT is aided by fact that, despite the logarithmic singularity of
log-polar coordinates, an image f that is integrable on C \ {0} has finite PFT:

| f̂ (s, k)| ≤
∫ 2π

0

∫ u1

−∞
f (eu+iθ)eududθ =

∫ 2π

0

∫ r1

0
f (reiθ)drdθ < ∞. (10)

3.3. Non-Compact and Compact Realizations of PFT

It should be noted that the one-dimensional PFT was constructed from the infinite dimensional
Fourier transform on SL(2,C) in the non-compact picture of irreducible unitary representations of
group SL(2,C); see [2]. Later in [3], the second, finite dimensional projective Fourier transform
was constructed in the compact picture of irreducible unitary representations of group SL(2,C).
Both pictures have been used to study group representations in semisimple representation theory;
each picture simplifies representations by emphasizing different aspects without the loss of information;
see [10].

The functions Πk,s(z) = |z|is
(

z
|z|

)k
in the projective Fourier transform (8) play the role of

exponentials in the standard Fourier transform. In the language of group representation theory,
one-dimensional representations Πk,s(z) are the only unitary representations of the Borel subgroup
B = MAN of SL(2,C), where:
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M =

{[
eiθ 0
0 e−iθ

]}
, N = ÑT .

In contrast, all of the nontrivial irreducible unitary representations of SL(2,C) are
infinite-dimensional. Now, the group B ‘exhausts’ the projective group SL(2,C) by Gauss
decomposition SL(2,C)

.
= ÑB, where ‘

.
=’ means that equality holds up to a lower dimensional

subset of the zero measure, that is almost everywhere, and Ñ in (5) represents Euclidean translations
under the action (6). These facts justify the use of the name ‘projective Fourier transform’ and allow us
to develop numerically-efficient implementations of this transform in image processing well adapted
to projective transformations [2].

3.4. Discrete Projective Fourier Transform

It follows from (10) that we can remove a disk |z| ≤ ra to regularize f , such that the support
of f(u, θ) is contained within (ln ra, ln rb)× [0, 2π), and approximate the integral in (9) by a double
Riemann sum with equally-spaced partition points:

(uk, θl) = (ln ra + δk,
2π

N
l), (11)

where 0 ≤ k ≤ M − 1, 0 ≤ l ≤ N − 1 and δ = T/M with T = ln(rb/ra). We can obtain (see [2] for
details) the discrete projective Fourier transform (DPFT),

f̂m,n =
M−1

∑
k=0

N−1

∑
l=0

fk,le
uk e−i2πmk/Me−i2πnl/N (12)

and its inverse,

fk,l =
1

MN

M−1

∑
m=0

N−1

∑
n=0

f̂m,ne−uk ei2πmk/Mei2πnl/N , (13)

where fk,l = (2πT/MN) f (euk eiθl ) are image plane samples and fk,l = (2πT/MN)f(uk, θl) are log-polar
samples. Both expressions (12) and (13) can be computed efficiently by FFT.

4. Discussion: Biologically-Mediated Vision

4.1. Imaging with the Conformal Camera

The action of the group of image projective transformations on the image function is given without
precise relation to the object; recall the definition of the h-transformation in (2). Even for horizontal
rotations of the conformal camera, vector b needs to be defined. However, this vector does not need
to be defined when imaging with the conformal camera is applied to processing visual information
during saccades [4]. On the other hand, for processing visual information during smooth pursuit with
the conformal camera, the analytical expression for the vector b was derived in [6] by using the objects’
relative motions. Later in Section 4.5, we review the results obtained in [4,6] that make possible the
development of algorithmic steps for processing visual information in an anthropomorphic camera
head mounted on the moving platform that replicates human eye movements.

Moreover, the imaging with the conformal camera must be considered only for ‘planar’ objects,
that is the planar surfaces of 3D objects. To justify this requirement, we note that only the most basic
features are extracted from the impinged visual information on the retina before being sent to the areas
of the brain used for processing. Thus, the initial image of the centrally-projected scene is comprised
of numerous brightness and color spots from many different locations in space and does not contain
explicit information about the perceptual organization of the scene [24]. What is initially perceived is a
small number of objects’ surfaces segmented from the background and each other [25]. The object’s
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3D attributes and the scene’s spatial organizations are acquired when 2D projections on the retina are
processed by numerous cortical areas downstream the visual pathway. This processing extracts the
monocular information (texture gradients, relative size, linear and aerial perspectives, shadows and
motion parallax) and, when two eyes see the scene, the binocular information (depth and shape).

4.2. Intermediate-Level Vision

Intermediate-level vision is made up of perceptual analyses carried out by the brain and is
responsible for our ability to identify objects when they are partially occluded and our ability to
perceive an object to be the same even as size and perspective changes.

For more comprehensive discussion of the relevance of the conformal camera to computational
aspects of intermediate vision we refer to [4]. Here, following this reference, we only mention how the
fact that the conformal camera’s image plane geometry does not possess the invarient distance, is not
preventing intermediate-level shape recognition. The brain employs two basic intermediate-level vision
descriptors in identifying global objects: the medial axis transformation [26] and the curvature extrema
[27]. The medial axis, which the visual system extracts as a skeletal description of objects [28], can be
defined as the set of the centers of the maximal circles inscribed inside the contour. The curvatures at
the corresponding points of the contour are given by the inverse radii of the circles.

Since circles are preserved under image projective transformations, the intermediate-level
descriptors are preserved during the conformal camera’s movements. We conclude that imaging
with the conformal camera should be relevant to modeling primate visual perception that is supported
by intermediate-level vision processes.

4.3. DPFT in Modeling Retinotopy

Information from the visual field, sampled and processed by the retina, arrives to the midbrain’s
superior colliculus (SC) and, via the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN), to the primary visual cortex
(V1). Both SC and V1 contain retinotopic maps. These retinotopic maps can be characterized by the
following principle (e.g., [29]): for the contralateral visual field, retinotopy transforms the retinal
polar coordinates centered at the fovea to the cortical coordinates given by the perpendicular polar
and eccentricity axes. Further, the amount of cortical tissue dedicated to the representation of a unit
distance on the retina, the magnification factor, is inversely related to its eccentricity, implying that
foveal regions are characterized by a large cortical magnification, with the extrafoveal region scaled
logarithmically with eccentricity [29].

As the retinal image changes during gaze rotations, the retinotopic map in V1 undergoes the
corresponding changes that form the input for subsequent topographically-organized visual areas.

The mappings w = ln(z ± a)− ln a give an accepted approximation of the retinotopic structure in
V1 and SC areas [15,30], where a > 0 removes logarithmic singularity and ±a indicates either the left
or right brain hemisphere, depending on its sign. On the other hand, the DPFT that provides the data
model for image representation can be efficiently computed by FFT in log-polar coordinates given
by the complex logarithmic mapping w = ln z. Thus, this logarithmic mapping must be used in our
model to approximate retinotopy.

However, both complex logarithmic mappings give similar approximations for the peripheral
region. In fact, for |z| ≪ a, ln(z ± a)− ln a is well approximated by ±z/a, while for |z| ≫ a, it is
dominated by ln z. Moreover, to construct discrete sampling for DPFT, the image is regularized by
removing a disk |z| ≤ ra, which represents the foveal region that contains the singularity of ln z at
z = 0. Although it may seem at first that our model is compromised by the loss of a foveal region of
about a 2 deg central angle, our next discussion demonstrates how the opposite may be true.

From the basic properties of ln z,

ln(eiφz) = ln z + iφ, ln(ρz) = ln z + ln ρ,
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it follows that the rotation and dilation transformations of an intensity function in exp-polar coordinates
f (eueiθ) correspond to simple translations of the log-polar image f(u, θ) via:

f (eiφeueiθ) = f
(

euei(θ+φ)
)
= f (u, θ + φ)

and:
f (ρeueiθ) = f (eu+veiθ) = f (u + v, θ) .

The functions f and f were introduced in Section 3.2.
These distinctive features of ln z are useful in the development of image identification and

recognition algorithms. The Schwartz model of retinotopy, therefore, results in the destruction of these
properties so critical to computational vision.

Further, psychophysiological evidence suggests the difference in the functional roles that fovea
and periphery play in vision. These different roles, very likely, involve different image processing
principles [31,32]. An example of the separation in foveal and peripheral processing is explained in [31]
in the context of curve balls in baseball. Often, batters report that balls undergo a dramatic and nearly
discontinuous shift in their position as they dive in a downward path near home plate. This shift in the
ball’s position occurs when the image of the ball passes the boundary on the retina between these two
regions. The authors argue in [31] that this phenomenon is a result of the differences between foveal
and peripheral processing.

We finally mention the computational advantages of representing images in terms of the PFT
rather than in terms of the exponential chirp transform (ECT) developed by the Schwartz research
group in [14]. The ECT is constructed by making the substitution:

(x, y) = (eu cos θ, eu sin θ) (14)

in the standard 2D Fourier integral. Because the Jacobian of the transformation (14) is
translation-invariant, this substitution makes the ECT well adapted to translations in Cartesian
coordinates. There is then a clear dissonance between the nonuniform retinal image sampling grid
and this shift invariance of the ECT. On the other hand, the PFT is a genuine Fourier transform
constructed from irreducible unitary representations of the group of image projective transformations.
Further, the change of variables by:

u = ln r (15)

transforms the PFT into the standard Fourier integral. Thus, the discrete PFT is computable by FFT in
log-polar coordinates that approximate the retinotopy.

The difference between (14) and (15) implies that the PFT does not experience the problem of
exponentially-growing frequencies, like the ECT does, and for a band-limited original image, there is
no difficulty with the Nyquist sampling condition in log-polar space [2,3].

4.4. Numerical Implementation of DPFT

The DPFT approximation was obtained using the rectangular sampling grid (uk, θl) in (11),
corresponding, under the mapping:

uk + iθl �−→ zk,l = euk+iθl = rkeiθl ,

to a nonuniform sampling grid with equal sectors:

α = θl+1 − θl =
2π

N
, l = 0, 1, ..., N − 1
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and exponentially-increasing radii:

ρk = rk+1 − rk = euk+1 − euk = euk (eδ − 1) = rk(e
δ − 1), k = 0, 1, ..., M − 1,

where δ = uk+1 − uk is the spacing δ = T/M and r0 = ra is the radius of the disc that has been
removed to regularize the logarithmic singularity of u = ln r.

For completeness of this discussion, we recall our calculations in [4]. To do this, we assume that
we have been given a picture of the size A × B displayed with K dots per unit length. In addition,
we assume that the retinal coordinates’ origin is the picture’s center. The central disc of radius r0

represents the foveal region of a uniform sampling grid with the number of the pixels N f , given by
πr2

0 = N f /K2. The number of sectors is obtained from the condition 2π(r0 + r1)/2 ≈ N(1/K), where
N = [2πr0K + π]. Here, [a] is the closest integer to a. To obtain the number of rings M, we assume
that ρ0 = r0(e

δ − 1) = 1/K and rb = rM = r0eMδ. We can take either rb = (1/K)min(A, B)/2 or
rb = (1/K)

√
A2 + B2/2. Thus, δ = ln[(1 + 1/r0K] and M = (1/δ) ln(rb/r0).

Example 1. We let A × B = 512 × 512 and K = 4 per mm, so that the physical dimensions in mm are

128 ×128 and rb = 128
√

2/2 = 90.5. Furthermore, we let N f = 296, so that r0 = 2.427 and N = 64.

Finally, δ = ln(10.7084/9.7084) ≈ 0.09804 and (1/0.09804) ln(90.5/2.427) ≈ M = 37. The sampling

grid consists of points in polar coordinates: (rk + ρk+1/2, θl + π/64) = (2.552ek0.09804, (2l + 1)π/64),
k = 0, 1, ..., 36, l = 0, 1, ..., 63.

In this example, the original image has 262,144 pixels, whereas both foveal and peripheral
representations of the image contain only 2,664 pixels. Thus, there are about 100-times more pixels
in the original image than in the image sampled in log-polar coordinates. To compare, light carrying
visual information about the external world is initially sampled by about 125 million photoreceptors.
When processed by the retinal circuitry, this visual information converges on about 1.5 million ganglion
cell axons that carry the output from the eye.

4.5. Visual Information during Robotic Eye Movements

There are significant differences in the way visual information in a robotic eye with the
silicon retina is processed during smooth pursuit and saccades. When a robotic eye is tracking a
slowly-moving target by stabilizing its image on the high-acuity central region of a silicon retina,
the image of the stationary background is sweeping across the retina in the opposite direction.
The sensory information used in maintaining perceptual stability includes the retinal motion
information and the extraretinal information, such as intended eye movements or short-time memory
of previous movements [33]. On the other hand, the high saccadic rotational speed markedly restricts
the use of visual information during eye movements between fixations. Therefore, the discrete
difference between the visual information at the initial gaze position and at the saccade’s target must
be used in the perisaccadic image processing to support perceptual stability. Identification of the
visuosaccadic pathway [34] supports the idea that the brain uses a copy of the oculomotor command
of the impending saccade, referred to as the efference copy, to shift transiently neuronal activities of
stimuli to their future location before the eyes’ saccade takes them there. This shift gives access to the
visual information at the saccade target before the saccade is executed. It is believed that this predictive
remapping mechanism contributes to visual stability [35].

4.5.1. Visual Information during Smooth Pursuit

During smooth pursuit, anticipatory planning is needed for perceptual stability of an autonomous
robot. In [6], the stationary background’s image transformations during the horizontal gaze rotations
are obtained using the relative motions of the background with respect to the conformal camera.
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Figure 3 shows the horizontal intersection of the conformal camera and the scene. It explains
how the vector b is defined in terms of the relative motions of the line segment PQ, the horizontal
intersection of the planar object.

Figure 3. When the camera gaze is rotated by φ, the image projective transformation is given by
the g-transformation where g = kh is the result of the composition of the line segment PQ relative
movements. Since the gaze rotation induces the nodal point translation by t, the object PQ relative
movements in the scene are composed of the translation by −t corresponding to the translation of the
image by b (i.e., the h-transformation) and the rotation by −φ corresponding to the sphere rotation by
−2φ (i.e., the k-transformation).

Under this assumption, we derived in [6] the geometrically-exact expression for the vector b

(Equations (14) and (15) in [6]) that specifies the h transformation during the horizontal gaze rotation.
We model the gaze change during the tracking movement as a sequence of small-angle horizontal
rotations (φm, m = 1, 2, 3, ...).

In order to derive the anticipatory background’s image transformations for a known tracking
sequence of gaze rotations, we approximate of vector b to the first order in φ,

b = ±φ

d
〈sin α, 0, cos α〉, (16)

where α gives the orientation relative to the initial coordinate system of the line containing the line
segment PQ and d is the distance to this line from the nodal point; see Figure 3. Furthermore, in the
above approximation, the upper sign is for α > ϕ, and the lower sign is for α < ϕ. Since the α and d fix
this horizontal line, the approximation (16) does not depend on the planar object size and where on its
plane it is located.

The derivation of the vector b in (16) is the main result that allows for the given sequence of
gaze rotations (φm, m = 1, 2, 3, ...) to obtain the corresponding sequence of projective transformations
(gm, m = 1, 2, 3...) that are useful for maintaining perceptual stability. Taking the iteration of the smooth
pursuit’s transformations gm, we obtain the background object’s image projective transformations
given in terms of the gaze rotations φm, the orientation angle α and the distance d. We refer to [6] for
the complete discussion.

Since the gaze rotations are assumed known in order to execute robotic eye rotations and both α

and d can be estimated, our modeling of the visual information during smooth pursuit of the conformal
camera can support the anticipatory image processing. This can be used to support the stability of
of visual information during tracking movements by an anthropomorphic camera needed for an
autonomous robot efficient interaction with the real world, in real time.
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4.5.2. Visual Information during Saccades

The model of perisaccadic perception in [4] is based on the model suggested in [36] that an
efference copy of the impending eye movement, generated by SC, is used to briefly shift activity
of some visual neurons toward the cortical fovea. This shift remaps the presaccadic neuronal
activity to their future postsaccadic locations around the saccade target. Because the shifts occurs in
logarithmic coordinates approximating retinotopy, the model can also explain the phenomenon of
the mislocalization of briefly-flashed probes around the saccade’s onset, as observed by humans in
laboratory experiments [37].

We outline here the steps in modeling perisaccadic predictive image processing and refer to [4]
for a more detailed discussion. The scene with the upcoming saccade target at the point T is projected
into the image plane of the conformal camera and sampled according to the distribution of the
photoreceptor/ganglion cells:

fm,n = (2πT/MN) f (eum eiθn). (17)

Next, DPFT fk,l in (12) is computed by FFT in log-polar coordinates (uk, θl). The inverse DPFT (13)
computed again by FFT renders the image cortical representation:

fk,l = (2πT/MN)f(uk, θl). (18)

A short time before the saccade’s onset and during the saccade movement that redirects the gaze
line from F to T, log-polar (cortical) coordinates are remapped by shifting the frame centered at the
neuronal activity of the stimuli around T to the future foveal location when eyes fixate on T. The
salient part of the image is then shifted by (hδ,−jγ) toward the cortical fovea. This neural process is
modeled by the standard Fourier transform shift property applied to the inverse DPFT,

fm+h,n−j =
1

MN

M−1

∑
k=0

N−1

∑
l=0

(
ei2πhk/Me−i2π jl/N f̂k,le

−(uk+hδ)ei2πmk/Mei2πnl/N
)

,

which can be computed by FFT.
Finally, the perisaccadic compression observed in laboratory experiments is obtained by

transforming the cortical image representation to the visual field representation:

fm+h,n−j = (2πT/MN) f (um + hδ, θn − jγ)

= (2πT/MN) f (eum+hδei[θn−jγ])

= (2πT/MN) f (ehδrmei[θn−jγ]),

where γ = 2π/N. We see that under the the shift of the coordinate system (um, θn) by (hδ,−jγ),
the original position rmeiθn is transformed to e−hδrmei(θn−jγ). The multiplication of rm by e−hδ results
in the compression of the scene around the saccade target T.

5. Binocular Vision and the Conformal Camera

Each of our two eyes receives a slightly different retinal projection of a scene due to their lateral
separation from each other. Nevertheless, we experience our visual world as if it were seen from
just one viewpoint. The two disparate 2D retinal images are fused into one image that gives us the
impression of a 3D space. The locus of points in space that are seen singularly is known as the horopter,
and the perceived direction that represents the visual axes of the two eyes is often referred to as the
cyclopean axis.

The small differences in the images on the the right and left eyes, resulting from their separation,
is referred as binocular disparity, or stereopsis. When the eyes fixate on a point, any other point in
a scene that lies either in front or behind the horopter curve, subtends different angle on each retina
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between the image and the center of the fovea. This difference defines retinal disparity, which provides
a cue for the object’s depth from an observer’s point of fixation. Then, the relative disparity is defined
as the difference in retinal disparities for a pair of points. The relative disparity provides a cue for the
perception of 3D structure, components of which include relative depth and shape. Relative disparity
is usually assumed to not depend on the eyes’ positions [38].

Conventional geometric theory of binocular projections is incorrect in identifying the geometric
horopter with the Vieth–Müller circle. This two-century old theory incorrectly assumes that the
eye’s optical node coincides with the eyeball’s rotational center, yet it still influences theoretical
developments in binocular vision. Anatomically-correct binocular projection geometry was recently
presented in [39].

The main results in [39] are the following: (1) the Vieth–Müller circle is the isovergence circle that
is not the geometric horopter; and (2) relative disparity depends on eye position when the nodal point
is at the anatomically-correct location. Moreover, calculations for typical viewing distances show that
such changes in relative disparity are within binocular acuity limits [40]. During fixation, the eyes
continually jitter, drift and make micro-saccades, and we hypothesize in [39] that the small changes in
perceived size and shape during these eye movements may be needed, not only for perceptual benefits,
such as ‘breaking camouflage’, but also for the aesthetic benefit of stereopsis [41].

The geometric horopter in [39] corresponds to a simplified version of the schematic eye, also called
a reduced eye. In this model, the two nodal points coincide at the refractive surface’s center of curvature.
The light from the fixation point travels through the nodal point to the center of the fovea, a path
referred to as the visual axis. The optical axis coincides with the visual axis when the fovea center
is assumed to coincide with the posterior pole. This model of the reduced eye complies with the
conformal camera’s imaging framework discussed in Section 2, resulting in the conformal camera that
is capable of modeling stereo vision.

Still, the reduced eye model remains an idealization. The eyeball is not perfectly spherical,
and when it rotates in the socket, the center of rotation slightly moves. Although these aspects may
affect the eye optics quality, for example myopia occurs if the eyeball is too long, we do not consider
them in this study.

In contrast to the reduced eye model, the eye’s fovea center is supratemporal on the retina, and the
visual axis is angled about 5.2 degrees nasally to the optical axis. This angle is called the α angle.
Moreover, ophthalmological diagnostics have shown that even in normal eyes with good visual acuity,
a small amount of lens misalignments relative to the optic axis do exist [42,43].

The importance of the eyes’ asymmetry follows from two facts. The first is well-known:
the empirical longitudinal horopter deviates from the circular curves that form the geometric
horopters. This so-called Hering–Hillebrand horopter deviation, shown in Figure 4, can be explained
by asymmetry in the spatial positions of the corresponding elements in the two eyes. Two retinal
elements, each one in a different eye, are corresponding if they invoke a single percept when stimulated.
The second fact is the claim recently made in [44] that the natural crystalline lens tilt and decentration
in humans is inclined to compensate for various types of aberration.
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Figure 4. Empirical longitudinal horopters are shown schematically for symmetric convergence points.
Abathic distance is defined here as the distance from the line connecting the eye centers to the fixation
point F at which the horopter is a straight line.

6. The Asymmetric Conformal Camera

To model the eye with both the tilt and decentration of the natural crystalline lens, we present in
this section the asymmetric conformal camera. Although the optical axis should best approximate the
lost symmetry in the alignment of the eye’s components, we assume that this axis is the line passing
through the nodal point and the spherical eyeball’s rotation center.

The modified conformal camera is obtained by rotating the image plane about the x2-axis by the
angle β and then translating the origin by z0, as shown in Figure 5. We refer to Figure 5 for the notation
used in the remaining part of the paper. The immediate requirement is that the visual axis passing
through the nodal point and point z0 forms the angle α = 5.2◦ with the optical axis.

Figure 5. The eye model with an asymmetrically-displaced fovea and a tilted and decentered lens
outlined with thin (1 pt) curves. The asymmetric conformal camera is outlined with thick (2 pt) curves.
The stereo system is obtained if the left camera is reflected in the head axis X3. Each camera’s image
plane, shown here for the left eye, is perpendicular to the head axis, such that the horopter curve is a
straight line passing through the fixation point F at the abathic distance from origin O.

However, because the nodal point is identified with the ‘north pole’ of the stereographic projection,
the point N(0, 0, 1), we place the nodal point 1 cm from the eye rotation center to simplify the discussion.
This discrepancy with the physiological distance of 0.6 cm can be easily corrected. The angles α = 5.2◦
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and β give the fovea an asymmetric displacement of
⌢

f p = 1.63 mm and the lens decentration
yβ = sin β.

The points on the image plane have coordinates relative to the plane origin OL. The projection
ξβ = zβ − z0 of the space point on the tilted image plane with the ‘foveal’ center at z0 can be expressed
in terms of the projection z on the original image plane, allowing us to find the transformation between
image planes. To this end, we note that |yβNL| = cos β.

Then, from the right triangles ∆z0yβNL and ∆zβyβNL, we get:

z0 − yβ

cos β
= tan(α − β)

and:
zβ − yβ

cos β
= tan(ϕ + α − β).

Solving those last two formulas for z0 − yβ and zβ − yβ, and taking the difference, we obtain:

uβ = zβ − z0 = cos β [tan(ϕ + α − β)− tan(α − β)]

= cos β

[
tan(ϕ + α)− tan β

1 + tan(ϕ + α) tan β
− tan(α − β) [1 + tan(ϕ + α) tan β]

1 + tan(ϕ + α) tan β

]
. (19)

Next, from the right triangle ∆zCLNL, we have:

z = tan(ϕ + α). (20)

Introducing (20) to (19), we obtain:

ξβ = cos β

[
z − tan β

1 + z tan β
− tan(α − β) [1 + z tan β]

1 + z tan β

]

=
z [cos β − sin β tan(α − β)]− cos β tan(α − β)

z tan β + 1
,

which can be expressed by the following linear fractional action:

ξβ =

⎡
⎣

cos β−sin β tan(α−β)
cos1/2 β

− cos1/2 β tan(α − β)
sin β

cos3/2 β
1

cos1/2 β

⎤
⎦ · z

=

cos β−sin β tan(α−β)
cos1/2 β

z − cos1/2 β tan(α − β)

sin β

cos3/2 β
z + 1

cos1/2 β

. (21)

We call the matrix in (21) by mβ, so that ξβ = mβ · z. If z′ = g · z and ξ ′β = mβ · z′, then mβ · z′ =

mβgm−1
β mβ · z shows that:

ξ ′β = gβ · ξβ where gβ = mβgm−1
β .

We have just derived the conjugate map of g by mβ,

SL(2,C) ∋ g �−→ gβ = mβgm−1
β ∈ SL(2,C), (22)

which satisfies:
(g1)β(g2)β = mβg1m−1

β mβg2m−1
β = mβg1g2m−1

β = (g1g2)β (23)
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and:

(gβ)
−1 =

(
mβgm−1

β

)−1
= mβg−1m−1

β = (g−1)β. (24)

The map (22) is the inner automorphism of the group SL(2,C). This inner automorphism maps
the group of image projective transformations onto itself by using the image projective transformation
mβ that represents the camera’s asymmetry.

Since g and gβ have the same algebraic properties by (23) and (24), they behave geometrically
in the same way. For instance, the kh-transformation discussed in Section 1, which gives the image
transformation from the conformal camera gaze change, is preserved under the conjugation because
(kh)β = kβhβ. Thus, we can work with the asymmetric conformal camera as we did with the standard
conformal camera.

To this end, given the image intensity function f : D → R in the standard conformal camera,
we define the image intensity function:

fβ : mβ(D) → R

on the image plane as follows: fβ(zβ) = f (m−1
β · zβ) = f (z). Then,

Tg f (z) = f (g−1 · z) = f (m−1
β mβg−1m−1

β mβ · z) = fβ(g−1
β · zβ) = Tgβ

fβ(zβ).

The relation between g and gβ can be expressed in the following commutative diagram:

Ĉ
g−→ Ĉ

mβ ↓ ↓ mβ

Ĉ
gβ−→ Ĉ

where the transformation mβ can be considered a coordinate transformation. Then, the conjugate
gβ = mβgm−1

β has the form corresponding to base changes in linear algebra. To see this, we let a linear

map be represented by matrices M and N in two different bases. Then, N = PMP−1, where P is the
base change matrix.

The result of tilting and translating the image plane does not affect the conformal camera’s
geometric and computational frameworks; this can be phrased as putting ‘conformal glasses’ on
the camera.

7. Discussion: Modeling Empirical Horopters

Two points, each in one of the two eyes’ retinas, are considered corresponding if they give the
same perceived visual direction. The circular shape of the geometric horopter is the consequence of a
simple geometric assumption on corresponding points: two retinal points, onto which a non-fixated
point in space is projected through each of the two nodal points, are corresponding if the angles
subtended at the two eyes with fixation lines are equal.

If one relaxes this assumption by assuming that corresponding points in the temporal direction
from the center of the fovea towards the periphery are compressed as compared with corresponding
points in the nasal direction, the geometric horizontal horopter curves are no longer circular;
see Figure 2.16 in [45].

The asymmetric conformal camera is defined by rotating the image plane by the angle β about
the eye’s axis, the vertical axis to the horizontal visual plane and translating the plane origin by z0 in
the temporal direction (cf. Figure 5). In doing this, we demand that the angle between the fixation axis
passing through the nodal point and point z0 and the optical axis passing through the nodal point and
spherical eyeball center of rotation is the angle α = 5.2◦. Here, z0 is the stereographic projection of the
fovea center f .
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Now, a simple geometric fact follows: when equally-spaced points on the rotated image plane
are projected into the sphere with the nodal point NL as the center of projection, their images on the
sphere are compressed in the temporal direction from f , as compared with the nasal direction.

In this section, we study the horizontal horopter curves of the stereo system with asymmetric
conformal cameras by back projecting the pairs of corresponding points from the uniformly-distributed
points on the camera’s image plane to the object space. From [13], we expected that the horopters
would be approximated by conics. To test this, we choose six points for each fixation: five points to
give a unique conic curve and the sixth point to verify that this is indeed the horopter conic. One of
these six points is the fixation point that is always on the horopter. Further, the nodal points and the
point that does not project to the image plane, projecting instead to ∞, are taken as the points on the
horopter, except for when the horopter is a straight line. When the horopter is a straight line, we need
only three points.

To do this, we fix the camera’s parameters as follows. The abathic distance is the fixation point’s
distance when the horopter is a straight line; see Figure 4. This occurs when the fixation point of the
two eye models provides two image planes that are perpendicular to the head axis. This orientation of
the eyes with the abathic distance at the fixation point is shown in Figure 5 if this figure is completed by
adding the right eye as the reflection of the left eye about the head axis X3. Then, the abathic distance
for the eye radius of 1 cm, with a given α, β and the ocular separation a, can be easily expressed as:

dβ =
cos β

[
a
2 cos(α − β) + sin α

]

sin α − sin β cos (α − β)
. (25)

We use in (25) the physiologically-accurate values of α = 5.2◦ and a = 6.5 cm. Then, assuming
the values of β in the range −0.1◦ ≤ β ≤ 4.2◦ we find, using (25), the observed abathic distance values
in humans in the range 35 cm ≤ dβ ≤ 190 cm with an average value of d3.3◦ = 100 cm. The assumed
values of the angle β are in the range of the crystalline lens tilt’s angle, as measured in healthy human
eyes [42].

Figure 6. The graphs of the three horizontal horopters, the ellipse for fixation F1 (163.7, 79.5),
the straight line for fixation F (126.8, 161.4) and the hyperbola for fixation F2 (53.4, 211.5),
with coordinates given in millimeters. The eye radius is 7.9 mm; the interocular distance is 78.0 mm,
α = 16◦ and β = 10◦. For each of the fixations Fi, i = 1, 2, the six points were obtained by back
projecting the corresponding points. These six points included the fixation point, the two nodal points,
the point Pin f tyi that projects to ∞ and two additional points, P1i and P2i. Five of these points were
used to obtain the conics, and the sixth point was used for the verification. The straight-line horopter is
for the fixation point at the abathic distance and is given by three points, F, P1 and P2.
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In the simulation with GeoGebra, we use different values for our parameters than those that
would be used in the human binocular system. In order to display horopters with three different
shapes, ellipse, straight line and hyperbola, in one graphical window output, we take the eye radius
of 7.9 mm, the interocular distance of 78 mm, α = 16◦ and β = 10◦. The graphs of the horopters
obtained in GeoGebra are shown in Figure 6. The fixation points are given in the caption of this figure.

We note that the hyperbola has two branches, one passing through the fixation point and the
other passing through the nodal points. GeoGebra also computed the conics’ equations:

the ellipse:
−7.9x2 − 7.2xy − 14.9y2 + 216.9x + 253.5y = 1566.0,

the line:
y = 161.4,

and the hyperbola:

4.8x2 + 12.0xy − 12.8y2 − 144.6x + 216.4y = −447.4.

The main purpose of the simulation with GeoGebra is to study qualitatively the shape of the
horizontal horopters for the proposed binocular model to see how they are related to the empirical
horopters. As we demonstrated before, our binocular model accounts for the typical characteristics
of the human binocular system, such as the shape of horopter curves and the abathic distance.
Most notably, the simulation with GeoGebra shows that the horopters given by the stereo system with
eyes modeled by the asymmetric conformal cameras are well approximated by conical curves. It was
proposed by Ogle in [13] that primates’ empirical horopters should be approximated by such conics.

8. Conclusions

The first part of the paper reviewed the conformal camera’s geometric analysis developed by
the author in the group-theoretic framework [1–3]. We identified the semisimple group SL(2,C) as
the group of image transformations during the conformal camera’s gaze rotations. This group is the
double cover of PSL(2,C), the group that gives both the complex structure on the Riemann sphere and
the one-dimensional complex geometry. This duality synthesizes the analytic and geometric structures.

Representation theory on semisimple groups, one of the greatest achievements of 20th century
mathematics, allows the conformal camera to possess its own Fourier analysis. The projective Fourier
transform was constructed by restricting Fourier analysis on the group SL(2,C) to the image plane of
the conformal camera. The image representation in terms of the discrete projective Fourier transform
can be efficiently computed by a fast Fourier transform algorithm in the log-polar coordinates. These
coordinates approximate the retino-cortical maps of the visual pathways. This means that the projective
Fourier transform is well adapted to both image transformations produced by the conformal camera’s
gaze change and to the correspondingly updated log-polar maps.

The first part of the paper was concluded with a discussion of the conformal camera’s relevance
to the computational aspects of anthropomorphic vision. First, we discussed the relevance of imaging
with the conformal camera to early and intermediate-level vision. Then, we compared the conformal
camera model of retinotopy with the accepted Schwartz model and pointed out the conformal camera’s
advantages in biologically-mediated image processing. We also discussed numerical implementation
of the discrete projective Fourier transform. In this implementation, the log-polar image contained
100-times less pixels than the original image, comparable to the ratio of 125 million photoreceptors
sampling incoming visual information to 1.5 million of ganglion cell axons carrying the output from
the eye to the brain. Finally, we briefly reviewed image processing for stability during the conformal
camera tracking and saccadic movements.

The model with the conformal camera was developed to process visual information in an
anthropomorphic camera head mounted on a moving platform replicating human eye movements.
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It was demonstrated in the author’s previous studies that this model is capable of supporting the
stability of foveate vision when the environment is explored with about four saccadic eye movements
per second and when the eye executes smooth pursuit eye movements. Previously, this model only
considered aspects of monocular vision.

In the second part of the paper, binocular vision was reviewed and the stereo extension of the
conformal camera’s group-theoretic framework was presented. We did this for the eye model that
includes the asymmetrically-displaced fovea on the retina and the tilted and decentered natural
crystalline lens. We concluded this part showing, with a numerical simulation, that the resultant
horopters are conics that well approximate the empirical horopters.

The geometry of the conical horopters in the stereo system with asymmetric conformal cameras
requires further study. In the near future, the spatial orientation and shape of the conic curves need to
be derived in terms of the perceived direction and the parameters of asymmetry. This will allow the
development of disparity maps for the stereo system with asymmetric conformal cameras.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

PFT projective Fourier transform
DPFT discrete projective Fourier transform
FFT fast Fourier transform
SC superior colliculus
LGN lateral geniculate nucleus
V1 primary visual cortex
ECT exponential chirp transform
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Abstract: In this paper, first, we briefly describe the dihedral group D4 that serves as the basis for
calculating saliency in our proposed model. Second, our saliency model makes two major changes in
a latest state-of-the-art model known as group-based asymmetry. First, based on the properties of
the dihedral group D4, we simplify the asymmetry calculations associated with the measurement
of saliency. This results is an algorithm that reduces the number of calculations by at least half
that makes it the fastest among the six best algorithms used in this research article. Second, in
order to maximize the information across different chromatic and multi-resolution features, the color
image space is de-correlated. We evaluate our algorithm against 10 state-of-the-art saliency models.
Our results show that by using optimal parameters for a given dataset, our proposed model can
outperform the best saliency algorithm in the literature. However, as the differences among the (few)
best saliency models are small, we would like to suggest that our proposed model is among the
best and the fastest among the best. Finally, as a part of future work, we suggest that our proposed
approach on saliency can be extended to include three-dimensional image data.

Keywords: image analysis; saliency

1. Introduction

While searching for a person on a busy street, we look at people while neglecting other aspects
of the scene, such as road signs, buildings and cars. However, in the absence of the given task, we
would pay attention to different features of the same scene. In the literature [1], it is described as a
combination of two different mechanisms: top-down and bottom-up.

Top-down pertains to how a target object is defined or described in the scene; for instance, while
searching for a person, we would start by selecting all people in the scene as likely candidates and
disregard the candidates that do not match the features of the target person until the correct person
is found. To model this, we need a description of the scene in terms of all of the objects, and the
unique features associated with each object, such that the uniqueness of the features can be used for
distinguishing similar objects from one another. Given the sheer number of man-made and natural
objects in our daily lives and the ambiguity associated with the definition of an object itself makes the
modeling of top-down mechanisms perplexing. To this end, recent attempts have been made by [2,3]
using machine learning-based methods.

Bottom-up (also known as visual saliency) mechanisms are associated with the attributes of a scene
that draw our attention to a particular location. These low-level image attributes include: motion, color,
contrast and brightness [4]. Bottom-up mechanisms are involuntary and faster compared to top-down
ones [1]. For instance, a red object among green objects and an object placed horizontally among
vertical objects are some stimuli that would automatically capture our attention in the environment.
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Owing to the limited number of low-level image attributes, modeling visual saliency is relatively
less complex.

In the past two decades, modeling visual saliency has generated much interest in the research
community. In addition to contributing towards the understanding of human vision, it has also paved
the way for a number of computer and machine vision applications. These applications include:
image and video compression [5–8], robot localization [9,10], image retrieval [11], image and video
quality assessment [12,13], dynamic lighting [14], advertisement [15], artistic image rendering [16]
and human-robot interaction [17,18]. In salient object detection, the applications include: target
detection [19], image segmentation [20,21] and image resizing [22,23].

In a recent study by Alsam et al. [24,25], it was proposed that asymmetry can be used as a measure
of saliency. In order to calculate the asymmetry of an image region, the authors used dihedral group
D4, which is the symmetry group of the square. D4 consists of eight group elements, namely rotation
by 0, 90, 180 and 270 degrees and reflection about the horizontal, vertical and two diagonal axes.
The saliency maps obtained from their algorithm show good correspondence with the saliency maps
calculated from the classic visual saliency model by Itti et al. [26].

Inspired by the fact that bottom-up calculations are fast, in this paper, we use the symmetries
present in the dihedral group D4 to make the calculations associated with the D4 group elements simpler
and faster to implement. In doing so, we modify the saliency model proposed by Alsam et al. [24,25].
For details, please see Section 3.

Next, we are motivated by the study by Garcia-Diaz et al. [27], which implies that in order
to quantify distinct information in a scene, our visual system de-correlates its chromatic and
multi-resolution features. Based on this, we perform the de-correlation of the input color image
by calculating its principal components (details in Section 3.3).

2. Theory

A dihedral group Dn is the group of symmetries of an n-sided regular polygon, i.e., all sides have
the same length, and all angles are equal. Dn has n rotational symmetries and n reflection symmetries.
In other words, it has n axes of symmetry and 2n different symmetries [28]. For instance, the polygons
for n = 3, 4, 5 and 6 and the associated reflection symmetries are shown in Figure 1. Here, we can see
that when n is odd, each axis of symmetry connects the vertex with the midpoint of the opposite side.
When n is even, there are n/2 symmetry axes connecting the midpoints of opposite sides and n/2
symmetry axes connecting opposite vertices.

Figure 1. Polygons for n = 3, 4, 5 and 6 and the associated reflection symmetries. Here, we can see
that when n is odd, each axis of symmetry connects the vertex with the midpoint of the opposite side.
When n is even, there are n/2 symmetry axes connecting the midpoints of opposite sides and n/2
symmetry axes connecting opposite vertices.

A group is a set G together with a binary operation ∗ on its elements. This operation ∗ must
behave such that:

(i) G must be closed under ∗, that is for every pair of elements g1, g2 in G, we must have that g1 ∗ g2

is again an element in G.
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(ii) The operation ∗ must be associative, that is for all elements g1, g2, g3 in G, we must have that:

g1 ∗ (g2 ∗ g3) = (g1 ∗ g2) ∗ g3.

(iii) There is an element e in G, called the identity element, such that for all g ∈ G, we have that:

e ∗ g = g = g ∗ e.

(iv) For every element g in G, there is an element g−1 in G, called the inverse of g, such that:

g ∗ g−1 = e = g−1 ∗ g.

2.1. The Group D4

In this paper, we are interested in D4, the symmetry group of the square. The ease of computational
complexity associated with dividing an image grid into square regions and the fact that the D4 group
has shown promising results in various computer vision applications [29–33] motivated us to use this
group for our proposed algorithm.

The group D4 has eight elements, four rotational symmetries and four reflection symmetries.
The rotations are 0◦, 90◦, 180◦and 270◦, and the reflections are defined along the four axes shown in
Figure 1. We refer to these elements as σ0, σ1, . . . , σ7. Note that the identity element is rotation by 0◦and
that for each element, there is another element that has the opposite effect on the square, as required
in the definition of a group. The group operation is the composition of two such transformations.
As an example of one of the group elements, consider Figure 2, where we demonstrate rotation by
90◦counterclockwise on a square with labeled corners.

A B

CD

B C

DA

Figure 2. Rotation of the square by 90◦counterclockwise.

3. Method

3.1. Background

Alsam et al. [24,25] proposed a saliency model that uses asymmetry as a measure of saliency.
In order to calculate saliency, the input image is decomposed into non-overlapping square blocks
(as shown at the top-left in Figure 3), and for each block, the absolute difference between the block itself
and the result of the D4 group elements acting on the block is calculated. As shown at the bottom-right
in Figure 3, the asymmetry values of the square blocks pertaining to uniform regions are close to zero.
The sum of the absolute differences (also known as the L1 norm) for each block is used as a measure of
the asymmetry for the block. The asymmetry values for all of the blocks are then collected in an image
matrix and scaled up to the size of the original image using bilinear interpolation. In order to capture
both the local and the global salient details in an image, three different image resolutions are used.
All maps are combined linearly to get a single saliency map.

In their algorithm, the asymmetry of a square region is calculated as follows: M (i.e., the square
block) is defined as an n × n-matrix and σi as one of the eight group elements of D4. The eight elements
are the rotations along 0◦, 90◦, 180◦and 270◦and the reflections along the horizontal, vertical and
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two diagonal axes of the square. As an example, the eight group transformations pertaining to a square
block of the image are shown in Figure 3. Asymmetry of M by σi is denoted by A(M) to be,

A(M) =
7

∑
i=0

||M − σi M||1, (1)

where ||1 represents the L1 norm. Instead of calculating asymmetry values associated with each group
element and followed by their sum, we propose that the algorithm can run faster if the calculations
in Equation (1) are made simpler. For this, we propose a fast implementation of these operations
pertaining to the D4 group elements.

Figure 3. Original group-based algorithm proposed by Alsam et al. [24,25], the figure shows an
example image (from [16]) along with the associated saliency map. The figure on the top-right shows
the eight group transformations pertaining to a square block of an image. Bottom-right figures show
the asymmetry calculations for square blocks pertaining to uniform and non-uniform regions. We can
see that for uniform regions, this value is close to zero. Please note that bright locations represent
higher values, and dark locations represent low values.

3.2. Fast Implementation of the Group Operations

Let us assume M as a 4 by 4 matrix,

M =

α1 a b β1

c α2 β2 d

e γ2 δ2 f

γ1 g h δ1

































The asymmetry A(M) of the matrix M is measured as the sum of the absolute differences of the
different permutations of the matrix entries pertaining to the D4 group elements and the original.
The total number of such differences is determined to be 40. As the calculations associated with
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absolute differences are repeated for the rotation and reflection elements of the dihedral group D4,
our objective is to find the factors associated with these repeated differences.

For our calculations, we divide the set of matrix entries into two computational categories:
the diagonal entries (highlighted in yellow) and the rest of the entries of M. Please note that these
calculations can be generalized to any matrix of size n by n, given that n is even.

For the rest of the entries, first, we can look at |a − b|. This element will only be possible if we flip
the matrix about the vertical axis. This will result in two parts in the sum, |a − b| and |b − a|, giving a
factor 2. Here, a and b represent a reflection symmetric pair, and all other reflection symmetric pairs
will behave in the same way. Now, let us focus on |a − d|. This represents a rotational symmetric pair.
Rotating the matrix counterclockwise will move d onto the position of a giving a part |a − d| in the
sum. Rotating clockwise gives us |d − a|. As these differences are not plausible in any other way, this
gives us a factor of 2. All other rotational symmetric pairs will behave in the same way. This means
that the asymmetry for the rest of the entries can be calculated as follows:

2|a − b|+ 2|a − c|+ 2|a − d|+ · · ·+ 2|g − h|. (2)

For the diagonal entries, we can see that they exhibit both rotation and reflection symmetries.
For instance, we can move β to the place of α and α to β with one reflection and two rotations. This gives
us a factor of 4. The asymmetry of one set of diagonal entries can be calculated as follows:

4|α − β|+ 4|α − γ|+ 4|α − δ|+ 4|β − γ|+ 4|β − δ|+ 4|γ − δ|. (3)

The asymmetry for both diagonal entries and the rest is represented as,

A(M) = 4|α1 − β1|+ 4|α1 − γ1|+ · · ·+ 4|γ1 − δ1|

+4|α2 − β2|+ 4|α2 − γ2|+ · · ·+ 4|γ2 − δ2|

+2|a − b|+ 2|a − c|+ · · ·+ 2|g − h|. (4)

As shown in Equation (4), the asymmetry calculations associated with the matrix M are reduced
to a quarter for the diagonal entries and one-half for the rest of the entries. This makes the proposed
algorithm at least twice as fast.

3.3. De-Correlation of Color Image Channels

De-correlation of color image channels is done as follows: First, using bilinear interpolation, we
create three resolutions (original, half and quarter) of the RGB color image. In order to collect all of
the information in a matrix, the (half and one-quarter) resolutions are rescaled to the size of original.
This gives us a matrix I of size w by h by n, where w is the width of the original, h is the height and n

is the number of channels (3 × 3 = 9).
Second, by rearranging the matrix entries of I, we create a two-dimensional matrix A of size w × h

by n. We do normalization of A around the mean as,

B = A − µ, (5)

where µ is the mean for each of the channels, and B is w × h by n.
Third, we calculate the correlation matrix of B as,

C = BT B, (6)

where the size of C is n by n.
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Fourth, the Eigen decomposition of a symmetric matrix is represented as,

C = VDVT , (7)

where V is a square matrix whose columns are eigenvectors of C and D is the diagonal matrix whose
diagonal entries are the corresponding eigenvalues.

Finally, the image channels are transformed into eigenvector space (also known as principal
components) as:

E = VT(A − µ), (8)

where E is the transformed space matrix, which is rearranged to get back the de-correlated channels.

3.4. Implementation of the Algorithm

First, the input color image is rescaled to half the original resolution. Second, by using the
de-correlation procedure described in Section 3.3 on the resulting image, we get 9 de-correlated
multi-resolution and chromatic channels. Third, a fixed block size (e.g., 12) is selected, as discussed
later in Section 4.6; this choice is governed by the dataset. If the rows and columns of the de-correlated
channels are not divisible by the block size, then they are padded with neighboring information along
the right and bottom corners. Finally, the saliency map is generated by using the procedure outlined in
Section 3.2. The code is open source and is available at Matlab Central for the research community.

4. Comparing Different Saliency Models

The performance of visual saliency algorithms is usually judged by how well the two-dimensional
saliency maps can predict the human eye fixations for a given image. Center-bias is a key factor that
can influence the evaluation of saliency algorithms [34].

4.1. Center-Bias

While viewing images, observers tend to look at the center regions more as compared to peripheral
regions. As a result of that, a majority of fixations fall at the image center. This effect is known as
center-bias and is well documented in vision studies [35,36]. The two main reasons for this are: first,
the tendency of photographers to place the objects at the center of the image; second, the viewing
strategy employed by observers, i.e., to look at center locations more in order to acquire the most
information about a scene [37]. The presence of center-bias in fixations makes it difficult to analyze the
correspondence between the fixated regions and the salient image regions.

4.2. Shuffled AUC Metric

The shuffled AUC metric was proposed by Tatler et al. [35] and later used by Zhang et al. [38] to
mitigate the effect of center-bias in fixations. The shuffled AUC metric is a variant of AUC [39], which
is known as the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve. For a detailed description of
AUC, please see the study by Fawcett [39].

To calculate the shuffled AUC metric for a given image and one observer, the locations fixated by
the observer are associated with the positive class (in a manner similar to the regular AUC metric);
however, the locations for the negative class are selected randomly from the fixated locations of other
unrelated images, such that they do not coincide with the locations from the positive class. Similar to
the regular AUC, the shuffled AUC metric gives us a scalar value in the interval [0,1]. If the value is
one then it indicates that the saliency model is perfect in predicting fixations. If shuffled AUC <= 0.5,
then it implies that the performance of the saliency model is not better than a random classifier or
chance prediction.
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4.3. Dataset

For the analysis, we used the eye tracking database from the study by Judd et al. [16]. The database
consists of 1003 images selected randomly from different categories and different geographical
locations. In the eye tracking experiment [16], these images were shown to fifteen different users under
free viewing conditions for a period of 3 s each. In the database, a majority of the images are 1024 pixels
in width and 768 pixels in height. These landscape images were specifically used in the evaluation.

4.4. Saliency Models

For our comparison, eleven state-of-the-art saliency models, namely, AIM by Bruce and
Tsotsos [40], AWS by Garcia-Diaz et al. [27], Erdem by Erdem and Erdem [22], Hou by Hou and
Zhang [41], Spec by Schauerte and Stiefelhagen [42], GBA by Alsam et al. [24,25], fast GBA proposed
in this paper (S f = 0.5, Nr = 3, b = 22; for details, please see Section 4.6), GBVS by Harel et al. [43],
Itti by Itti et al. [26], Judd by Judd et al. [16] and LG by Borji and Itti [44] are used. In line with the
study by Borji et al. [45], two models are selected to provide a baseline for the evaluation. Gauss is
defined as a two-dimensional Gaussian blob at the center of the image. Different radii of the Gaussian
blob are tested, and the radius that corresponds best with human eye fixations is selected.

The IO model is based on the fact that an observer’s fixations can be predicted best by the fixations
of other observers viewing the same image. In this model, the map for an observer is calculated as
follows: first, the fixations corresponding to a given image from all of the observers except the one
under consideration are averaged into a single two-dimensional map. Having done that, the fixations
are spread by smoothing the map using a Gaussian filter. The IO model gives us an upper bound on
the level of correspondence that is expected between the saliency models and the fixations. Figure 4
shows a test image and the associated saliency maps from different saliency algorithms.

Image Fast GBA GBA

AIM Hou GBVS

Figure 4. Cont.
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LG Spec Erdem

Itti Judd AWS

Figure 4. Figure shows a test image (from the database [16]) and the associated saliency maps from
different saliency algorithms used in the paper.

4.5. Ranking among the Saliency Models

We compare the ranking of saliency models using the shuffled AUC metric. From the results in
Figure 5, we note that, first, the Gauss model is ranked the worst indicating that the shuffled AUC

metric counters the effects associated with the center-bias. Second, the AWS model is ranked the best
followed by the proposed fast GBA model. It is important to note that a majority of the state-of-the-art
saliency models, such as Itti, Hou, Spec, GBA, fast GBA LG, Erdem, AIM and AWS, are quite close to
each other in terms of their performance.

Next, we compare the average run times (for 463 landscape images) of the saliency models that
rank at the same or better than Itti, i.e., the classic saliency model. For a better visualization, we use the
natural logarithm of the average run times. For this, we used MATLAB R2015 on a 64-bit windows PC
with a 3.16-GHz Intel processor and 4 GB RAM. From Figure 6, we observe that the algorithms Hou,
and Spec are the fastest. However, among the top six algorithms, the proposed fast GBA model is the
fastest. Furthermore, it shows that Fast GBA is nearly 31-times faster than the original GBA algorithm.
It is important to note that the original GBA algorithm is crude in implementation, i.e., the eight group
transformations are performed iteratively and kept in the memory. In the fast GBA model, reducing
the computational complexity (by employing the steps mentioned in Section 3.2) also reduces the
memory and software complexity of the proposed model, which is reflected in the results.

Figure 5. Ranking of different saliency models using the shuffled AUC metric. The results are obtained
from the fixation data of 463 landscape images and fifteen observers.
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Figure 6. Average run time across 463 landscape images for different saliency models: Itti = 0.60,
Hou = 0.05, Spec = 0.07, GBA = 20.13, AIM = 31.75, LG = 15.70, Erdem = 23.35, Fast GBA = 0.65,
AWS = 10.27. All run times are in seconds. For a better visualization, we use the natural logarithm of
the average run times.

4.6. Optimizing the Proposed Fast GBA Model

The performance of the proposed model is influenced by the choice of parameters, such as
block size, which depends on the size of an average image in the database used for testing. To find
the optimal parameters for our algorithm, we use three variables: image scaling factor S f (which
rescales the original image in order to reduce the number of calculations), block size b and number
of resolutions Nr (different resolutions to capture local and global details). For this analysis, we use
S f = 0.5 (half size) and S f = 1, b in the range [12, 50], and Nr = 1, 2 and 3. The results obtained by
using the shuffled AUC metric for the three variables are shown in the first row of Figure 7. The figure
on the top-left shows the shuffled AUC values for S f = 0.5, with the red, green and blue lines depicting
Nr as 1, 2 and 3, respectively, while the figure on the top-right shows the shuffled AUC values for
S f = 1. In the second row of Figure 7, we depict the average run time of the algorithm for the different
values of S f , b and Nr. The results indicate that: First, increasing the number of resolutions improves
the performance of the proposed model. Second, based on the figures in the second row, we note that
using S f = 0.5 (i.e., working with an image of half the original resolution) reduces the run time to less
than one second. Third, we observe (in the figure on the top-right) that the shuffled AUC values for our
algorithm exceed the values obtained from the AWS model (i.e., the best saliency model, represented
by the black dashed line) for the following parameters: S f = 1, Nr = 3, b = 14, 22, 34, 46, and S f = 1,
Nr = 2, b = 46. In other words, using the optimal parameters (mentioned above), our proposed model
outranks the best saliency model in the literature; however, we believe that the differences between the
top 5 algorithms (AIM, LG, Erdem, fast GBA and AWS) are too small to rank one as the best over the
rest. Fourth, from the figure on the bottom-right, we note that using the optimal parameters increases
the run time to a few seconds (a minimum of 1.7 to a maximum of 4.7 s), which are still faster than the
run time of the AWS model (i.e., 10.2 s). Please note that in order to highlight the intrinsic nature of the
fast GBA model, no GPU computing was employed.
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Figure 7. The results obtained by using the shuffled AUC metric for the three variables are shown
in the first row. The figure on the top-left shows the shuffled AUC values for S f = 0.5, with the red,
green and blue lines depicting Nr as 1, 2 and 3 respectively, while, the figure on the top-right shows the
shuffled AUC values for S f = 1. In the second row, we show the average run time of the algorithm for
the different values of S f , b and Nr.

4.7. Impact of De-Correlation on the Performance of the Proposed Fast GBA Model

To observe if de-correlation of color image channels (mentioned in Section 3.3) influences the
performance of group-based saliency models, we performed an analysis on two versions of the GBA
by Alsam et al. [24,25] and the proposed fast GBA models. In the first versions of both algorithms, we
used the color space from the original GBA algorithm (luminance channel, red-green and blue-yellow
color opponency channels). In other words, the first versions do not use de-correlated color space.
In the second versions, we used the de-correlated color space (from Section 3.3).

Using the shuffled AUC metric (as shown in Figure 8), the results show that the GBA-Decorr
and fast GBA-Decorr models give quite similar values when implemented without de-correlation,
and a similar trend is exhibited by the GBA + Decorr and Fast GBA + Decorr models, which are
implemented using de-correlated color space. For all algorithms, we used the following parameters:
S f = 0.5, Nr = 3, b = 22. Our results suggest that using de-correlation of the color image channels
improves the performance of group-based saliency models. Furthermore, this implies that other
saliency models can also benefit from using a de-correlated color space.
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Figure 8. GBA-Decorr and fast GBA-Decorr models give quite similar values when implemented
without de-correlation, and a similar trend is exhibited by the GBA + Decorr and fast GBA + Decorr
models, which are implemented using de-correlated color space. For all algorithms, we used the
following parameters S f = 0.5, Nr = 3, b = 22. The results are obtained from the fixation data
of 463 landscape images and fifteen observers using the shuffled AUC metric.

5. Future Work

We believe that our proposed approach on saliency can be extended to include three-dimensional
image data (such as magnetic resonance imaging). In order to calculate saliency for three-dimensional
data, we can use the symmetry groups for a cube.

A cube has 48 symmetries that can be represented by the transformations of products of the
groups S4 and S2. S2 is the symmetric group of degree two and has two elements: the identity
and the permutation interchanging the two points [28]. S4 is a symmetric group of degree four,
i.e., all permutations on a set of size four [28]. This group has 24 elements that are obtained by rotations
about opposite faces, opposite diagonals and opposite edges of the cube. For instance, Figure 9
shows the different rotational symmetries of the cube. We note that from the rotations along opposite
diagonals, faces and edges, we get 8, 9 and 6 elements, respectively. These elements along with the
identity form the 24 elements of the S4 group.

r
r

r

Figure 9. (Left) Number of axes with opposite diagonals like this = 4. We can rotate by 120 or
240 degrees around these axes. These operations give eight elements. (Center) Number of axes
with opposite faces like this = 3. We can either rotate by 90, 180 or 270 degrees around these axes.
These operations give nine elements. (Right) Number of axes with opposite edges like this = 6. We can
rotate by 180 degrees around these axes. These operations give six elements.

Saliency for three-dimensional image data can be calculated by employing the same procedure
as discussed in Section 3, but instead of computing in two-dimensional space using the D4 group,
we can calculate it in three-dimensional space using the S4 × S2 transformations. For example, after
dividing the three-dimensional scene into uniform sized cubes, we can rotate and reflect a cube and
record the values associated with the transformations. The recorded values can be collected in a matrix
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and rescaled along each of the three planes, i.e., X-Y, Y-Z, Z-X, to get a three-dimensional feature map.
The resulting feature maps corresponding to the 48 elements can be combined to get a representation
of saliency for the three-dimensional scene. This is left as future work, and we hope that this will help
future researchers to venture towards three-dimensional saliency.

6. Conclusions

In this article, first, we briefly describe the dihedral group D4 that is used for calculating saliency
in our proposed model. Second, our saliency model makes the two following changes in a latest
state-of-the-art model known as group-based asymmetry: first, based on the properties of the dihedral
group D4, we simplify the asymmetry calculations associated with the measurement of saliency.
This results is an algorithm that reduces the number of calculations by at least half that makes it
the fastest among the six best algorithms used in this research article. Two, in order to maximize
the information across different chromatic and multi-resolution features, the color image space is
de-correlated. We evaluate our algorithm against 10 state-of-the-art saliency models. Our results
clearly show that by using optimal parameters for a given dataset our proposed model can outperform
the best saliency algorithm in the literature. However, as the differences among the (few) best saliency
models are small, we would like to suggest that our proposed model is among the best and the fastest
among the best. In the end, as a part of future work, we suggest that our proposed approach on
saliency can be extended to include three-dimensional image data.

Conflicts of Interest: The author declare no conflict of interest.
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Abstract: Two measures are commonly used to describe scale-invariant complexity in images: fractal
dimension (D) and power spectrum decay rate (β). Although a relationship between these measures has
been derived mathematically, empirical validation across measurements is lacking. Here, we determine
the relationship between D and β for 1- and 2-dimensional fractals. We find that for 1-dimensional
fractals, measurements of D and β obey the derived relationship. Similarly, in 2-dimensional fractals,
measurements along any straight-line path across the fractal’s surface obey the mathematically derived
relationship. However, the standard approach of vision researchers is to measure β of the surface after
2-dimensional Fourier decomposition rather than along a straight-line path. This surface technique
provides measurements of β that do not obey the mathematically derived relationship with D.
Instead, this method produces values of β that imply that the fractal’s surface is much smoother
than the measurements along the straight lines indicate. To facilitate communication across disciplines,
we provide empirically derived equations for relating each measure of β to D. Finally, we discuss
implications for future research on topics including stress reduction and the perception of motion in the
context of a generalized equation relating β to D.

Keywords: fractal patterns; scale-invariance; fractal dimension; spectral scaling; midpoint displacement;
Fourier noise; Fourier decomposition

1. Introduction

Researchers from diverse disciplines ranging from physics to psychology have converged on the
question of how to quantify the scaling symmetry of natural objects. In one camp, fractals researchers
describe objects such as clouds, coastlines, mountain ridgelines, and trees using a scale-invariant
power law to measure the rate at which structure appears as the scale of measurement decreases [1–6],
though debates continue regarding which power-laws, if any, best describe natural phenomena [7–11].
The following equation is a common example:

N ∼ L´D (1)

where N is the extent to which the fractal fills space as measured at scale L [1,4]. The power law’s
exponent D is called the fractal dimension.

Consider Figure 1a,b, which plots a fractal terrain in x, y, and z space, as a demonstration
of how D relates to the object’s Euclidean dimension E. The topological dimension of this surface
is E = 2 and it is embedded in a space of E = 3. Its fractal dimension, D(Surface), lies in the range
between these two Euclidean dimensions: 2 < D(Surface) < 3. Taking a vertical slice through this terrain
(i.e., taking its intersection with the xz or yz plane) creates a fractal “mountain” profile (see Figure 1c)
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quantified by D(Mountain Edge) = D(Surface) ´ 1. Similarly, taking a horizontal slice creates a fractal
“coastline” (see Figure 1d) with D(Coastal Edge) = D(Mountain Edge). To measure D(Surface), mathematicians
and natural scientists typically determine D(Mountain Edge) or D(Coastal Edge) (and then add 1) because the
measurements involved are easier and faster to implement than for measurements of D(Surface).

Figure 1. Plots of a fractal terrain with D = 2.5 and its intersection with axial planes; (a) “Surface” plot
of a fractal terrain; (b) intensity “image” of the terrain; (c) “mountain edge” profile of an “xz-slice” or
“yz-slice” of the terrain; (d) “coastal edge” of an “xy-slice” of the terrain.

Vision researchers similarly use a power law to capture the scale-invariant properties of the
fractal. However, they typically focus on the power spectrum decay rate (β) of the terrain’s intensity
image [12–21]. This intensity image is generated by converting the terrain height into either grayscale
variations (high is white, black is low) to create a grayscale map (see Figure 1b) or color variations to
create a “heat map”. The following power law then characterizes the fractal structure in these maps
and has, in particular, proved useful for quantifying the spectral scaling decay rate of grayscale images
of natural scenes:

SVp f q “ 1{pc fβq (2)

where SV(f ) is the spectral density (power), f is the spatial frequency, and β and c are constants.
Voss [5] considered the Hurst exponent H, which by definition is related to D as follows:

D “ E ` 1 ´ H (3)

where E is the Euclidean topological dimension. H and D lie in the following ranges: 0 < H < 1,
E < D < E + 1. He then derived the relationship between H and β for a fractional Brownian function:

β “ 2H + 1 (4)

where 1 < β < 3. Accordingly, Voss [5] stated that an approximation of the relationship for “the
statistically self-affine fractional Brownian function VH(x), with x in an E-dimensional Euclidian space,
which has a fractal dimension D and spectral density SV(f ) 9 1/fβ, for the fluctuations along a straight
line path in any direction in E-space” is provided by the equation

D “ E ` p3 ´βq{2 (5)
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However, through this definition, Voss [5] stipulates a different measure of β than that typically
used by vision researchers. The definition specifies the measure of β be taken along the intersection of
the fractal with a plane parallel to the z-axis—a mountain edge—and measuring the spectral decay
of the 1-dimensional trace—a mountain profile. Thus, β in Equations (4) and (5) are what we will
hereafter call β(Mountain Edge).

The relationship highlighted in Equation (5) between D and β(Mountain Edge) has not been observed
empirically for either 1-dimensional (E = 1, D ď 2) or 2-dimensional (E = 2, D ď 3) fractals.
To experimentally discern this relationship, we use two methods for generating fractals—namely,
midpoint displacement fractals (in which D serves as the input parameter) and fractal Fourier noise
(in which β is the input). We find that, when measured along a straight-line path, the relationship
described by Voss [5] holds for fractals with both E = 1 and 2. However, the relationship described
by Voss [5] does not extend to the observed relationship between measurements of D and β when β

is measured by the standard method of vision researchers (in a 2-dimensional Fourier space, which
we will hereafter call β(Surface)). A new equation that extends the relationship between D and β to
multi-dimensional Fourier spaces has the potential to enhance discourse among mathematicians,
who are experts in the geometry of fractals, physicists, who are experts in surfaces and textures, and
vision scientists, who are experts in animals’ sensation and perception of geometric shapes, surfaces,
and textures.

Further consideration of the relationship between D and β is both important and timely because
new studies are being performed using fractals to investigate a variety of behaviors including
aesthetics [22–27], navigation [28], object pareidolia (perceiving coherent forms in noise) [29,30],
sensitivity [24], and associated neural mechanisms [31–33]. This is especially important in aesthetics
research, where there have been claims of universality in preference for patterns of moderately low
complexity [23,26,34–37]. To test this hypothesis, it is necessary to be able to translate the units of
measurement of researchers who alternately use D [22,25,26,28,29,31,33–40], β [14,24,30,32,41–46],
or, infrequently, both [23,27]. The crux of the problem, perhaps, is that D is a general parameter that
quantifies complexity in a variety of patterns, whereas β is limited (at least in practice) in its ability
to quantify some patterns’ complexity. For example, Fourier analysis is poorly suited to describe the
complexity of patterns including strange attractors and some line fractals (e.g., dragon fractals and
Koch snowflakes), which have been used by vision researchers to study aesthetics [25,31,34,35] and
perceived complexity [47]. This provides a strong impetus to convert to D when forming general
conclusions. Still, there is a great deal of utility in presenting fractal noise patterns that are defined in
terms of β as visual stimuli, precisely because they mimic the statistics of natural scenes [12,13,15–21].
Here, we provide the basis for translation between the parameters D and β in a general equation that
follows from empirical analysis of the relationships between measures of D and β.

2. Materials and Methods

Midpoint displacement and Fourier noise fractals were generated and analyzed in MATLAB
version 2015b.

2.1. Midpoint Displacement Fractals

Sets of random midpoint displacement fractal lines (see Section 2.1.1) and images (see Section 2.1.2)
were generated using an algorithm described by Fournier, Fussel, and Carpenter [2], which allowed us
to specify D.

2.1.1. One-Dimensional Midpoint Displacement Fractals

To generate each 1-dimensional midpoint displacement fractal as a trace, a vertex, V, was added
to the midpoint of an initial set of two endpoints and displaced vertically by a value randomly selected
from a Gaussian distribution, with σ = 1, that was scaled by a factor of 2´2(3 ´ D)(R + 1), where D is the
fractal dimension and R is the current level of recursion. This process is shown schematically for an
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exact midpoint displacement fractal that is not affected by random perturbations in Figure 2. As in the
schematic, the scaling factor of the fractals generated for this study was held constant for each vertex
at a given level of recursion, and changed with each level of recursion. The vertices at each recursion
served as endpoints in the next level of recursion for R recursions in order to generate time-series data.

Figure 2. Illustration of the generation of 1-dimensional midpoint displacement fractals. (a) Cartoon
graph of a scaling plot in log–log coordinates that determines the rate of scaling of midpoint
displacements across recursions for high (solid line) and low (dashed line) D fractals; (b) Schematics of
recursions 0–2 are shown for low (dashed line) and high (solid line) D exact midpoint displacement
fractals. Gray arrows indicate displacements that occur with each recursion in (b).

We retained the random values used for vertical displacement to generate sets of fractals that
varied in D but retained the structure introduced at each level of recursion (see Figure 3).

Figure 3. Plots of 1-dimensional statistical midpoint displacement fractals. (a–c) Fractal traces that vary
in D, such that D = 1.2, 1.5, and 1.8, are generated from a single set of random numbers that contribute
to the variable length and direction of displacement of the midpoints at each recursion.

2.1.2. Two-Dimensional Midpoint Displacement Fractals

To generate each 2-dimensional midpoint displacement fractal as an image, a vertex, V, was added
to the midpoint of an initial set of four edge points and displaced according to the generation rules
described in Section 2.1.1 (see illustration of the generation process in Figure 4). The vertices at each
recursion served as edges in the next level of recursion for n recursions in order to generate gray-scale
intensity images.
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Figure 4. Illustration of the generation of a 2-dimensional midpoint displacement fractal as the heights
(indicated by grayscale intensity) of particular points are specified over eight recursions. (a–d) The
second, fourth, sixth, and final recursions are shown. In (a–c), white space indicates points for which
height has not yet been specified.

We retained the random values used for vertical displacement to generate sets of fractal terrains
that varied in D but retained consistent large-scale structures (see Figure 5).

Figure 5. Plots of 2-dimensional midpoint displacement fractals. (a–c) Surface plots of fractals generated
from a single set of random numbers that vary in D, such that D = 1.2, 1.5, and 1.8; (d–f) Grayscale
intensity map images of the surface plots in (a–c).
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2.2. One- and Two-Dimensional Fractal Fourier Noise

Sets of fractal noise were generated using an algorithm described by Saupe [3], which allowed us
to specify β.

For an image of size x by y pixels, an x by y amplitude matrix is created in which amplitude is
specified for each spatial frequency by applying Equation (2). Each frequency is then assigned a phase
specified by a phase matrix of size x by y, which consists of numbers that are randomly selected from
a Gaussian distribution. The amplitude and phase matrices are then subjected to an inverse Fourier
transform to generate a time series (if x or y = 1) or an image (if x and y > 1). The resulting fractals
have scaling properties defined by their respective input β values (see Figures 6 and 7).

Figure 6. Generation of 1-dimensional Fourier noise fractals. (a–c) Power (y-axis) as a function of
frequency (x-axis) for β(Input) = 2.6, 2, and 1.4; (d) Set of random phases (y-axis) as a function of
frequency (x-axis); (e–g) fractal traces resulting from the pairing of the phases in panel (d) with power
spectra from (a–c) respectively.

Figure 7. Generation of 2-dimensional Fourier noise fractals. (a–c) Power (z-axis) as a function of
frequency in xy coordinates for β(Input) = 2.6, 2, and 1.4; (d) Set of random phases (z-axis) as a function
of frequency in xy coordinates; (e–g) fractal terrains resulting from the pairing of the phases in panel
(d) with power spectra from (a–c) respectively.

As with the midpoint displacement fractals, we retained the matrices of random numbers used to
determine the phases of each spatial frequency (see Figures 6d and 7d) to generate sets of fractal noise
images that differed only in their spectral scaling. One-dimensional fractal time series were generated
from phase maps with amplitude series that varied in the specified β, β(input) (see Figure 6e–g).
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Values of β(input) were paired with phase maps to create 2-dimensional fractal images as well (see
Figure 7e–g).

2.3. Measurement of the Box Counting Dimension

2.3.1. Box Counting Analysis of 1-Dimensional Fractals: D(Mountain Edge)

Box counting was performed on the intersection of 1-dimensional fractals with a horizontal line
at the trace’s median height. For the 2-dimensional fractal images, a fractal dust set was formed by
taking the intersection of the height values of each row of the image with a line intersecting the median
height. This dust set was used to compute the box counting dimension through the use of custom
Matlab scripts. Briefly, for each box size with side length L, from the length of the fractal to a single
pixel in steps of L/2 for a total of n steps, the image is covered with a set of boxes, and the number of
boxes that contain any non-zero quantity of points is counted. The box counts of pairs of neighboring
grid scales from L/(23) to L/(2n ´ 3) were averaged to compute D, while the counts from the grid scales
outside this range (the larger and smaller boxes, where n = {0, 1, 2, n ´ 2, n ´ 1, and n}), were not used.
The embedding dimension of the series of points is 1, but the embedding dimension of the fractal
mountain edge is 2, so we averaged these values of D, computed for pairs of grid sizes, and added
1 to report the fractal dimension of the 1-dimensional fractals, D(Mountain Edge), which span the range
1 < D(Mountain Edge) < 2.

Figure 8. Edge extraction procedure for 2-dimensional midpoint displacement fractals. (a–c) Grayscale
intensity map images of fractals generated from a single set of random numbers that vary in D, such that
D = 1.2, 1.5, and 1.8; (d–f) Binary images resulting from the threshold procedure applied to the terrains
shown in (a–c); (g–i) Coastal edges extracted from the binary images shown in (d–f).
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2.3.2. Box Counting Analysis of xy Slices of 2-Dimensional Fractal Coastlines: D(Coastal Edge)

To isolate the coastal edge of a fractal terrain, the median intensity value of the intensity image
was selected as the level at which a binary threshold procedure was applied with the Matlab command
im2bw. The median, in particular, was selected because it is the level at which all of the resultant
binary images have roughly equivalent black and white regions across the range of D. The edge of the
binary images was extracted with the Matlab command bwperim. Figure 8 provides examples of the
edge extraction process. This particular luminance edge—extracted from the coastal edge images and
shown in Figure 8g–i —served as the set on which box counting was performed.

Box counting was performed on the coastal edge images as described in Section 2.3.1, with the
exception that the boxes were applied as a grid over the image. Here, the embedding dimension is 2,
so for the coastal edge images we report the measured values of D, D(Coastal Edge), which span the range
1 < D(Coastal Edge) < 2.

2.4. Fourier Decomposition and Measurement of β

2.4.1. Spectral Scaling Analysis of 1-Dimensional Fractals: β(Mountain Edge)

Fractal traces (see examples in Figures 3 and 6e–g) were decomposed with a 1-dimensional Fast
Fourier Transform. The square of the real-valued component was retained. Power was plotted against
frequency in log–log coordinates, and the slope of a least squares regression line was retained as an
empirical measure of the spectral decay rate, β(Mountain Edge), of the time series.

2.4.2. Spectral Scaling Analysis of 2-Dimensional Fractal Intensity Images: β(Surface)

Each image was decomposed with a 2-dimensional Fast Fourier Transform. The lowest frequency
components were centered, and the square of the real-valued component was retained and transformed
into polar coordinates. For each polar angle, power was plotted against frequency in log-log
coordinates, and the average was retained as an empirical measure of the spectral decay rate, β(Surface),
of the image (see Figure 9a–c).

Figure 9. Fourier decomposition of 2-dimensional fractals. (a) Fractal surface generated with the
inverse Fourier method; (b) Power spectrum of the Fourier decomposition of the terrain shown in (a);
(c) Power spectrum shown in (b) with low spatial frequencies centered.

3. Results

3.1. Relationship between D(Mountain Edge) and β(Mountain Edge) for 1-Dimensional Fractals

We first analyzed 1-dimensional midpoint displacement and Fourier noise fractals to validate our
measures and test Voss’s approximation of the relationship between D and β for 1-dimensional
fractals. To validate our box counting measure, values of D ranging from 1 to 2 in steps
of 0.05 were used to generate 100 sets of midpoint fractals of length 220. The measurement technique
described in Section 2.3.1 over-estimates D by a progressively smaller amount as D approaches 2,
as shown in Figure 10a. This is a minor measurement error. Accordingly, the best linear fit,
D(Input) = 0.91 + 0.16 ˆ D(Mountain Edge), for which R2 = 0.97 (Figure 10a, black line), deviates from the
unity line (Figure 10a, blue line) by only a small amount.
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Figure 10. 1-dimensional fractal measurements. (a) Midpoint displacement fractals’ D(Mountain Edge)

measurements plotted against their D(Input) values; (b) Fourier noise fractals’ β(Mountain Edge)

measurements plotted against their β(Input) values; (c) Fourier noise fractals’ D(Mountain Edge)

measurements, adjusted by the linear fit from panel (a), plotted against their β(Mountain Edge)

measurements. In each panel, the best linear fit for the data is shown with a black line. In panels (a,b),
unity is represented by the blue line. In panel (c), Voss’s approximation (Equation (5)) is represented
by the red line. Data are colored to distinguish adjacent input values such that each datum's color is
determined by D(Input) in panel (a) and β(Input) in panels (b,c).

To validate our spectral scaling rate measure, values of β ranging from 1 to 3 in steps of 0.1
were used to generate 100 sets of fractal Fourier noise of length 220. The measurement technique
described in Section 2.4.1 does well at approximating β (as shown in Figure 10b), with the best linear
fit, β(Input) = 0.0003 + 0.9999 ˆ β(Mountain Edge), for which R2 = 1.00 (Figure 10b, black line), overlapped
by the unity line (Figure 10b, blue line).

These measures reliably reflect their input parameters, so we determined the extent to
which these empirical measurements are consistent with Voss’s approximation, Equation (5).
Because our box counting technique results in a small measurement error across the range of
dimension, we adjusted the measured D values of the fractal Fourier noise by substituting
D(Mountain Edge) into the experimentally determined regression equation stated above in this section and
computing the expected D(Input), which we call D(Adjusted) (as shown in Figure 10c). The best linear
fit—D(Adjusted) = 2.48 ´ 0.50 ˆ β(Mountain Edge)—for which R2 = 0.97 (Figure 10c, black line), is close to
Voss’s approximation (Equation (5)), given E = 1 (Figure 10c, red line). We conclude that Voss’s
approximation for fractals with E < D < E + 1 and 1 < β < 3 is accurate when E = 1. We also note that
the difference between Equation (5) and our regression equation is inconsequential, and both overlap
our measurements across the range of D and β.

3.2. Relation of D(Mountain Edge) and D(Coastal Edge) for 2-Dimensional Fractals

Voss [5] generalized the relationship between D and β to n-dimensional spaces in Equation (5),
so we next consider the case of E = 2, the dimensional space of our visual field. To do so, we
first generated 100 sets of midpoint displacement fractals with values of D ranging from 2 to 3
in steps of 0.05 with side length 211. For each fractal, the dimension of the mountain profile was
measured according to the technique described in Section 2.3.1. These measures of D(Mountain Edge)

were averaged together for each image. Again, this under- and over-estimates D by a progressively
larger amount as D approaches 2 and 1, respectively, as shown in Figure 11a. The best linear
fit—D(Input) = 0.38 + 0.77 ˆ D(Mountain Edge), for which R2 = 0.87 (Figure 11a, black line)—deviates from
the unity line (Figure 11a, blue line) in a manner similar to that observed for 1-dimensional fractals.
When the coastal edge of the image was measured according to the technique described in Section 2.3.2,
we observe a similar trend, with the best linear fit—D(Input) = 0.28 + 0.81 ˆ D(Coastal Edge), for which
R2 = 0.97 (Figure 11b, black line)—deviating from the unity line (Figure 11b, blue line) in a manner
similar to that observed for the dust measurement technique. These measures of D, averaged mountain
edges and coastal edge values, are reasonable approximations of each other, with the best linear fit
D(Mountain Edge) = 0.07 + 0.93 ˆ D(Coastal Edge), for which R2 = 0.86 (Figure 11c). Both of these measures
provide an accurate means by which to compute the fractal dimension of an image.
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Figure 11. 2-dimensional fractal D measurements. (a) Midpoint displacement fractals’ D(Mountain Edge)

measurements plotted against their D(Input) values; (b) Midpoint displacement fractals’ D(Coastal Edge)

measurements plotted against their D(Input) values; (c) Midpoint displacement fractals’ D(Coastal Edge)

measurements plotted against their D(Mountain Edge) measurements. In each panel, unity is represented
by the blue line, while the best linear fit for the data is represented by the black line. Data are colored to
distinguish adjacent input values such that each datum's color is determined by D(Input) in panels (a–c).

3.3. Relation of β(Mountain Edge) and β(Surface) for 2-Dimensional Fractals

Having found that our measures of D were consistent with each other, we aimed to test
their relation to β. To this end, we generated 100 sets of fractal Fourier noise images with
values of β(Input) ranging from 1 to 3, in steps of 0.1, with side length 211 pixels. Measuring the
spectral decay of a 2-dimensional Fourier analysis as described in Section 2.4.2 provides measured
β(Surface) values that are consistent with the specified input β(Input) values, with the best linear
fit β(Surface) = 0.12 + 0.95 ˆ β(Input), for which R2 = 0.9999 (see Figure 12a). Having verified the
generation process with an analysis in native space, we measured the β of these 2-dimensional fractals
along a straight line path, β(Mountain Edge). We averaged the β(Mountain Edge) measurements for each
row of each image, as described in Section 2.4.1, to allow us to follow the definition put forth by Voss [5].
We found that these values of β(Mountain Edge) differ from the specified input β values (see Figure 12b), with an
offset as evidenced by the best linear fit β(Mountain Edge) = ´0.39 + 0.82 ˆ β(Input), for which R2 = 0.998
(Figure 12b, black line).

Figure 12. 2-dimensional fractal β measurements. (a) Fourier noise fractals’ β(Surface) measurements
plotted against their β input values; (b) Fourier noise fractals’ β(Mountain Edge) measurements plotted
against their β(Input) values; (c) Fourier noise fractals’ β(Mountain Edge) measurements plotted against
their β(Surface) measurements, showing that the measures converge at β = 0; (d) Fourier noise fractals’
β(Mountain Edge) measurements plotted against their β(Input) values. In each panel, unity is represented
by the blue line, while the best linear fit for the data is represented by the black line. Data are colored to
distinguish adjacent input values such that each datum's color is determined by β(Input) in panels (a–d).
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We visually inspected the mountain profiles to confirm that their frequency content was indeed
different from that implied by β(Input). We found that the mountain profile from a fractal terrain with
an arbitrary value of β(Surface), βi, is rougher (i.e., has a larger contribution of fine structure) than
a mountain profile from a 1-dimensional fractal with β(Mountain Edge) = βi (see Figure 13). We then
took measurements for an ensemble of 100 random phase maps around β = 0, which show that our
measures converge when there is equal power across frequencies (see Figure 12c). An exploratory
analysis on a new set of images with 0 ď β(Input) ď 4.5 allowed us to empirically determine that fractal
Fourier noise terrains with β(Input) values in the range 1.8 < β(Input) < 3.8 consistently give β(Mountain Edge)

values in the range 1 < β(Mountain Edge) < 3 (see Figure 12d). We found that β(Input) and β(Mountain Edge)

are relatable by the regression equation β(Mountain Edge) = -0.64 + 0.93 ˆ β(Input), for which R2 = 0.997
(Figure 12d, black line), across the range 1 < β(Mountain) < 3 and 1.8 < β(Input) < 3.8.

Figure 13. Mountain profiles from 1 and 2-dimensional fractal Fourier noise. (a) 1-dimensional fractal
with β(Input) = 1.5; (b) 1-dimensional fractal with βInput = 2.5; (c) 2-dimensional fractal with β(Input) = 2.5;
(d) 1-dimensional fractal mountain edges from the terrain in (c).

An important validation of our analysis techniques is that β(Mountain Edge) and β(Surface)

approximately converge at β = 0 (as expected), because for white noise, there is equal power across
frequencies. This would be trivial if the two measures followed the unity line (Figure 12d, blue line),
but certifies that our otherwise non-equivalent measures accurately describe white noise. We note that
our β values exhibit slight measurement errors, such that classical Brownian traces (β(Mountain Edge) = 2,
β(Surface) = 3) have empirically determined means of (2.14, 2.95). In the absence of measurement error,
the empirically determined range 1.8 < β(Input) < 3.8 would be 2 < β(Surface) < 4.

3.4. Relation of β to D for 2-Dimensional Fractals

To relate the two measures of β to D, we generated another 100 sets of fractal Fourier noise with
values of β(Input) ranging from 0 to 5 in steps of 0.1 with side length 211 pixels.

3.4.1. Relation of β(Mountain Edge) to D(Coastal Edge) of 2-Dimensional Fractals

First, we investigated the extension of Voss’s [5] approximation to E = 2 by determining the
relationship between D(Coastal Edge) and β(Mountain Edge). We performed the Fourier analysis described in
Section 2.4.1 on each row of each image, and measured the rows’ fractal dimension with the technique
described in Section 2.3.2. The relationship between these measures is described by a best linear
fit—β(Mountain Edge) = 5.18 – 2.00 ˆ D(Coastal Edge), for which R2 = 0.99 (Figure 14a, black line)—which
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approximates Voss’s [5] equation (Figure 14a, red line, which is Equation (5)). This confirms Voss’s [5]
assertion that measuring along a straight-line path will provide measures of D and β that are related
by Equation (5).

Figure 14. 2-dimensional fractal measurements of Fourier noise (a,b). (a) Fourier noise fractals’
β(Mountain Edge) measurements plotted against their D(Coastal Edge) measurements; (b) Fourier noise
fractals’ β(Surface) measurements plotted against their D(Coastal Edge) measurements. In each panel,
the best linear fit for the data within the region that was shown to exhibit fractal scaling (identified
with gray lines) is shown with a black line. In panel (a), Voss’s [5] equation (Equation (5)) is shown
with a red line. In panel (b), Spehar & Taylor’s [23] data is shown with a green line and our extension
of Voss’s [5] equation (Equation (11)) is shown with a red dashed line. Data are colored to distinguish
adjacent input values such that each datum's color is determined by β(Input) in panels (a,b).

3.4.2. Relation of β(Surface) to D(Coastal Edge) for 2-Dimensional Fractals

We next measured β using the method described in Section 2.4.2, β(Surface), which captures the radial
scaling properties of the images. When plotted against D(Coastal Edge), we observe that the relationship
between these measures is described by a best linear fit, β(Surface) = 6.24 ´ 2.14 ˆ D(Coastal Edge), for
which R2 = 0.99 (Figure 14b, black line). The observed relationship agrees with the data from a smaller
set of images previously reported by Spehar and Taylor [23] (Figure 14b, green line). Significantly, this
observed relationship between β(Surface) and D(Coastal Edge) agrees with Equation (11) which we present
below, and will allow conversion across measures of D and β in multidimensional spaces.

4. Discussion

4.1. Mathematical Relationships between Ds and βs

Our results show that Voss [5] was correct regarding Equation (5)’s extension into n-dimensional
measures of D with the limitations described therein. However, the way that β is commonly measured
in images, β(Surface), is not that which Voss [5] described. Voss’s [5] equation (Equation (5)) applies for
the measure we call β(Mountain Edge). However, vision researchers typically use β(Surface). Whereas the
difference between these two spectral decay rates is nonexistent for white noise, where β = 0,
these measures are substantially different in the range over which these noises are fractal. Before
commenting further on the different measures of β, we will first summarize the relationships for the
fractal images discussed in this paper.

For the mountain profile fractal (E = 1), the Voss relationship of Equation (5) becomes:

D(Mountain Edge) “ 1 ` p3 ´β(Mountain Edge)q{2 (6)

We have also shown in Section 3.3 that the Fourier spectral decay rates measured in 1- and
2-dimensional space are approximately related by:

β(Mountain Edge) “ β(Surface) ´ 1 (7)
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over the range 1 < β(Mountain Edge) < 3 and 2 < β(Surface) < 4. Combining Equations (6) and (7) gives:

D(Mountain Edge) “ 1 ` p4 ´β(Surface)){2 (8)

The relationship between β and D(Surface) can then be obtained using:

D(Surface) “ D(Mountain Edge) ` 1 “ D(Coastal Edge) ` 1 (9)

We have not measured β(Coastal Edge) in our investigations. However, we expect that, if a coastal
edge was unraveled by the process described by Zahn & Roskies [48], its β value will equal
β(Mountain Edge) because D(Coastal Edge) is equivalent to D(Mountain Edge) and E = 1 applies to both the
mountain and coastal edges.

4.2. Distinguishing βs

Our results provide the ranges of β over which the images are fractal. As Voss [5] noted,
for D mountain (1 < D(Mountain Edge) < 2), we have 1 < β(Mountain Edge) < 3. However, we have
shown that β measured in a single variable-space (i.e., along a straight line path as β(Mountain Edge))
diverges from β measured in a two-variable space (i.e., across a plane as β(Surface)) to an extent that
is characterized by Equation (7) for the range over which 2-dimensional noise is fractal. For D

surface (2 < D(Surface) < 3), we have 2 < β(Surface) < 4 and 1 < β(Mountain Edge) < 3. The fact that the β

values measured by 1- and 2-dimensional Fourier transforms differ for fractal noises holds crucial
consequences. The fractal structure of a terrain is quantified by β(Mountain Edge). Visual inspection of
Figure 13 makes it immediately apparent that its value is significantly smaller than β(Surface) for fractals
of topological dimension E = 2. Given that β(Input) matches β(Surface) rather than β(Mountain Edge), it is
likely that many vision researchers have been misjudging the fractal content of their fractal terrains,
or adapting them by an intuitive sense of the image’s roughness. Equation (7) provides a formal
justification for adjusting the β of 2-dimensional fractals.

The basis for this conversion lies in the difference in generating 1- vs. 2-dimensional noise. A pair
of vectors can specify the phases and amplitudes of a 1-dimensional fractal noise pattern because they
have only one phase at each frequency (for illustration, see the visualization of the amplitude vectors
corresponding to three different input Betas (βis) shown in Figure 6a–c and phase matrix shown in
Figure 6d). In contrast, a 2-dimensional fractal pattern is generated from a matrix of amplitudes and
a matrix of phases (for illustration, see the visualization of the amplitude matrices corresponding to
three different input Betas (βis) shown in Figure 7a–c and phase matrix shown in Figure 7d).

For 2- and higher-dimensional fractal noises, there are an increasingly greater number of inputs
at increasingly high spatial frequencies (for illustration, see Figure 15, where the lowest frequency
components have been centered). The number of inputs increases at a rate that is related to the distance
from the lowest frequency (i.e., the radial distance in a low-spatial frequency-centered representation
of Fourier space). Changing from a 1- to 2-variable space, weighting the input function SV(f ) by f to
increase the embedding dimension by 1 (from 1 to 2) requires a subtraction of 1 from β, as denoted by
the following equation:

SVp f q ˆ f “ p f ´βi q ˆ f “ 1{ f pβi ´ 1q (10)

4.3. A Generalized Equation to Relate Ds and βs

We postulate that the relationship between D and β continues to change with higher dimensional
Fourier decomposition (for 3- and higher dimensional Fourier decomposition), such that the
relationship between D and β can be described by the equation,

D “ E ` pF + 2 ´βq{2 (11)

where F is the dimensional space of the Fourier transform (the number of variables with which the
Fourier transform is performed), where F ě 1, and F < β < F + 2 (as examples, F = 1 for β(Mountain Edge)
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and F = 2 for β(Surface)). This new equation (Equation (11)) allows for conversion from D to both of
the Fourier measurement techniques that can describe static images, and provides an extension of
Mandelbrot’s [1,4], Voss’s [5], and Knill et al.’s [14] relationships that can describe spectral decay in
dynamic fractal Brownian stimuli generated with Fourier, midpoint displacement, and other equivalent
methods. Equation (11) extends Voss’s [5] equation (Equation (5)) by generalizing the term for β

from β(Mountain Edge).

Figure 15. Real and imaginary frequency components of 1- and 2-dimensional fractal Fourier noise
plotted in 2- and 3-dimensional spaces with color changing with frequency, such that higher frequency
components are shown in cooler colors. (a,b) Amplitude-frequency plots of a 1-dimensional noise with
low frequency components centered such that the amplitude of the higher frequency components fall
at the edges of the plot; (c,d) Amplitude-frequency plots of 2-dimensional noise with low frequency
components centered such that larger concentric circles indicate higher frequency components.

4.4. Importance of the Relationship between D and β for Current and Future Research

In addition to allowing for easy translation across the parameters D and β in aesthetics research,
Equation (11) provides scaffolding for extension of basic vision research into questions related to visual
sensitivity and the perception of fractal motion, and has far-reaching applicability to applied topics,
including stress reduction and navigation.

To clarify the need for this new equation to allow for such forward progress, consider a
hypothetical case of therapeutic intervention using fractal movies. From Equation (5) and previous
research that suggests that low-to-moderate fractional dimensions (1.3 ď D ď 1.5) are optimal for
stress reduction [49], a therapist might generate what are intended to be soothing movies of fractal
noise with β = 2.2, thinking that β does not differ according to the number of variables with which
the Fourier transform is performed. Meanwhile, the results of our analyses imply that such a series
would be effectively space filling if β(Volume) = 2.2. This is because Equation (11) implies the optimal
range of values of β(Volume) for such an application would be 4 < β(Volume) < 4.4, because E = 3 and F = 3,
where fractal noises are in the range 3 < β(Volume) < 5.

More generally, time represents a third dimension—yet to be explored—in the perception of
fractal processes. An example would be a fractal pattern that undergoes fractal change over time.
Responses to dynamic stimuli have a long history of consideration in vision research that continues
today [50,51], though few have focused on perception of fractal motion [52,53]. Equation (11) provides
the scaffolding to extend perceptual research into the study of dynamic fractals.
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While Equation (11) supports the development of new lines of work into dynamic fractals, it also
holds value in drawing conclusions across recent research using 2-dimensional fractal patterns in
studies that have implications for aesthetics. Whereas Rainville and Kingdom [54] provide βs that are
apparently in terms of β(Mountain Edge), they cite Knill et al. [14], who provided the relationship between
D and β for surfaces. This highlights the difficulty associated with discerning the optimal range of
β in aesthetics and vision research. More problematic is that because of the relative convenience of
the respective algorithms’ implementation, others report a combination of D(Mountain Edge) and β(Surface)

values [23], for which there is no clear conversion provided in the published literature.
Finally, Equation (11) serves as a useful tool for converting between 2- and 3-dimensional

representations of space, the problem we solve whenever we use a map to navigate. The recent
work of Juliani et al. [28] asks individuals to navigate fractal environments. Under conditions such
as these, the map typically has complexity in the range 1 < D(Coastal Edge) < 2, whereas the navigated
environment has complexity in the range 2 < D(Surface) < 3, and the visually perceived scene has a
spectral decay that likely falls off at a rate in the range 2 < β(Surface) < 4. While it is mathematically no less
appropriate to describe all of these in terms of β(Mountain Edge), it is easier to interpret results described
in units that reflect the experienced dimensional space precisely and explicitly. There is convenience to
be gained by using this more general equation (Equation (11)) and its variables’ boundary conditions
rather than more specialized equations, such as those which have been put forth previously [5,14,21].
Equation (11) stems from a recognition that β varies with the number of variables with which the
Fourier transform is applied. As such, it is important that we define which β is being used (β(Line),
β(Surface), β(Volume), etc.) for easier interpretation of results and to facilitate the communication of future
endeavors in interdisciplinary fractals research.
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Abstract: Symmetry detection has long been a major focus of perception research.
However, although symmetry is often cited as a “grouping principle”, the effect of symmetry
on grouping, an important form of perceptual organization, has been little measured. In past
research, we found little spatio-temporal grouping for oblique lines symmetric around a horizontal
axis during ambiguous rotary motion in depth. Grouping was measured by the degree to which
the ambiguous motion direction was resolved for two elements in common (rotational linkage).
We hypothesized that symmetry-based grouping would be stronger if symmetry was redundant
i.e., carried by elements of greater complexity. Using the rotational linkage measure, we compared
grouping for horizontally symmetric simple oblique lines and for lines composed of multiple
conjoined orientations and found greater grouping for the more complex symmetric lines. A control
experiment ruled out possible confounding factors and also showed a grouping effect of vertically
aligned endpoints. We attribute the stronger grouping effect of redundant symmetry to the
fact that it has a lower probability than does simple symmetry of arising from an accidental
environmental arrangement.

Keywords: symmetry; grouping; redundancy; complexity; rotary motion in depth

1. Introduction

Symmetry is one of the defining characteristics of Gestalt “good figure” [1]. This implies that
symmetric organizations will be preferred to asymmetric ones and that isolated elements will cohere
into groups more readily if those elements are symmetric. More recently, Treder and Van der Helm [2]
conclude that symmetry is a cue for the presence of one object, which also implies grouping.
However, overwhelmingly, symmetry research explores its detection and saliency rather than its
influence on perceptual organization, e.g., Barlow and Reeves [3]; Royer [4]; Wenderoth [5]; Tyler [6];
Wagemans [7]; Gurnsey, Herbert and Kenemy [8]. Although Locher and Wagemans [9] investigated
the effect of grouping patterns and Bertamini, Friedenberg and Kubovy [10] the effect of contour
organization on symmetry detection; the reverse influence has been little explored. Pomerantz and
Kubovy [11] argued that it does not follow that because a property such as symmetry has salience,
it plays a significant role in the process of organization. However, it has been known since the early
work of Bahnsen [12], a student of Rubin [13], that a symmetric shape is more likely to be seen as a
figure than an asymmetric one in a figure-ground task. This has been confirmed more recently by
Peterson and Gibson [14] and Mojika and Peterson [15], who also showed that the effect of symmetry
on figure-ground resolution was enhanced when several alternating symmetric regions were added
to the display. Kanizsa and Gerbino [16] reported that convexity overrides symmetry in eliciting
perception of figure, leading Pomerantz and Kubovy [11] to argue that since it is so easily overridden,
symmetry probably plays little role in organization and only becomes available after elements are
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organized into units on other grounds. The Mojika and Peterson’s [15] study showed, however,
that with appropriate controls, symmetry is as effective as convexity.

Machilsen, Pauwels and Wagemans [17], stated that generally there has been “no certain benefit
of symmetry on perceptual grouping” (p. 3), but they did show a small influence of vertical symmetry
on the segregation of a pattern from a noisy background. It is well established that vertical symmetry
is more salient than horizontal symmetry, a fact that is usually attributed to the ubiquitous vertical
symmetry of biological structures. In a rare study extending these salience findings to perceptual
organization, Gillam and McGrath [18] showed that two oblique lines arranged with vertical symmetry
are grouped more than when arranged with horizontal symmetry and that the operative symmetry
axis was retinal not environmental. The grouping criterion that these authors used was “rotational
linkage” also used in the present experiments and described below.

The only other research we are aware of which measured the effect of symmetry on perceptual
grouping is by Feldman [19] who measured the degree of grouping of two separate straight lines
in various arrangements (See Figure 1) among which one pair (Figure 1E) had horizontal symmetry.
His grouping criterion was the degree to which a given line pair showed an “object benefit”. This is said
to be present when comparisons of visual features are faster within a single object than between objects.
Feldman found greatest object benefit for the symmetric figure (Figure 1E). However, Gillam [20],
who studied the grouping of pairs of lines using the “rotational linkage” criterion, found that an
almost identical figure to Feldman’s Figure 1E (see Figure 2A) produced little grouping despite its
symmetry. In accounting for the difference between the Feldman [19] and Gillam [20] results, it could
be argued that the rotational linkage criterion is a more direct measure of grouping than object benefit,
which measures a consequence of object formation rather than its determinants. The essence of
rotational linkage (a term coined by Eby, Loomis and Solomon, [21]) is to present two or more lines
(or objects) rotating in depth in parallel projection, which renders direction of motion (clockwise or
counterclockwise) ambiguous (Wallach and O’Connell, [22]). The proportion of total exposure time
during which the ambiguous rotation directions are resolved in common for several lines or objects
is measured. Observers are asked to hold down a switch whenever individual elements appear to
be rotating in opposite directions. Gillam [20] calls this “fragmentation time”. Rotational linkage is
measured as the total time minus the fragmentation time for a given number of rotations and provides
a quantitative measure of grouping.

Figure 1. The stimulus figures used by Feldman [19]. See text.

Using the rotational linkage criterion, Gillam and colleagues have shown that the grouping of two
lines is influenced by a number of stimulus factors including: (a) relative line orientation (Gillam, [20]);
(b) line separation relative to length (Gillam, [23]; Gillam and Grant Jr., [24]); (c) axis of rotation
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(Gillam and McGrath, [18]); and (d) common vanishing point with a surrounding frame (Gillam and
Broughton, [25]). A general discussion of this approach to grouping can be found in Gillam [26].

The goal of the present research was to use the rotational linkage criterion to see whether
the poor grouping (high rate of fragmentation) that we have generally found for the horizontally
symmetric figure (Figure 2A) could be improved by increasing symmetry redundancy, which can
be achieved by making the reflected lines more complex. Figure 2A has only two symmetrically
arranged oblique straight lines. We compared fragmentation for this figure and for figures in which
the horizontally symmetric straight oblique lines are replaced by similarly reflected lines made up of
adjoined multiple orientations but with the same average orientation and separation as the lines of
Figure 2A. These figures are shown in Figure 2B,C.

Our reason for using horizontal symmetry to investigate the effects of redundancy was that
an earlier study (Gillam and McGrath, [18]) showed that Figure 2A turned 90 degrees to create
vertical symmetry demonstrated strong rotational linkage leaving little scope for any additional effects
of redundancy.

Greater grouping with more redundant symmetry is predictable on the grounds that symmetry in
more complex figures is less likely than in simple figures to result from an accidental arrangement of
two unrelated elements and is therefore more likely to be seen as a structural property. This outcome
would be predicted by Rock’s [27] view that perceptual resolutions avoid “coincidence”. A similar
outcome would follow from a Bayesian analysis (Barlow, [28]) in that more redundantly symmetric
figures would have a higher probability of resulting from a distally symmetric arrangement.
Symmetry detection on the other hand has been considered by van der Helm [2] to have a holographic
structure in which the number of elements is irrelevant. Supporting evidence for this proposition,
using blob stimuli, was reported by Csatho, van der Vloed and van der Helm [29]. Additionally,
Baylis and Driver [30], using line stimuli more like those in the present study, found that the speed
of symmetry detection for the two sides of a single object is not influenced by the complexity of
the reflected contour. Finally, in a comprehensive visual evoked response study, Makin et al. [31]
confirmed many aspects of the holographic model, including the fact that complexity has little effect
on symmetry detection. Our hypothesis that redundant symmetry will facilitate grouping thus seems
to be somewhat at odds with the general finding for symmetry detection. However, grouping based on
symmetry will not necessarily be determined by the same factors as symmetry detection, which must
occur prior to grouping.

2. Experiment 1

2.1. Method

The three figures used are shown drawn to scale at a quarter actual size in Figure 2. The axis of
rotation is indicated by a dotted line. Observers sat at a distance of 140 cm from the screen with their
eyes at the level of the midpoint of the object on the screen. The separation of the lines of Figure 2A
along the axis of rotation was 2.5 cm (one degree). The average line orientation (15 degrees from the
horizontal) and average separation were the same in all three figures. To achieve smooth motion,
figures were presented on a computer-controlled Hewlett-Packard oscilloscope with a fast phosphor.
A red filter placed over the screen eliminated faint ghosts caused by persistence. Each figure was
presented for 10 rotations at a speed of 12 s per rotation. This slow smooth rotation has been found
in the past to elicit ample opportunities for apparent change from fragmentation (opposite rotation)
to rotational linkage. Although strict fixation was not required, a dot to guide location of looking
was placed midway between the upper and lower sets of lines on the axis of rotation (which was
not shown).
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Figure 2. The figures used in Experiment 1 (drawn to one-quarter scale). The mean fragmentation time
in seconds is shown next to each figure.

2.2. Observers

Participants in both experiments were volunteers from the State University of New York,
State College of Optometry. For experiment 1, twelve students, ignorant of the rationale of the
experiment, were used. Each observer was shown Figure 2A (known to readily fragment) and asked
what he/she saw. As in all our grouping experiments, only those observers who spontaneously
reported seeing fragmentation for Figure 2A in a pretest were used in the main Experiment.
This ensured that they were clear about what they were supposed to respond to. Two of the twelve
observers only reported fragmentation after it was suggested to them and were not used in the main
experiment. The figures were presented for each observer in a different random order.

2.3. Results

The mean fragmentation time is shown next to each figure in Figure 2. An analysis of variance
(ANOVA) showed a significant effect of figure (F = 7.29, df 2, 18 p < 0.005). Post-hoc Newman-Keuls
tests showed that the mean for Figure 2A was significantly higher than the means for Figure 2B,C,
(5.3 p < 0.01; 3.7 p < 0.05 respectively). Although Figure 2C had a lower mean fragmentation time
(more grouping) than Figure 2B as predicted, these two means did not differ significantly from each
other on a Newman-Keuls test.

The results support the hypothesis that symmetry carried by more complex elements (made up
of multiple line orientations) results in greater grouping than symmetry carried by simple single
line elements. It is possible that another difference between the simple and more complex stimuli
is responsible rather than symmetry redundancy per se. It is unlikely however that the effect of
complex symmetry arose from a fortuitous effect of the particular figures used, since Figure 2B,C differ
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considerably from each other. For example, Figure 2B is convex whereas Figure 2C is both convex and
concave yet both enhanced grouping relative to Figure 2A. Experiment 2 explores these issues further.

3. Experiment 2

In this experiment, we attempted to replicate the basic finding of Experiment 1 with respect
to complexity and to compare the effects of concave and convex symmetry. We also compared
fragmentation time for symmetric figures and for similarly complex elements (lines with a mid-line
orientation change) but not arranged symmetrically. Finally, in Experiment 2, we investigated the effect
on grouping of offsetting the upper element horizontally from the lower element. This destroyed any
reflective symmetry present while maintaining the same upper and lower elements as in the symmetric
figures. This manipulation also explored vertical alignment of contour end points as a grouping factor.

3.1. Method

The figures used in Experiment 2 are shown drawn in Figure 3 at one-third actual size. There were
four basic figures, each composed of an upper and lower element with endpoints vertically aligned and
the same four figures with the upper and lower elements offset. The four basic figures were Figure 3A
(Figure 2A from Experiment 1), Figure 3B (Figure 2B from Experiment 1, which was symmetric about a
central horizontal axis and convex), Figure 3C (A concave figure symmetric about a central horizontal
axis, which consisted of two lines per element that had the same average orientation and spacing
as Figure 3A,B) and Figure 3D (A composite figure consisting of one line from Figure 3B and one
from Figure 3C). Figure 3D provided a baseline non-symmetric figure against which to compare the
symmetric Figure 3B,C from which its components were drawn. Finally, Figure 3E–H were the offset
versions of the four basic Figure 3A–D respectively. These have the same components as the equivalent
non-offset figures but lack symmetry.

Figure 3. The figures used in Experiment 2 (drawn to one-third scale).

The method and observation distance were the same as in Experiment 1. All eight figures were
presented rotating around a central vertical axis in parallel projection. There were initially 18 observers
from a similar population as those used in Experiment 1 and ignorant concerning the rationale of the
experiment. Three observers were rejected because they did not spontaneously report fragmentation
in the pretest with the basic two-line Figure 2A. Thus 15 observers completed the experiment.
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Stimuli were presented in a different random order for each observer. All figures were also
presented for a second time to each observer in a different random order. The mean of the two
presentations for each condition for each observer was used in the analysis.

3.2. Results

The means and standard errors of the fragmentation times for each condition are shown in
Figure 4. Planned contrasts were carried out on the non-offset Figure 3A–D to test for an effect of
complex symmetry. The mean fragmentation time for the more complex (redundant) symmetric
Figure 3B,C were found to be significantly lower than for the simple symmetric Figure 3A and the
asymmetric Figure 3D (F = 8.83, df 1, p < 0.005). A second planned contrast was carried out to examine
the effect of offset. Offset was found to have a significant effect (F = 8.1, df 1, p < 0.005). The interaction
between figure and offset was not significant.

Figure 4. Means and standard errors for each figure used in Experiment 2.

3.3. Discussion

The hypothesis was again supported that horizontal symmetry supports grouping more effectively
as it becomes more redundant. We also found a very general breakdown of grouping with horizontal
offset of the elements. It is an ecological fact that the prevalence of vertically aligned contour edges is
ubiquitous in the carpentered world. Our data suggest that it is also a grouping principle.

The data support the view that redundant symmetry is stronger evidence for structure than
non-redundant symmetry. The more complex the symmetry, the greater the coincidence it would be
for the symmetric layout to arise from a chance arrangement than from intrinsic structure. The visual
system could have such contingencies built in to its responses either by evolution or learning.
This argument could be made more strongly if in Experiment 1, symmetric (reflected) lines composed
of four orientations (Figure 2C) had produced significantly more grouping than those composed of
two lines (Figure 2B). Although there was a difference, the fact that it was not significant suggests that
the grouping process may have a low ceiling with respect to symmetry redundancy.
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As mentioned in the introduction, the explanation we have proposed could also be couched in
Bayesian terms.

4. Conclusions

Our past research showed that horizontal symmetry for a simple stimulus was ineffective in
producing contour grouping. It appears from the present research that unlike vertical symmetry,
horizontal symmetry requires a more complex line to be reflected to produce strong grouping.
Barlow and Reeves [3] pointed out that symmetry could produce considerable processing advantages
to an organism by allowing subsequent processes to deal with larger units. Gillam [20] pointed out the
processing advantages of grouping in the processing of depth and motion. However, until the present
studies, there is no direct evidence that symmetry produces grouping outside of figure-ground studies.
The present data, however, provide evidence that symmetry results in spatio-temporal grouping if
the elements reflected are sufficiently complex. This represents processing consequences of symmetry
such as were foreshadowed by Barlow and Reeves [3] and shown for other stimulus factors by Gillam
and colleagues (op. cit.). It does not seem likely that the grouping found for complex symmetry was
occurring on other grounds.
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Abstract: We present a new algorithm for 3D shape reconstruction from stereo image pairs that
uses mirror symmetry as a biologically inspired prior. 3D reconstruction requires some form of prior
because it is an ill-posed inverse problem. Psychophysical research shows that mirror-symmetry is
a key prior for 3D shape perception in humans, suggesting that a general purpose solution to this
problem will have many applications. An approach is developed for finding objects that fit a given
shape definition. The algorithm is developed for shapes with two orthogonal planes of symmetry,
thus allowing for straightforward recovery of occluded portions of the objects. Two simulations were
run to test: (1) the accuracy of 3D recovery, and (2) the ability of the algorithm to find the object in
the presence of noise. We then tested the algorithm on the Children’s Furniture Corpus, a corpus of
stereo image pairs of mirror symmetric furniture objects. Runtimes and 3D reconstruction errors are
reported and failure modes described.

Keywords: symmetry prior; symmetry detection; stereo; two-view geometry; 3D recovery

1. Introduction

The central importance of symmetry is well established in diverse fields such as physics, chemistry,
mathematics, and art; however, it has received comparatively little attention in computer vision.
Early computer vision researchers were interested in 3D recovery (for examples, see: [1–4]), and, as will
be discussed later in this paper, symmetry is a powerful regularity that allows for 3D reconstruction.
However, perhaps owing to the difficulty of the problem, interest in 3D recovery has been supplanted
by machine learning approaches that almost always rely on purely 2D image features. (In the case of
deep learning, instead of merely learning from 2D features, the 2D features themselves are learned
from the training data [5].) Despite this trend in computer vision, it is widely recognized that human
vision does perform 3D recovery [6], and, to this day, 3D recovery continues to be an important topic
in computer vision.

Camera image formation is the forward problem of vision, and it is well-posed and well
understood. Indeed, we know how to produce realistic looking images from 3D models [7].
However, there are an infinity of possible 3D models that can produce any given camera image,
and that makes the inverse problem, 3D recovery from camera images, ill-posed [8]. In a classic
1985 paper, Poggio et al. [9] introduced the notion of computational vision, which uses regularization
to solve early vision problems, such as 3D recovery. In essence, this means that all solutions to 3D
recovery must involve a priori assumptions that constrain the possible recoveries. If we adopt a
computational model of human cognition [10], as was done by David Marr [4], then the existence
of innate a priori constraints also applies to human vision [11,12]. Considering that humans have
definite ideas about the 3D shapes of objects that they perceive—Shepard and Metzler [13] proved as
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much with their classic experiment on the mental rotation of objects—it makes sense to investigate
and understand what priors the human vision system uses in 3D shape perception.

Recent advances in human perception have shown that symmetry, and mirror symmetry in
particular, is the most important prior in 3D shape perception [12,14,15]. Li et al. [16] argued further that
an object’s shape is defined by its symmetries. That is, an object has as much shape as it has symmetry
or regularity. We consider it natural, therefore, to investigate mirror symmetry as an informative prior
for 3D shape recovery in the spirit of Poggio et al.’s paradigm of computational vision.

In this paper, we present a new algorithm for performing 3D recovery for mirror symmetric
objects from a pair of stereo images. There has been a small amount of persistent interest in using
mirror symmetry to perform 3D recovery; however, almost no attempts use both mirror symmetry
and two-view geometry at the same time. However, there is psychophysical evidence that the human
visual system does precisely this: using both mirror symmetry and two-view geometry to aid 3D
shape perception [17]. The advantage of combining mirror symmetry with two-view geometry is
that each problem disambiguates the other, making it simpler to solve both simultaneously. (This is
developed in Sections 3.2 and 3.3). For the sake of computational efficiency, we added the additional
constraint that objects stand on a flat surface, or floor. This is easily arranged when capturing images
in controlled conditions; however, most real world objects do stand on a flat surface [12], and there is
psychophysical evidence that the human vision system takes advantage of this prior [18].

2. Related Works

As early as 1978, Marr and Nishihara [19] emphasized the importance of 3D representations in
computer vision. In particular, Marr and Nishihara advocated for symmetric parts based on Binford’s
generalized cones [20]. However, this work did not address the mathematical problem of recovering
3D symmetric shapes from camera images. Kanade, 1981, did provide details for 3D reconstruction [3],
but only for skew-symmetry (i.e., orthographic projections of planar symmetric figures). It was not
until 1990 that Gordon first published details for 3D reconstruction from the perspective images of
mirror symmetric objects [21], although Gordon credits the Oxford University engineer Guy Scott with
the idea of calculating depth information from symmetry.

Since then, the field has grown immensely richer. A key observation was that mirror symmetry is
a variant of two-view geometry [22]. That is, the image of a symmetric object allows for computing
a second view of the same object. This is true except for degenerate cases and can be generalized to
other types of symmetry. For example, the left and right side of the face are roughly identical, and thus
the image of a face can be thought of as two aligned views of a single half. This provides a variety of
mathematical invariants that form a theoretical basis for identifying symmetry, and for performing 3D
reconstruction [23–25]—a field which could perhaps be called structure from symmetry [26].

The key practical problem in solving structure from symmetry is identifying which pairs of
image points “go together”. Returning to the example of the face, a point on the tip of the left ear
goes with a specific point on the tip of the right ear: no other point will do. Registering these points
in the 2D camera image is called the symmetry correspondence problem, and once done, the positions
of the 2D points can be corrected at the subpixel level [27]. However, a general solution to the
symmetry correspondence problem is currently beyond the state of the art. Few invariants exist for the
general case problem, and any pair of imaged 2D curves is consistent with some 3D mirror symmetric
interpretation [28].

It is natural to try to restrict the problem (following in the footsteps of Kanade) to orthographic
images of planar symmetric figures, such as symmetric designs on walls and patterns on carpets.
In this case, correspondences can be found using local 2D features that are robust, or invariant, to local
affine distortions [29–32].

Despite challenges, solving symmetry correspondence for more general symmetric figures has
been a topic of ongoing interest. One approach noted that mirror symmetry extends to the surface
normals of a shape, providing a useful invariant for performing dense reconstruction using shape from
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shading [33]. Dense reconstruction has also been performed on mirror symmetric scenes by matching
texture patches under smoothness constraints [34]. For scenes characterized by translational symmetry,
dense reconstruction was performed using a graph-cut, with an energy function that incorporates
symmetrical repetition [35].

More typically, researchers solve symmetry correspondences on edge maps by trying to register
pairs of smooth contours. One early approach identified polygons in the 2D image that obey invariants
for some form of 3D symmetry. These polygons are then registered with each other, allowing for 3D
reconstruction [36]. Alternatively, it is possible to match line features directly in a loop that validates the
match geometry for some form of 3D symmetry [37]. Instead of matching line features, one can attempt
to trace pairs of contours, matching key features along the way, such as turning angle. Two studies
follow this approach, using sets of human generated contours as input [38,39]. Öztireli et al. [40]
extracted feature points and contours from rasterized images; however, human intervention is required
to select points in order to facilitate curve matching. Sinha et al. [41] put forward an interesting
dynamic programming approach that simultaneously extracts and matches contours; however, it can
only work when the viewing angle of the 3D mirror symmetric object is restricted.

The algorithm presented in this paper solves symmetry correspondences on rasterized edge
maps, and without human intervention, by using the two-view geometry of stereo image pairs to
disambiguate possible correspondences. It is possible to perform 3D reconstruction from pairs of stereo
images alone [22]; however, the results are usually noisy due to image pixelation. This paper presents
an alternative point of view for using symmetry and two-view geometry together: symmetry can
be used to improve the quality of 3D reconstructions, in effect performing subpixel accurate
correspondence. This approach was pursued to clean up the 3D point clouds generated from the
application of structure from motion [42,43].

Symmetry, however, does more than just provide subpixel correction, or accurate 3D
reconstruction. Symmetry is a global property, and thus it can be used to perform figure/ground

organization: localizing individual objects in a scene, and separating them from the background.
In previous work, we investigated using mirror symmetry with two-view geometry to perform
figure/ground organization [44]. However, as far back as 1997, Zabrodsky and Weinshall [45]
observed that mirror symmetry and two-view geometry can be used together. They developed
a graph based method for matching corresponding points, and tested it mainly on synthetic images.
However, they also ran two tests using, respectively, three and five camera views of a 3D symmetric
object and reported the average 3D reconstruction error on sparse sets of manually selected interest
points. This can be taken as part of the inspiration for the algorithm presented in this paper.

3. Proposed Algorithm

We present an algorithm that performs 3D reconstruction of mirror symmetric objects from a
pair of stereo images, where the symmetry is evident in the contours of the object. In many ways,
the algorithm is a successor to the algorithm presented in [44]; however, it has been repurposed to
perform 3D object reconstruction. Comparisons with [44] are detailed in Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.3.
While it is possible that this algorithm may have practical uses, it is a proof of concept for a family of
methods that perform 3D object recovery using symmetries. The specific types of objects recovered
depend on how the object’s shape is defined. For this proof of concept, we use Definition 1 for the
shape of an object.

Definition 1. An object’s shape is a set of 3D points that are mirror symmetric about two orthogonal planes

of symmetry.

This definition covers a variety of manufactured objects, including some pieces of furniture.
One advantage of this definition is that the two planes of symmetry can be used to reconstruct the
backs of objects. This is made clear in Sections 3.6 and 4.3.2. The reasons for restricting the algorithm
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to objects with definite edges, and the formulation of the 3D recovery as an optimization problem
is developed in the rest of this section.

3.1. Notation

We use lowercase and uppercase bold symbols for points in R2 and R3, respectively.
Therefore, for example, x ∈ R2, and X ∈ R3. Furthermore, we add a superscript asterisk for points
in the respective projective spaces. Thus, x∗ ∈ P2 and X∗ ∈ P3. The exception is unit vectors in R3,
which are written ñ (lowercase because they have only two degrees of freedom). Subscripts refer to
a particular camera, if relevant. For example, x∗1 , and x∗2 refer to point x∗ in camera 1 and camera
2. The function E(x∗) is used to convert homogeneous coordinates into equivalent Cartesian points.
Thus, ‖E(x∗)‖ refers to the L2 norm of the Cartesian equivalent to the homogeneous coordinate x∗.

In this paper, we use a pinhole camera model and only consider calibrated cameras. We use
K for the intrinsic camera matrix, and P = K [R | t] for the camera matrix. R and t are the extrinsic
camera parameters: R a rotation matrix, and t = −RC, where C is the coordinates of the camera center.
Again, we use subscripts if a particular camera is indicated. Thus, x∗1 = P1X∗ gives the projection of
point X∗ in camera 1. All intrinsic parameters are assumed to be known, as is the relative rotation and
translation between the camera pair, and thus we use a calibrated stereo system.

Sometimes, we need to refer to the reprojection error of an image point relative to some estimate of
a 3D point. For example, point X∗ may be imaged in camera 1 as point x∗, but with some errors. In this
case, the reprojection error is expressed as: d(x∗, P1X∗) = ‖E(x∗)− E(P1X∗)‖. For those unfamiliar
with homogeneous coordinates, camera matrices, and projective spaces, please refer to Hartley and
Zisserman [22].

3.2. 3D Mirror Symmetry and Projective Geometry

An object is mirror symmetric in 3D if the object is invariant (unchanged) when reflected through

a single plane of symmetry, π =
[

ñ⊤ d
]⊤

. Thus, Equation (1) holds true for any point on the
object S:

∀U ∈ S, ∃V ∈ S s.t. V = U − 2(ñ⊤U + d)ñ. (1)

In this formulation of the plane equation, π =
[

ñ⊤ d
]⊤

, the point plane distance is given
by ñ⊤U + d, and ñ (a unit vector) gives the normal to the symmetry plane, which will henceforth be
referred to as the direction of symmetry. A mirror symmetric object is shown in Figure 1.

Object Definition 1 refers to two orthogonal planes of symmetry. In this case, Equation (1) is true
for each plane of symmetry, and furthermore, the planes of symmetry are orthogonal to each other.
Planes π1 and π2 are orthogonal to each other if, and only if, the respective directions of symmetry
are orthogonal to each other.

We use a pinhole camera model for a calibrated camera with intrinsic matrix K, and with neither
radial nor skew distortion. Let P be the camera matrix, and let U∗ and V∗ be mirror symmetric
points obeying the relationship given in Equation (1) (i.e., when expressed as Cartesian points in R3).
Thus u∗ = PU∗ and v∗ = PV∗ are the points imaged by the camera.

The 3D line joining U and V has direction ñ. Imagine starting at point U and traveling toward
and through point V and continuing an infinite distance: to a point on π∞, the plane at infinity in P3.

This creates a new point N∗ =
[

ñ⊤ 0
]⊤

, which has no Cartesian equivalent in R3. Then n∗ = PN∗

is the vanishing point associated with the plane of symmetry. It is a rule of projective geometry that
points on lines in P3 are imaged to points on lines in P2 (see [22]), and because U∗, V∗, and N∗ are
all co-linear, then so are u∗, v∗, and n∗. We call u∗ and v∗ corresponding points, since they are related
to each other by the mirror symmetry of U∗ and V∗. All corresponding points for the image of a
mirror-symmetric object are co-linear with the vanishing point.
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Figure 1. The figure is mirror symmetric about the plane π =
[

ñ⊤ d
]⊤

. This means that every
point U is related to some point V = U − 2(ñ⊤U + d)ñ—for example, the wing-tips, as shown above.
The line joining U to V is parallel to the direction of symmetry, ñ, the normal of the symmetry plane.

This brings us to the mathematical relationship for reconstructing 3D points U and V up to
scale from their imaged points u and v, given that the vanishing point, n, is known. First, write
U = ‖U‖ũ +C, and V = ‖V‖ṽ +C, where C is the camera center, and ũ and ṽ are unit vectors. Let KR

be the left-most 3 × 3 block of the camera matrix P = K [R | t]. This makes ũ = (KR)−1u∗/‖(KR)−1u∗‖,
and ṽ = (KR)−1v∗/‖(KR)−1v∗‖. Let ñ = (KR)−1n∗/‖(KR)−1n∗‖ be the direction vector in R3

derived from the vanishing point. Note that ñ is the direction of symmetry set by the symmetry
plane normal. Now, consider the angles between ñ, and ũ and ṽ. Specifically, let θ = cos−1(ũ⊤ñ) and
φ = cos−1(ṽ⊤ñ). The angles θ and φ are illustrated in Figure 2.

Referring again to Figure 2, the line joining U and V is, by definition, parallel to the line extending
from the camera center, C, down the direction of symmetry ñ. Let U

′
be the point on the ray through ñ

such that CU
′
U makes a right angle triangle, and let λ = ‖U − U

′
‖ be the distance between U and

U
′
. Then, by construction, sinθ = λ/‖U‖. Similarly, if V

′
is the point on the ray through ñ such that

CV
′
V makes a right angle triangle, then sinφ = λ/‖V‖. The relationship λ = ‖U − U

′
‖ = ‖V − V

′
‖

holds because the four points {U, V , U
′
, V

′
} form a rectangle. This gives Equation (2), which relates

the length ‖V‖ relative to ‖U‖, with the angle formed by their direction vectors with the direction of
symmetry. This relationship is shown in Figure 2:

sinθ

sinφ
=

‖V‖

‖U‖
. (2)

To solve for U and V , note that their midpoint lies on the symmetry plane π =
[

ñ⊤ d
]⊤

.

That is: 1
2 (U + V)⊤ñ + d = 0. Thus, (U + V)⊤ñ =

(

‖U‖ũ + C + sin θ
sin φ‖U‖ṽ + C

)⊤
ñ = −2d, giving

Equation (3):

‖U‖ =
−2(d + C⊤ñ)

ũ⊤ñ + sin θ
sin φ ṽ⊤ñ

. (3)
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Figure 2. Diagram that shows the relationship expressed in Equation (2). Specifically because the
points {U, V , U

′
, V

′
} form a rectangle, the length λ = ‖U − U

′
‖ = ‖V − V

′
‖. Then, we have the ratio

sin θ/ sin φ = ‖V‖/‖U‖. The diagram is patterned after [44]. An interactive 3D version of this diagram
is available in the supplementary materials.

Substitute from Equation (3) into Equation (2) to calculate the length ‖V‖. Note that this formula
requires a calibrated camera with a finite focal length because, otherwise, the angles θ and φ cannot
be determined. Furthermore, the image points u and v must be distinct. There is a degenerate case
when the plane of symmetry goes through the camera center, in which case both the numerator and
denominator of Equation (3) become zero. (i.e., d + C⊤ñ = 0, and the denominator can be rearranged
to show that tan θ + tan φ = 0.) Except for this degenerate case, a set of 3D mirror symmetric points
can be recovered up to scale from a vanishing point, and a set of corresponding points in the image.
The scale of the recovered object is set by d, the distance between the symmetry plane and the origin.
For further discussion, see [44]. See [21,28,46] for alternative formulations.

3.3. Solving the Symmetry Correspondence Problem with Two-View Geometry

Solving the symmetry correspondence problem is all that is required to solve for the 3D shape
of a mirror symmetric object. However, as described in Section 2, there is no known robust and
general purpose method for solving symmetry correspondence, and it remains a topic of ongoing
research. Indeed, so long as they are co-linear with the vanishing point, one can select arbitrary pairs
of corresponding points and reconstruct a 3D object [12]. This applies in the continuous case as well,
and any pair of 2D curves is consistent with some pair of 3D mirror symmetric curves [28]. One key
issue is that a degenerate viewing angle can hide details in the images of one or both of the 3D curves,
as is shown in Figure 3.

If we consider 3D mirror symmetry and two-view geometry together, the situation is simplified.
For a two-view camera system, a single point in 3D is imaged in two different cameras. That is,
point X∗ is imaged in camera 1 as x∗1 = P1X∗ and in camera 2 as x∗2 = P2X∗. This pair of points, x∗1 and
x∗2 , is also known as a corresponding pair, but for the binocular correspondence problem. (for complete
coverage, see: [22].)
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Figure 3. These four images are generated from the same pair of 3D mirror symmetric curves but seen
from different vantage points. On the far left, the viewing angle is such that the curve images do not
suggest 3D symmetry. Nonetheless, the relationship is there, and it becomes clear as the view is rotated,
especially in the two right-most images. These images were published in [28].

Consider shape S as a set of points in R3. Each camera gives a unique image of the points
in S, and thus a prospective pair of 3D symmetric curves are imaged uniquely in each camera.
This observation underlies Equation (4), which states that when the points X ∈ S are projected using
camera matrix Pi, the reprojection error (defined in Section 3.1) to a point in the relevant binary edge
map EdgeMapi is less than some threshold ǫ. (A binary edge map is a binary image where each pixel
indicates the presence or absence of an edge.). For two-view geometry, we have i ∈ {1, 2}:

∀X∗ ∈ S ∃x∗i ∈ EdgeMapi, s.t. d(x∗i , PiX
∗) < ǫ. (4)

Taken together, Equations (1) and (4) specify a 3D mirror symmetric shape that is consistent with
evidence in two (or perhaps more) camera images. Only two visible edge points are required for each
image. Figure 4 illustrates what is gained by combining mirror symmetry with two-view geometry. Let U

and V be 3D points that are mirror symmetric about a symmetry plane π with direction of symmetry ñ.
Let u1 and u2 be the images of U in cameras 1 and 2, and likewise, let v1 and v2 by the images of V in
cameras 1 and 2. The points u1 and v1 are symmetric corresponding points, and must be co-linear with
n1, the image of ñ on the plane at infinity (as described in Section 3.2). Likewise, u2 and v2 are co-linear
with n2 in the second camera image. Note also that u1 and u2 correspond in the binocular sense, and so
do v1 and v2. Each individual point participates in two different epipolar geometries, and thus the entire
system is over-constrained, with the locations of each of the four points constrained by both the direction
of symmetry, ñ, and Fundamental matrix [22], which constrains the locations of binocularly corresponding
points according to the relative rotation and translation between the two cameras. Thus, Equations (1)
and (4) together specify 3D points that are consistent with this over-constrained geometry and provide
an avenue to solve both the binocular and the symmetry correspondence problem at the same time. In
effect, the symmetry correspondence problem disambiguates the binocular correspondence problem,
and vice versa. This restricts the algorithm to those objects whose mirror symmetry is evident in the
binary edge maps of both images. When one or both projected points are missing (for example, they
are occluded, or not picked up by edge detection), then that pair of 3D points are omitted in shape S.

The proposed algorithm requires an efficient method for validating if a given shape S satisfies the
image evidence. We first calculate binary edge maps for each image using the Canny operator with an
adaptive filter [47]. The edge points are loaded into an R-tree [48], thus creating a spatial index for the
edge points in each image. Then, for each point X∗ ∈ S, the spatial index is used to query the closest
point to E(PiX

∗) in camera i. The reprojection error is given by the L2 distance between the queried
point and the projected point, and this error must be less than ǫ. This procedure has average time
complexity O(mnk), where m is the number of cameras, n = |S| is the number of 3D points in shape S,
and k is the expected time complexity for looking up single points from the spatial index.
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Image 1 Image 2

n1 n2

v1 v2

u1 u2

Figure 4. Points u1 and u2 are the images of some point U ∈ R3, and points v1 and v2 are the images
of some point V ∈ R3. Let ñ be the direction vector between U and V , and N∗ the intersection of
ñ with the plane at infinity (see Section 3.2). Let n1 and n1 be the images of N∗ in camera 1 and 2.
Then, as described in Section 3.2, u1, v1, and n1 are co-linear, and likewise u2, v2, and n2 are co-linear.
Furthermore, u1 and u2 are co-linear with the binocular epipole, a point in P2 calculated from the
relative rotation and translation between the two cameras. See [22] for a full treatment. Likewise, v1

and v2 are also co-linear with the binocular epipole. This creates an over-constrained system, where the
image points u1, v1, u2, and v2 are restricted by the direction vector between the two 3D points that
generated them (i.e., U and V ), and the relative rotation and translation between the two cameras.

3.4. Using a Floor Prior

Most objects stand on a floor, or flat surface, and there is psychophysical evidence that the human
visual system uses some sort of floor prior [12,18]. Using a floor prior is similar to the “Manhattan
World” assumption [49], where a scene is assumed to have three global vanishing points related to an
orthogonal basis in R3. In this case, the normal to the floor plane corresponds to the “up direction”
in a Manhattan World. However, the floor prior by itself is more flexible, admitting objects with
a single plane of symmetry (thus two vanishing points in total), or perhaps other symmetries.
Furthermore, floor plane estimation is robust and stable under two-view geometry when many
floor points are visible—a typical scenario when a particular application allows for the control of
camera viewing angles.

We assume that objects stand (or lie) on the floor, and that their symmetry planes are orthogonal
to the floor plane. This restricts the object’s direction of symmetry to the one-dimensional subspace
orthogonal to the floor plane normal. The projection of this subspace is called the horizon line, and is the
intersection of the image plane with the plane parallel to the floor that also contains the camera center.

The floor prior is found using a procedure developed by Li et al. [46]. First, a disparity map is
calculated using OpenCV’s StereoBM algorithm [50], which matches patches of texture between a pair
of rectified stereo gray-scale images. Triangulation [22] is then applied to the disparity map to generate
a 3D point cloud. Finally, Random sample consensus (RANSAC [51]) is used to find the equation of the
plane that contains the most 3D points within a specified error threshold. This method works well
when the floor is visible and is robust to the noise typical of 3D reconstructions from stereo image pairs.

3.5. Finding Symmetry Planes

As pointed out in Section 3.2, finding vanishing points is equivalent to finding the direction of
symmetry for a symmetry plane. The proposed algorithm extends existing feature based approaches
to vanishing point detection by taking advantage of both 3D symmetry and two-view geometry.
Equation (3) shows that the vanishing point alone would be enough to recover the 3D object up to scale;
however, scale is important in two-view geometry and is required for Equation (4). Thus, we must
estimate both the direction of symmetry and d, the distance between the symmetry plane and the origin.
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We use the Harris operator [52] with parameters set to over detect corner features. Corner features
are then registered with each other across both input images using the disparity map previously

calculated when finding the floor prior. Let η =
[

g̃⊤ dη

]⊤
be the equation for the floor, where g̃

is suggestive of the direction of gravity. Let x∗i be an image point in camera i. Equation (5) is the
ray-plane intersection that denotes the point on the floor plane that images to x∗i . This situation is
illustrated in Figure 5:

F(x∗i , i) = Ci −
g̃⊤Ci + dη

g̃⊤(KR)−1
i x∗i

(KR)−1
i x∗i . (5)

If we assume that u∗
i and v∗

i are a corresponding pair of points, then the direction of symmetry,
ñ, can be estimated in camera i by finding the unit vector between F(u∗

i , i) and F(v∗
i , i). Equation (6)

gives the estimate for ñ by averaging across both cameras:

ñ =
1
2

2

∑
i=1

F(u∗
i , i)− F(v∗

i , i)

‖F(u∗
i , i)− F(v∗

i , i)‖.
(6)

Ci

u∗
i

v∗
i

F (u∗
i
, i)

F (v∗
i
, i)

Figure 5. Method for estimating the direction of symmetry ñ from assumed corresponding points u∗
i

and v∗
i . Equation (5) is used to find F(u∗

i , i), and F(v∗
i , i), the points on the floor plane that image to u∗

i

and v∗
i . The vector F(u∗

i , i)− F(v∗
i , i) is an estimate for the direction of symmetry, but for a single pair

of points in a single camera. Equation (6) estimates ñ by averaging the normalized estimates across
all cameras.

To estimate d, note that if U and V are symmetric about π, then the midpoint M = 1
2 (U + V)

must lie on the symmetry plane. That is, M⊤ñ = d. To find M, we first select an arbitrary d, say d
′
= 1.

Then, using Equations (2) and (3), we recover U i and V i to scale, but for each camera image. Then,
m̂i = 1

2 (KR)−1
i (U i + V i) is the back projection from camera center Ci that images to point m∗

i in
camera image i. That is, m∗

i = Pi(m̂i + Ci). We then use triangulation [22] in Equation (7) to estimate d

by first finding M:
d = triangulate(P1(m̂1 + C1), P2(m̂2 + C2))

⊤ñ. (7)

Symmetry planes are recovered for all pairs of detected corners; however, many solutions can
be discarded immediately. The equations above are over-determined, and while every solution is
guaranteed to be orthogonal to the floor, the resulting reprojection error may be large for 3D points
recovered using Equations (2) and (3). Thus, we only keep those solutions that have reprojection errors
for all corner features less than a threshold ǫ, as specified in Equation (8):

Π = {π : (U i, V i) = ξ(π, Pi, u∗
i , v∗

i ), d(u∗
i , PiU i), d(v∗

i , PiV i) < ǫ, i ∈ {1, 2}} , (8)
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where u∗
i , v∗

i is every pair of corner features registered across both images by the disparity map
calculated in Section 3.4, π is the resulting symmetry plane found by solving Equations (6) and (7),
and (U i, V i) = ξ(π, Pi, u∗

i , v∗
i ) gives the two solutions for Equations (2) and (3) in camera image i.

This operation has worst time complexity O(n2) in the number of corner features detected, since we
are testing all unique sets of two corner features chosen from the set of all detected corner features.

3.6. Two Orthogonal Symmetry Planes

To find orthogonal symmetry planes, we consider all pairs of hypotheses in Π specified in
Equation (8). The worst case time complexity is O(n4), since, in theory, we could be testing all unique
sets of four corner features from the set of all detected corner features. In practice, however, most pairs
of corners are already discarded by using Equation (8) when generating the set Π. We specify the
reprojection error of a pair of planes as the maximum reprojection error of one of the points in one of
the cameras that was involved in generating one of the symmetry plane hypotheses. This is specified
by Equation (9), where u∗

ij and v∗
ij are the pair of image points that originally generated symmetry

plane hypothesis j in image i, and U ij and V ij are calculated using symmetry plane hypothesis j in
image i:

error(π1, π2) = max
(

d(u∗
ij, PiU ij), d(v∗

ij, PiV ij)
)

i, j ∈ {1, 2}. (9)

Every pair of symmetry plane hypotheses in Π is considered, and Nelder–Mead [53] is applied to
minimize the error specified in Equation (9) after forcing the symmetry planes to be orthogonal. The set
Π

′
is then the set of all the hypothesis pairs whose optimized error is less than some threshold ǫ.

Note that using two planes of symmetry allows for reconstructing the backs of objects, which are
normally occluded in the camera images. Because all the points in object S obey Equation (1) for every
symmetry plane, then every point X ∈ S can be reflected in one or both symmetry planes, relating it to
three other points in S. This means that points on the visible front of the object are related to occluded
points on the back of the object, and thus that back of the object can be recovered. This is not possible
when objects have only a single plane of symmetry; however, even in this case, the backs of objects can
be recovered using additional assumptions, such as planarity [12].

This observation requires that we modify Equation (4) so that we do not attempt to try to find
image evidence for points that we expect to be occluded. To do this, we take each set of four points
that are related through the two symmetry planes, and we remove the point that is furthest from the
camera center. We then combine these sets of three points to make S

′
⊂ S, and apply Equation (4) to

the points in S
′
.

3.7. Recovering Objects with Short Curves

A 3D shape, defined by Definition 1, can be recovered for every symmetry-plane-pair in Π
′
,

by using Equations (2) and (3) on all pairs of edge points in a single image. According to Equation (4),
the recovered 3D points must project to an edge point within a set threshold, ǫ, for all camera images.
In a method similar to RANSAC [51], the final recovered 3D shape is simply that with the largest
number of 3D points that are consistent with Equation (4).

In theory, this has worst case time complexity O(n2) in the number of edge points, since we
could be considering all unique sets of two edge points from the set of all detected edge points.
However, as outlined in Section 3.2, the images of symmetric points must be co-linear with the
vanishing point derived from the relevant symmetry plane. Therefore, the proposed algorithm sorts
all edge points by the angle subtended with the vanishing point, and then a local search is performed
about each point to find co-linear points that solve for 3D points that obey the threshold specified in
Equation (4). The expected time complexity is O(n log n+ nm), where O(n log n) is the time complexity
for sorting edge points, and nm is the expected number of comparisons made across all m camera
images in the local search for co-linear points.
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In practice, incidental arrangements of edge points lead to some false positive 3D points that are
not filtered out by applying Equation (4). Almost all of these incidental points can be removed by
considering short continuous runs of edge points, which we call contours. Instead of finding “best” or
“meaningful” contours—an expensive operation that may introduce instabilities—we split the runs of
edge points at approximately equally spaced intervals. We then select several points on each contour,
and solve for the 3D points as before; however, in addition to filtering the results by Equation (4),
we also add the additional constraint that the corresponding edge points must lie within a set distance
along some contour. Not only does this procedure reduce the number of false positive points in the
recovered shape, it also dramatically improves the speed of the computation by reducing the number
of edge points being considered with each recovery.

3.8. Overview of Algorithm

Figure 6 gives a flow chart, and dependency graph, for the algorithm. Many steps can be executed
in parallel, and individual steps can also make good use of parallelism. In particular, estimating
the floor (Section 3.4), finding symmetry hypotheses (Sections 3.5 and 3.6), and calculating solutions
(Section 3.7) can each have their time complexities divided by the available parallelism.

Figure 6. Flow chart of proposed 3D recovery algorithm.

Table 1 lists the algorithm parameters, which are chosen with reference to the properties of the
relevant equations. Increasing the reprojection thresholds results in more false positives in the recovered
3D shape. The algorithm is robust to changes in the other parameters, including contour length.

Table 1. Algorithm parameters. For details on the random sample consensus algorithm (RANSAC),
see: [51].

Parameter Reference Value

RANSAC iterations for floor estimation Section 3.4 500 iterations
RANSAC threshold for floor estimation Section 3.4 0.1 m
Harris block size Section 3.5 3
Harris k Section 3.5 0.01
Object point reprojection threshold Equation (4) ǫ = 1.5 pixels
Symmetry plane reprojection threshold Equation (8) and Section 3.6 ǫ = 1.5 pixels
Contour length Section 3.7 15 pixels
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4. Results

We have presented an algorithm for performing 3D object recovery for mirror symmetric objects
from pairs of images. We ran two simulations to test aspects of this algorithm. In simulation 1,
Section 4.1, we compared Triangulation [22]—the standard 3D recovery algorithm for two-view
geometry—to the formula derived in Section 3.2, which performs 3D recovery using mirror symmetry.
In simulation 2, Section 4.2, we generated synthetic images of random mirror symmetric shapes with
one versus two planes of symmetry, and with random noise features, in order to examine how well
the algorithm solves the correspondence problem. In Section 4.3, we present results for the algorithm
on a corpus of real image pairs. Since the algorithm is a repurposed refinement of previous work on
figure/ground organization [44], we compare the new algorithm to this previous work.

4.1. Simulation 1

The algorithm presented in this paper addresses, in part, two different problems: the correspondence
problem and the 3D recovery problem. The correspondence problem involves selecting sets of
corresponding image points that share some geometric property. For example, consider Figure 4.
The points u1 and u2 are corresponding points for the binocular correspondence problem, and u1 and v1

are corresponding points for the symmetry correspondence problem. Furthermore, all four points, u1, v1,
u2, and v2, are corresponding points for both the symmetry and binocular correspondence problems
together. Solving a given correspondence problem involves identifying a set of image points.

The 3D recovery problem involves calculating points in 3D from sets of corresponding points and
is usually performed with a mathematical formula. By contrast, solving a correspondence problem
usually involves some type of search. Triangulation [22] is the standard method for performing 3D
recovery from a pair of binocular corresponding points. In Section 3.2, we developed an equation for
3D recovery from a pair of corresponding points for the symmetry correspondence problem. The reader
may guess that this 3D recovery should be more accurate, on average, than any 3D reconstruction
performed on corresponding points for the binocular correspondence problem, including Triangulation,
because the latter is inherently sensitive to noise [22].

The supplementary materials include animations of a figure recovered from real image pairs
(described fully in Section 4.3), using either Triangulation, or Equations (2) and (3) from Section 3.2.
In all cases, the correspondence problem was solved using the symmetry based algorithm presented
in this paper; only the last step—3D recovery—is different. The 3D figure recovered using
Triangulation features peculiar “planar” clustering, which is caused by pixelation in the camera images.
The recovered 3D points jump from plane to plane as the difference between the corresponding
points changes by one pixel. This is a well known problem and can only be ameliorated by subpixel
correction before Triangulation is performed. The animation files show qualitatively that recovery
based on symmetry is unquestionably better than Triangulation. The pixel-related artifacts of binocular
recovery are almost never symmetrical with respect to the common symmetry plane of the object,
and so, these artifacts are corrected by adding the symmetry constraint. However, as we show below,
Triangulation is more sensitive to noise even when controlling for pixelation.

In this simulation, we compare 3D recovery using Triangulation, versus using Equations (2) and (3)
for pairs of points, as opposed to whole objects. We generated one random pair of 3D points at a time.
The points were uniformly distributed over a 4 × 4 × 4 m3 box centered 3 m directly in front of the
simulated camera. A single pair of points is obviously mirror symmetrical with respect to the plane
that bisects them. This plane was computed and used for the recovery based on Equations (2) and (3).
These two 3D points were projected, as continuous variables, to a pair of simulated images using a
calibrated stereo camera with a 12-cm baseline, a 66-deg horizontal field of view. After the two image
points (in R2) were calculated, a variable amount of Gaussian white noise was added. The standard
deviation of the Gaussian white noise was specified in pixels, which is relative to the assumed
800 × 600 image format. The simulated image points were never rounded (to the nearest pixel)
so that the simulation is a valid approximation for other image resolutions. Thus, the noise in our
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experiment simulates other natural processes, other than pixelation, that affect image formation.
Either Triangulation or Symmetry (Equations (2) and (3)) were used to perform 3D recovery from
a pair of image points. Figure 7 shows the error in recovery (in meters) as a function of the standard
deviation of the added Gaussian white noise (in pixels). Each data point in the graph is the average
error from 1 million replications. In each replication, one pair of random 3D points was generated and
recovered. Note that the use of the true symmetry plane in this simulation when a single pair of points
was recovered represents the fact that the estimated symmetry plane of an object consisting of hundreds
of points is very stable precisely because many pairs of points are used to estimate that plane. This is
the unique advantage of incorporating a spatially global constraint.

Figure 7. Top curve: error in 3D recovery using Triangulation [22] as a function of image noise.
Bottom curve: error in 3D recovery using symmetry (Equations (2) and (3)) as a function of image noise.

Figure 7 clearly shows that 3D recovery using Triangulation is more sensitive to noise, which could
come from image pixelation, or other aspects of camera system, such as uncorrected lens distortion.
Recovery using Equations (2) and (3) was more than an order of magnitude more accurate at all levels
of noise, except zero noise, when recovery was identical for both methods.

4.2. Simulation 2

In this simulation, we used random synthetic figures to assess how well the present algorithm
solves the correspondence problem for shapes with one or two planes of symmetry, and in the presence
of noise. We followed [17] to generate random synthetic shapes with a single plane of symmetry.
These shapes are bilaterally symmetric, have planar surfaces, a flat base, and are made out of three
rectangular boxes joined to each other. The same procedure was used for shapes with two planes of
symmetry; however, the shape was flatted across the top, with the height chosen to keep the total
volume unchanged. The shapes averaged 35 × 47 × 34 cm3. Please refer to [17] for precise details on
how these shapes are generated.

To generate random noise, we sampled 3D points uniformly in a 2 × 2 × 2 m3 box centered at
a point 2.5 m in front of the camera center. Each 3D point became the point of intersection for two
3D lines, each 10-cm long, and sitting on a plane with a random orientation. The orientation of the
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plane was generated by sampling from a uniform distribution for the orientation vector’s inclination
and azimuth.

The random shape and noise features were then projected to a pair of 800 × 600 simulated images
using a calibrated stereo camera with a 12-cm baseline, and a 66-deg horizontal field of view. A random
shape with two planes of symmetry and 250 noise features is shown in Figure 8a,b. The crossed noise
features were specifically chosen to generate lots of corner detections, since these are used to find
symmetry planes, as described in Section 3.5. Furthermore, the lines were made long enough so that
most of the projected lines would not be easily filtered out when finding correspondences, as described
in Section 3.7.

The proposed algorithm then attempted 3D recovery on the composited image pairs. The image
pairs contained no texture information with which to estimate the floor plane, so the orientation of the
floor—a plane orthogonal to the shapes one or two symmetry planes—was given to the algorithm.
Correct correspondence (true positives), incorrect correspondences (false positives), and missed
correspondences (false negatives) were then counted, and used to generate a precision and recall score
for each image pair. Figure 8c,d shows the recovered 3D shape as seen from the two camera views.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 8. Input shape with two planes of symmetry, and random noise. (a,b) show the right and left
camera image, respectively. The shape was recovered by the proposed algorithm, and (c,d) show the
recovered 3D shape as seen by the left and right camera, respectively. An animation of the recovered
shape is included in the supplementary materials.

Figure 9a shows precision and recall scores as a function of the percentage of noise features in
the images, for shapes with one or two planes of symmetry. Ten random scenes were generated for
each level of noise, and in each condition. (i.e., one or two planes of symmetry.) The percentage
noise is calculated as 1 minus the number of visible corners in the synthetic shape (a maximum of 16)
divided by the number noise features (each cross is a single noise feature). This data was generated
using ǫ = 1.5, the default “object point reprojection threshold” listed in Table 1, which is the ǫ used in
Equation (4). We expected that as this threshold was loosened, recall would rise, and precision would
fall. This is indeed the case, as shown in Figure 9b, which gives the same results but for ǫ = 5.

We conclude that the method for solving the correspondence problem is robust to incidental
noise. Furthermore, adding a second plane of symmetry does improve the robustness of the algorithm:
precision is better, and recall does not suffer, or is better as in Figure 9b.

4.3. Experiment

To assess the algorithm on real images, we needed a corpus of stereo image pairs of objects,
with two orthogonal planes of symmetry, standing on a clearly visible floor. The authors of [46] kindly
made available the Children’s Furniture Corpus, which is now available in the supplementary materials.
This corpus consists of eighty-nine 800 × 600 grayscale image pairs of 11 exemplars, nine of which
have two orthogonal planes of symmetry, and two with single planes of symmetry. Images were
captured under typical indoor lighting conditions using a Point Grey Bumblebee2 R© stereo camera
(Point Grey, Richmond, BC, Canada), with a 12-cm baseline, and a 66-deg horizontal field of view.
Each exemplar averaged 1.87 m from the camera, sitting in the middle of the frame on flat blue carpet,
and was captured from roughly equally spaced orientations.
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(a) (b)

Figure 9. Precision and recall scores as a function of the percentage of noise features in the input
images, for randomly generated shapes with one or two symmetry planes (vanishing points). (a) shows
precision and recall for the algorithm’s default parameters, listed in Table 1. We see that recall is
similar for both types of shapes; however, precision is better for shapes with two symmetry planes.
Furthermore, precision is more robust to noise for shapes with two symmetry planes; (b) shows
precision and recall when ǫ = 5. This is the ǫ in Equation (4). Loosening this threshold increases
recall at the cost of lowered precision. Both precision and recall are better for two symmetry planes,
indicating that the extra symmetry plane improves the algorithms performance due to the additional
constraints that it provides.

The physical exemplars (pieces of furniture) were measured by hand with a tape measure,
and Autodesk R© Maya R© (Maya 2016, Autodesk Inc., San Rafael, CA, USA) was used to create 3D
models. Custom made software was then used to annotate each corpus image. Annotations consisted
of extrinsic and intrinsic camera parameters, and the hand made Autodesk R© Maya R© model file
(a triangle mesh) along with rotation, translation, and scale parameters. This is sufficient to place the
mesh in 3D space, and project it to each camera image.

To measure the accuracy of the 3D recovery of shape S, we summed the average minimum
distances between each point X ∈ S and some point on triangle ∆ in the hand-made 3D ground truth
mesh, Ξ, with the average of the minimum distance between each vertex V ∈ Ξ and some point X ∈ S.
This is specified by Equation (10):

error(S, Ξ) =

(

1
|S| ∑

X∈S

arg min
∆∈Ξ

d(X, ∆)

)

+

(

1
|Ξ| ∑

V∈Ξ

arg min
X∈S

d(V, S)

)

. (10)

Recovery was then performed on four 16 core Intel R© Xeon R© E7-8800v3 processors
(Intel, Santa Clara, CA, USA), running Ubuntu R© 14.04 (Canonical, London, UK). The algorithm
produced output for all but two pairs of input images. Failure modes are discussed in Section 4.3.2.
The average runtime was 2.41 s, and the average error, according to Equation (10), was 2.79 cm,
or just over 1 inch. This error is the approximate thickness of the furniture surfaces, and, in part,
contains errors in the hand made models. The results are summarized in Table 2, which shows the
average speed and error for each exemplar. Table 3 shows sample 3D reconstructions.

4.3.1. Baseline for Comparison

This study is unique in that it reports the error in 3D object recovery over a corpus of images,
when using projective geometry, and a mirror symmetry prior. To the authors knowledge, there is
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no comparable study, with either qualitative results being presented [25,30,34,37,41,54], errors only
being reported on a few keypoints for only one or two images [45,55,56], or the approach is otherwise
incomparable [29,31–33,35,42,43], or too restricted to be able to produce 3D recoveries from raster
images such as those found in the Children’s Furniture Corpus [3,21,26,38–40,57]. The authors suggest
that more quantitative studies on corpora of camera images are needed, and have made the Children’s

Furniture Corpus available in the supplementary materials of this paper.
Michaux et al. [44] utilizes a similar method for disambiguating the symmetry and binocular

correspondence problems, described in Section 3.3, and also uses a floor prior. Although this work
aims to localize multiple objects in a scene at once, it can be adapted to perform 3D object recovery.
The algorithm in this paper is an elaboration of [44], and thus we chose [44] as a baseline for comparison.
The nature of those elaborations, and their effect on the speed and accuracy of 3D recovery, is discussed
in Section 4.3.3.

Table 2. Experimental results were collected for the Children’s Furniture Corpus, and a modified version
of Michaux et al. [44] was used as a baseline for comparison. The second column denotes the number
of image pairs for the given exemplar. Errors were calculated using Equation (10) and are reported in
centimeters, along with a 95% confidence interval. Runtimes are reported in seconds, also with a 95%
confidence interval. The algorithm failed to generate results for two image pairs of the Rubbish Bin,
as discussed in Section 4.3.2.

Exemplar # Proposed Method Michaux et al. [44]

Curved Stand 8
1.90 ± 1.69 cm 3.42 ± 1.49 cm
1.97 ± 0.41 s 8.96 ± 4.28 s

Short Stand 7
2.16 ± 0.27 cm 4.94 ± 4.44 cm
1.56 ± 1.47 s 3.52 ± 1.65 s

Bookshelf 8
2.13 ± 2.59 cm 2.81 ± 2.86 cm
2.30 ± 0.50 s 9.75 ± 3.25 s

Short Dense Stand 5
3.04 ± 1.17 cm 6.21 ± 2.67 cm
2.89 ± 3.90 s 4.14 ± 4.08 s

Mid Dense Stand 6
3.38 ± 2.48 cm 4.74 ± 3.06 cm
3.37 ± 4.14 s 8.25 ± 6.71 s

Tall Dense Stand 7
3.46 ± 5.76 cm 5.20 ± 1.64 cm
5.69 ± 7.34 s 18.17 ± 17.46 s

Short Table 8
2.96 ± 3.19 cm 5.39 ± 5.36 cm
1.45 ± 1.09 s 4.03 ± 1.53 s

Long Table 7
2.61 ± 4.08 cm 5.52 ± 7.61 cm
1.51 ± 1.25 s 5.68 ± 2.40 s

Rubbish Bin 6
2.54 ± 1.64 cm 9.67 ± 8.43 cm
0.89 ± 1.85 s 6.40 ± 5.56 s

Total/Average 63
2.66 ± 3.50 cm 5.13 ± 5.65 cm
2.41 ± 4.00 s 7.86 ± 10.71 s
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Table 3. 3D reconstructions. The left two columns show the pair of the input images. The right two
columns show 3D reconstructions, where the view has been rotated. The displayed objects are, from top
to bottom: Curved Stand, Short Stand, Bookshelf, Short Dense Stand, Mid Dense Stand, and Long
Table. Animation files are available in the supplementary materials. The recovered objects have two
symmetry planes, and are thus naturally divided into four quadrants.

Input (Left Image) Input (Right Image) 120-deg Rotation 240-deg Rotation

4.3.2. Discussion

The algorithm produced 3D reconstructions for all input image pairs, except for two image pairs
of the Rubbish Bin. 3D reconstructions were, in general, excellent, with most recovered 3D points
close to edges or surfaces on the annotated ground truth 3D meshes. The backs of objects were
recovered, even though they were occluded, because the occluded points were related to points on
the front of the object by reflections through one or both symmetry planes, as described in Section 3.6.
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This contributes to the structure of the objects being clearly visible and identifiable to human viewers,
who, presumably also recover the backs of the objects. Despite these successes, several failure modes
were identified, as were opportunities for improvement.

Reducing the object point reprojection threshold, ǫ (see Table 1), resulted in significantly
cleaner looking objects; however, recoveries were also sparser without affecting errors calculated
by Equation (10). This is caused by the algorithm finding all the correspondences for edge points that
are less than ǫ. Most edge points participate in multiple correspondence pairs, including erroneous
correspondences that are “close enough”, according to Equation (4). Solving this problem is not as
simple as limiting edge points to single correspondences, since pixelated images require multiple
correspondences for single edge points. This happens when the pair of mirror-symmetric curves are
not equidistant to the camera, and thus image to 2D contours of different lengths. The pixels on the
shorter contour must then participate in multiple correspondences in order to recover all of the points
on the longer contour. This particular problem deserves consideration, and is important for generating
more accurate and aesthetically pleasing 3D recoveries; however, it does not affect the basic structure
of the recovery.

3D reconstruction depends on corner detection producing the required two pairs of corners that
characterize the symmetry planes of the object, as shown in Figure 10a. Furthermore, these corners
must appear in both images, and be registered with each other successfully. If no such set of four
corners is found, then the algorithm fails. This happened for two images pairs of the Rubbish bin,
one shown in Figure 10b. Corner detection worked well for the other corpus images; however, it does
represent a potential algorithmic instability.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 10. The importance of corner detection. (a) 3D recovery fails unless at least two pairs of corner
features appear that reveal the required symmetry planes. In this edge map of an image of the Bookshelf,
detected corners are marked in red, and a sufficient set of four corners is marked by yellow circles;
(b) degenerate view of the Rubbish Bin. Recovery fails because the back of the object is not visible,
and corner detection cannot be used to determine one of the planes of symmetry; and (c) runtime suffers
when corner detection produces many corner pairs that generate symmetry hypotheses orthogonal to
the floor, as is the case in this image of the Tall Dense Stand. These hypotheses are not filtered out by
Equation (8), and runtime tends towards O(n4) in the number of detected corners. Runtime for this
image was 11.48 s.

As described in Section 3.6, the worst case runtime is O(n4) in the number of detected corners.
(The worst runtime was 11.48 s, for an image pair of the Tall Dense Stand shown in Figure 10c.)
The algorithm can be modified to use any method for detecting symmetry planes, and there are many
fast methods for finding vanishing points that can be used to calculate directions of symmetry for
prospective symmetry planes.
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Some 3D recoveries were poor even when symmetry planes were detected correctly. This was due
to instabilities caused by degenerate cases inherent in the geometrical foundations of the algorithm.
Consider the image of the Bookshelf shown in Figure 11a. The image itself is almost mirror symmetric in
2D, indicating that the symmetry plane contains (or runs close to) the center of perspective projection.
As discussed in Section 3.2, this degenerate case prevents recovering 3D depth information from
symmetry. As such, 3D recovery must rely on two-view geometry, which, in general, is noisy
due to pixelation in the image [22]. However, two-view geometry also has a degenerate case.
The Bumblebee2 R© camera (Point Grey, Richmond, BC, Canada) produces pairs of rectified images [22],
which confounds solving binocular correspondence for points on horizontal lines. This means that
Equation (4) is not particularly useful in disambiguating symmetry correspondences. Nonetheless,
the algorithm produced recognizable output even in this pathological case, as shown in Figure 11b,c.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 11. Degenerate views. (a) 3D recovery is poor even though symmetry planes can be estimated via
corner detection. The image of the object is almost symmetrical in 2D, which means that the symmetry
plane contains (or runs close to) the camera center. This makes 3D recovery numerically unstable,
as described in Section 3.2. Furthermore, many of the lines are almost horizontal, a degenerate case
when solving binocular correspondence for two-view geometry with rectified cameras [22], which is
the case here. (b,c) show 3D recoveries with the view rotated by 120-deg and 240-deg. An animation
file is available in the supplementary materials.

4.3.3. Comparison to Baseline

As shown in Table 2, the proposed method is both faster and more accurate than the baseline for
comparison, [44]. The reasons for this lie in the differences between the two algorithms. We believe
that the main reason for the more consistent and accurate results of the proposed algorithm lies in how
vanishing points were detected. Firstly, Equation (9) uses the L∞ norm, while [44] utilizes an equation
similar to Equation (8), but based on the L2 norm. Our analysis found that the L∞ was much better
suited to filtering out erroneous correspondences and should always be preferred to the L2 norm.

Secondly, the baseline utilizes Equation (4) over the entire edge map of both input images,
while the proposed algorithm also utilizes short pieces of curves. Using short pieces of curves proved
to be an important innovation, because, as noted in Section 3.7, many incidental arrangements of edge
points will still satisfy Equation (4). By utilizing short curves, we ensure that Equation (4) applies
to contiguous sets of points—a powerful restriction. Our analysis showed that it was sufficient to
work on the end points of the curve segments, and simply ensure that they are connected. This vastly
improved the stability and performance of the algorithm.

Thirdly, the baseline identifies symmetry planes using RANSAC, while the proposed algorithm,
searched across sets of four automatically detected corner features, and uses a closed form expression to
make initial estimates of symmetry planes (Equations (5)–(7)). This means that the proposed algorithm
depends on corner detection, as described in Section 4.3.2; however, we found that, in general,
the symmetry plane detection was much better than the baseline.

Finally, the most obvious difference is that the baseline uses a shape definition based on just
a single plane of symmetry, as opposed to two planes of symmetry. The choice of two planes of
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symmetry provides additional constraints on recovered points, as specified by Equation (9), and also
provides a simple mechanism for recovering occluded surfaces. This results in more accurate estimates
of the vanishing points (more points are involved when optimizing Equation (9)), as well as more
complete figures. However, note that the backs of most exemplars are not completely occluded in the
corpus images, and when [44] performed well, it was almost as accurate as the proposed algorithm,
even though it utilized just one plane of symmetry. The exception was the Rubbish Bin, an object
whose rear facing contours are always occluded. In this case, the baseline’s performance compared
least favorably to the proposed algorithm. In brief, the refined method presented in this paper is faster
and more robust than the baseline.

5. Conclusions

The results suggest that mirror symmetry—a biologically motivated prior—is useful in performing
3D recovery from pairs of stereo images. However, the algorithm was designed and tested on a specific
class of symmetrical objects, namely, those with two orthogonal planes of symmetry. Although this
presented potential performance issues, discussed in Section 3.6, it also allowed for straightforward
recovery of the backs of objects. The formulation relied on the 3D mirror symmetry of the objects
being evident in edge maps of input image pairs. Practically speaking, this limits the application of
the algorithm to objects with clearly visible contours—a typical restriction for solving the symmetry
correspondence problem.

The failure modes discussed in Section 4.3.2 suggest that the algorithm could benefit from numerous
small improvements, such as better or faster vanishing point detection. Furthermore, the algorithm has
good precision (it rarely recovers false points); however, recall is limited (it tends to miss parts of objects).
It is reasonable, therefore, to use the algorithms output as a starting point for completing the entire figure,
perhaps using a smoothness constraint to do contour completion.

Larger improvements are also possible. First, there is no reason why the algorithm cannot be
reformulated for an object definition for shapes with single planes of symmetry, while still recovering
the backs of objects. This involves adding extra constraints to the object; however, these constraints
may be useful in other ways. For example, as pointed out in [12], combining mirror symmetry
with planarity is sufficient to recover occluded surfaces under common conditions. Many objects
have planar surfaces, and psychophysical evidence suggests that humans use a planarity prior when
recovering the shape of mirror symmetric curves [58].

Relaxing the use of the floor prior raises interesting questions as well. The algorithm can be
modified to do this by simply letting Π (from Equation (8)) be generated from all pairs of corner
features, and Π

′
from all pairs of symmetry hypotheses in Π. Although the runtime would suffer,

the algorithm would still recover 3D shapes, including objects floating through the air. One caveat is
that part of the accuracy of the symmetry hypotheses in Π (and thus Π

′
) comes from the floor prior.

This is because direct 3D recovery from stereo image pairs tends to be noisy, and the direction of
symmetry would have to be calculated from those noisy recoveries. One way around this is to use
pairs of hypotheses (from Π

′
) as the initialization point for some optimization procedure that modifies

the symmetry plane parameters in order to maximize the number of recovered 3D points that obey
Equation (4). This could potentially mean orders of magnitude more evaluations of Equation (4).
These computational problems would be alleviated by finding better methods for estimating the
vanishing points of objects, or perhaps other innovations with how Equation (4) is handled.

Another interesting problem is to consider solving the symmetry correspondence problem for
single uncalibrated images. Solving this problem will have many immediate applications because the
Internet is full of uncalibrated images of symmetric objects. The focal length of an uncalibrated image
can be estimated from two orthogonal directions, if we assume that the principal point is the center
of the image [59]—usually close enough if the image has not been cropped. Therefore, in theory,
camera calibration could be performed from images of symmetrical objects. This may be related to
how the human vision system calibrates itself [60].
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The authors believe that advances in computer vision lie in a deep understanding of the priors
used by the human visual system. There is a straightforward logical argument for why this is so: if we
assume a computational model of human cognition, then the powerful capabilities of the human vision
system are founded in the innate priors that it uses. We have used two-view geometry as a crutch
to explore possible ways for solving symmetry correspondence and pointed out several small and
large problems that remain to be solved. A robust and general purpose solution for the symmetry
correspondence problem would significantly advance the state of the art and also have immediate
applications.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at www.mdpi.com/2073-8994/9/5/64/s1:
The Children’s Furniture Corpus. Animation files for reconstructions shown in Table 3, and Figures 8 and 11
can be found at https://osf.io/qdzz6/. This url also contains an animation of the curved stand with 3D recovery
performed using Triangulation, as described in Section 4.1. An interactive 3D version of Figure 2 is available at
http://www.pageofswords.net/symmetry-equation/.
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Abstract: This paper presents a comparative analysis of the ability to recognize three mirror forms in
visual and acoustic tasks: inversion (reflection on a horizontal axis), retrograde (reflection on a vertical
axis) and retrograde inversion (reflection on both horizontal and vertical axes). Dynamic patterns
consisting of five tones in succession in the acoustic condition and five square dots in succession
in the visual condition were presented to 180 non-musically expert participants. In a yes/no task,
they were asked to ascertain whether a comparison stimulus represented the “target” transformation
(i.e., inversion, retrograde or retrograde inversion). Three main results emerged. Firstly, the fact that
symmetry pertaining to a vertical axis is the most easily perceived does not only apply to static visual
configurations (as found in previous literature) but also applies to dynamic visual configurations
and acoustic stimuli where it is in fact even more marked. Secondly, however, differences emerged
between the facility with which the three mirror forms were recognized in the acoustic and visual
tasks. Thirdly, when the five elements in the stimulus were not of the same duration and therefore
a rhythmic structure emerged, performance improved not only in the acoustic but also (even more
significantly) in the visual task.

Keywords: visual symmetry; acoustic symmetry; mirror form detection; inversion; retrograde;
retrograde inversion; dynamic stimuli

1. Introduction

Over the years psychologists have devoted a lot of attention to the perception of visual
symmetry ([1]; for a review, see [2,3]). Extensive experimental research has demonstrated convincingly
that mirror symmetry on a vertical axis is easier to identify than mirror symmetry on a horizontal or
oblique axis [4–16], even at very short exposure times [4,9,17–21]. There is also evidence that infants
are already able at the age of 4 months to distinguish symmetry on a vertical axis from other forms of
visual symmetry [22–27]. This has led scholars to theorize that a hardwired mechanism underlies the
human perception of mirror reflections, in particular on a vertical axis.

In contrast, only a few studies, carried out some time ago, have investigated the recognition of
acoustic symmetry (known as “mirror forms”) in non-expert listeners [28–33]. Furthermore, to the
best of our knowledge, there is no previous study on whether it is possible to create a systematic
parallel between the ability to recognize the same mirror forms in two sense modalities, in this case
visual and acoustic. The experiment described in the present paper addresses this issue and to this
end the participants carried out both an acoustic recognition task and a visual recognition task. In the
acoustic task, short melodies consisting of a sequence of five notes were presented to the participants,
immediately followed by another melody which was one of the three possible mirror transformations of
the initial melody (Figure 1a): retrograde (i.e., the notes are played in reversed order) which correspond
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to a reflection around a vertical axis; inversion (i.e., the initial melody is played with the intervals
inverted, so that for example a rising minor third becomes a falling minor third) which corresponds
to a reflection around a horizontal axis or retrograde inversion (i.e., the inverted notes are played
in retrograde) which corresponds to a double reflection around both horizontal and vertical axes.
Corresponding stimuli were presented in the visual tasks (see Appendix A). In this case, the initial
stimulus consisted of a sequence of five dots, appearing one after the other, and the subsequent
comparison stimulus consisted of another sequence of five dots which represented one of the three
mirror transformations of the initial pattern (Figure 1b).

Figure 1. A representation of the three types of transformation (mirror forms) studied in: (a) acoustic
task; and (b) visual task. The standard stimulus was presented first (t1), then the comparison stimulus
(t2) followed after a 1 s Inter Stimulus Interval (ISI).

Visual and acoustic perception are two different sense modalities with different underlying
physiological mechanisms and therefore differences in people’s ability to detect the three symmetrical
transformations in the two sense modalities are to be expected. However, cross modal correspondence
is a well-known phenomenon in psychology [33–36]. It is implied in one of the traditional methods
used in psychophysics, i.e., cross modal matching, in which people are asked to match the apparent
intensity of various stimuli across two sensory modalities (e.g., adjusting the brightness of a light to
match the loudness of a sound). Experimental tasks in which people are asked to identify an object
which they have been shown by means of touch have also been used (for instance, in Sperry’s famous
split brain experiment [37]) as well as a shape-sound matching task which was first described in the
“takete-maluma” study [38,39]. Over the years, cross modal correspondence has been consistently
found with reference to a variety of sensory modalities but the phenomenon is very well documented
for visual and acoustic modalities. The perception of an invariant relationship between audio and
visual stimulation emerges at very precocious ages. At 4–5 months infants are able to detect synchrony
between visual and acoustic stimuli [40,41], to make associations between sounds and changes in the
direction of a movement [42,43], to match faces and voices (e.g., [44,45]) and to recognize similarities
between the common rhythmic structures, tempo, and duration of auditory and visual events ([46–48];
see [49], for a review). Within this cross-modal context it is also well known that humans spontaneously
describe auditory pitch spatially (e.g., [50–52]). The correspondence between symmetrical acoustic
and visual patterns addressed in the present study is based precisely on this spatial correspondence:
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the vertical distance between the dots in the visual stimuli corresponds to the distance between the
notes in the acoustic stimuli which indicates the pitch (see Appendix A).

The three transformations studied in the present paper (retrograde transformation, inversion
and retrograde inversion) were widely used in theories of compositional techniques originating in
the 20th century which were known as dodecaphony. Dowling [30] was the first to investigate and
experiment in order to discover whether listeners with no musical experience are able to recognize
these three mirror forms. He used short melodies and a short-term recognition memory task in which
the participants were presented with musical sequences consisting of five tones of equal duration
followed by the corresponding mirror transformation (inversion, retrograde, and retrograde inversion).
After being given information about the three kinds of mirror forms, listeners were asked to judge
whether the two melodies presented corresponded to one of them. Blocks of trials were run separately
for each of the three forms. Performance was above chance for all three forms, although the task turned
out to be difficult. At presentation times similar to those used in the present study (i.e., at five tones
presented in 2.5 s), the retrograde mirror form was easier to recognize than the inversion form, and
both were more easily recognized than the retrograde inversion form. However, in a faster presentation
condition (i.e., five tones per second, which means that the overall duration of the stimulus was 1 s),
the inversion form turned out to be the easiest with the retrograde intermediate and the retrograde
inversion forms proving the most difficult. There were no differences in the ease with which the
three mirror forms were recognized in another study [31] with a different experimental task and
longer melodies. Participants first listened to some extracts from the Wind Quintet (Op. 26) and
the String Quartet (No. 4, Op. 37) by Arnold Schoenberg and became familiar with them. Probe
stimuli were then presented, consisting either of the prime form or an inversion of the prime form
(beginning on the same tone), the retrograde of the prime form (without transposition) and the
retrograde inversion of the prime form (the non-transposed retrograde of the inversion). Participants
in the experiment were asked to recognize whether the probe stimulus was a mirror form of the
Wind Quintet or the String Quartet (respectively Melodies 1 and 2). Their accuracy was above a chance
level performance, but no differences in their performance emerged between the three mirror forms
and this was interpreted as an indication that the listeners found it equally easy to recognize the
inversion, retrograde and retrograde inversion mirror forms. However, these findings can also be
interpreted simply as showing that people have an ability to recognize a certain relatedness between
the comparison stimulus and one of the two standard melodies, independently of whether or not they
were able to recognize the specific mirror form. Individual differences were found, with accuracy
correlated to the level to which the participants had previously studied music. We will go back to the
differences in outcomes relating to the experimental conditions in the final discussion.

In one of the conditions studied by Dowling [30], before performing an acoustic task,
the participants were presented with an analogous visual recognition task. The standard stimulus
(a pattern consisting of five dots which was similar to the notational representations of the melodies in
the acoustic experiment) appeared on the left-hand side of the page, while four comparison stimuli
were presented on the other side of the page. One of these four configurations was the target mirror
form which the participants were required to identify. Only 10 stimuli were used in this preliminary
visual phase. Dowling predicted that doing the visual task first would lead to an improvement in
performance in the acoustic task since it would provide more information relating to the structure of
the configurations to be identified in the subsequent task. Contrary to his prediction, no significant
improvements emerged in the condition including the preliminary visual task, and there was in effect
only a slight tendency in that direction (i.e., 65% correct responses when there was a preliminary
visual task vs. 59% in the acoustic task without the preliminary visual task). In the present study
we go beyond the idea of a visual task as a preliminary training task and address a systematic direct
comparison between the participants’ performance with corresponding sets of visual and acoustic
stimuli (using 96 stimuli for the visual condition and 96 stimuli for the acoustic condition). Moreover,
our study provided a bi-directional perspective on the possible facilitator effect of performing the
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task across modalities as the two groups of participants performed the two tasks in a different order
(i.e., first the visual task and then the acoustic task or vice versa).

There were four main specific aims in this research. The first was to verify whether naïve subjects
(i.e., non-expert listeners) are able to recognize mirror forms in acoustic stimuli. The findings in
previous literature regarding this issue are controversial. Secondly, we aimed to assess whether there
was a difference in performance in the two sense modalities, a comparison made possible by the
fact that the participants performed both the visual and acoustic task with corresponding stimuli.
This represents the main innovation in the study. The third aim, related to the second, was to explore
whether there are cross-modal facilitator effects influencing the ease with which mirror forms are
recognized in one sense modality after doing the same task in another sense modality (i.e., when the
visual task follows the acoustic task or vice-versa). This might provide insights regarding whether the
detection of symmetry in the sequential conditions analyzed in this study are specific to each sensory
domain or whether cross modal facilitation effects emerge. The fourth aim was to assess the role of
Rhythm. There are contrasting results from previous studies regarding the role of the rhythm of a
melody (determined by the varying duration of the notes) on the ability to recognize the three mirror
forms. According to some (e.g., [32,53]), non-isochronism makes recognizing the mirror forms easier.
In other studies [31,54], it has been found that it is more difficult to recognize melodic patterns with
non-isochronous stimuli as compared to isochronous stimuli. It has to be noted, however, that in
the latter studies, the isochronous and non-isochronous stimuli also differed in other ways related
to their melodic structure and therefore there is no clear evidence that isochronism was the critical
factor. All of the stimuli used in the present study were made up of five elements (five tones for the
acoustic stimuli and five square dots for the visual stimuli) which appeared one after the other. In one
condition (isochronism), all of the elements were of the same duration, i.e., 600 ms, while in another
condition (non-isochronism), they were of two different durations, i.e., 400 ms and 800 ms. The study
not only made it possible to test the effect of this characteristic (isochronism vs. non-isochronism)
in the acoustic condition, but also provided first indications of whether it has a similar role in the
recognition of visual symmetry in short dynamic sequences.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Participants

180 undergraduate students and adults with no musical expertise participated in the study. All had
normal or corrected to normal vision and reported normal hearing. All participants performed both
the visual (V) and acoustic task (A), and all responded to both the isochronous and non-isochronous
stimuli. Order and Target mirror form were the only two variables which were studied between
subjects. Ninety of participants performed the visual task before the acoustic task (order VA), while
the other 90 were exposed to the two tasks in the opposite order (AV). The inversion mirror form was
the target for 30 participants, the retrograde mirror form was the target for 30 other participants, and
the retrograde inversion mirror form was the target for the remaining 30 participants. We opted for a
single target detection task rather than asking the participants to classify each stimuli according to
which of the three mirror forms it represented, due to the fact that in previous studies it had been found
that this type of acoustic task is difficult for non-experts and that it is easier for people to recognize
one single target.

The study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the University of Verona as the local
ethics committee responsible and was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki
(revised 2008). All participants gave their written informed consent in accordance with the local ethics
committee requirements.
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2.2. Procedure

The experiment started with a training phase during which participants were familiarized with
all of the three mirror forms (inversion, retrograde, retrograde inversion) by means of three visual
representations and three acoustic examples such as those shown in Figure 1, one for each of the three
mirror forms. The idea behind exposing the participants to all three forms was that this would help
them to understand the mechanism by contrasting or differentiating between the various different
forms. The participants were allowed to hear and see examples of each of the three mirror forms as
many times as they wanted until they felt they were familiar with them. The instructions followed.
They were shown on a computer screen and read out by the experimenter. In the instructions,
participants were told that four series of 48 stimuli would be presented (192 stimuli in total) and that
each stimulus would consist of a pair of short melodies or a pair of visual patterns which were related
to each other in terms of one of the three mirror forms. One of these forms was randomly assigned to
each participant as his/her “target” and it was explained to them that the task consisted of recognizing
whether the pair of melodies or the pair of visual patterns in each stimulus were related in terms of
their target mirror form (yes/no task). An interval of 1 s separated the presentation of the standard
stimulus and the comparison stimulus. Participants had 3 s to respond (in a response sheet) before the
next pair was presented.

Two of the four series of stimuli involved visual stimuli (V), one series of 48 isochronous stimuli
and another series of 48 non-isochronous stimuli. The other two series involved the acoustic version of
the same stimuli (A), one series of 48 isochronous stimuli and another series of 48 non-isochronous
stimuli. Participants in the AV condition were first exposed to the two acoustic series and then to the
two visual series; participants in the VA condition were exposed first to the visual series and then to
the acoustic series. All of the participants responded to the four series of stimuli, with short pauses of
four minutes between one series and the next. The overall duration of the experiment was 36 min.

A stand alone software (programming language: Actionscript 3 for Adobe AIR runtime
environments) was used for the presentation of the visual and acoustic stimuli. A Dell P2210 56 cm
(22 In.) screen (Dell, Round Rock, TX, USA) with a resolution of 1680 × 1050 pixels (475 × 300 mm,
equivalent to approximately 43.2 × 28.1 degrees of visual angle at the recommended viewing distance
650 mm) and a refresh rate of 60 Hz was used for the experiment. The visual stimuli were made
up of 1680 × 1050 pixels and thus filled the entire screen. The visual stimuli consisted of five small
square red dots presented in succession, with each dot lasting 600 ms in the isochronous condition,
and 400 ms or 800 ms in the non-isochronous condition, and disappearing when the next dot appeared
on the screen (i.e., the inter-dot interval was null). Each stimulus started from left to right and was
centered with respect to the screen. The acoustic stimuli were created using MakeMusic Finale 2011
(MakeMusic Corporate, Boulder, CO, USA) at a sampling rate of 44,100 Hz–32 bit (and presented with
Creative Sound Blaster Audigy FX PCIe 5.1 (Creative Technology, Singapore, Asia) using high quality
loudspeakers Audioengine A2+ (Audioengine, Austin, TX, USA). Auditory stimuli were equalized
for overall sound pressure using Audition CC 2015 (Adobe Systems Software, San Jose, CA, USA).
The stimuli consisted of five tones (Timbre: Guitar; attack: 10 ms; decay: 31 ms). Each tone had an
overall duration of 600 ms in the isochronous condition, and 400 ms or 800 ms in the non-isochronous
condition. The inter-tone spacing was null.

Both visual and acoustic stimuli lasted a total of 3 s in the isochronous condition (600 ms ×

5 elements) and 3.2 s in the non-isochronous condition (800 ms × 3 elements + 400 ms × 2 elements).

2.3. Stimuli

The number of elements in each acoustic stimulus (i.e., five notes), the overall duration of the
stimuli (3–3.2 s), and the duration of the interval between the standard stimulus and the comparison
stimulus (i.e., 1 s) were defined based on the previous literature on the same subject (in particular [30])
for the purposes of comparison. Due to the fact that a general finding in previous studies was that
it is not easy for untrained listeners to recognize acoustic mirror forms, we followed the criterion
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of choosing conditions—not only in terms of duration but also of the types of intervals and the
range of tones (octaves)—which facilitated the recognition of the three mirror forms [29,30,32,53–55].
For instance, all of the acoustic stimuli were in a major or minor key, with each stimulus starting
with an initial note (either E3 or E4) followed by other notes chosen from among the first, third and
fifth notes of the key and an additional non-chord passage note from the same key (that is, either the
second, fourth, sixth or seventh note). Moreover, in all of the stimuli used in the acoustic experiment,
the five pitches which made up each stimulus varied within a range of one octave, which according to
Pedersen [55] is associated with better performance in same/different tasks using melodic patterns.
In the present study, it was also necessary to use a narrow range of tones in order to guarantee that the
corresponding visual stimuli would be perceived as unified. In fact, according to the proximity law
of grouping [56], if there was too great a distance between the five elements in each visual stimulus,
then there would have been a risk that the participants would perceive two or more separate groups of
elements and not one unified pattern. Lastly, we also controlled other features such as the contour
and length of the final interval which, according to previous literature, could influence the ability to
recognize acoustic melodies in mirror forms. The complete set of variables used in the creation of the
stimuli was as follows:

(i) Sense modality: acoustic (A), visual (V). The stimuli consisted of a short sequence of five tones in
the acoustic task and of five square dots appearing in sequence in the visual task. The latter
“corresponded” to a visual representation of the acoustic stimuli (see Appendix A).

(ii) Mirror Form: inversion (INV), retrograde (RET), retrograde inversion (RETINV). Three comparison
stimuli were obtained for each standard stimulus by means of applying one of the three mirror
form transformations: inversion, retrograde or retrograde inversion.

(iii) Rhythm: isochronous (ISO), non-isochronous (N-ISO). The stimuli presented in the isochronous
condition were the same as those presented in the non-isochronous condition in terms of the
shape of the configuration. What varied was the duration of each of the five tones (A) or dots
(V) in the configuration. The duration was fixed at 600 ms in the isochronous condition while
in the non-isochronous condition, three elements had a duration of 800 ms (half-notes) and two
elements had a duration of 400 ms (quarter-notes). In the non-isochronism condition a grouping
effect emerged which meant that the participants perceived a kind of “rhythm” in the succession
of the tones or dots. The overall duration of the stimulus (3–3.2 s) made the condition comparable
to Dowling’s best performance condition (2.5 s).

(iv) Contour. The shape of the contour was determined by the number of inversion points, as in [30,31],
i.e., the points where increments in pitch height (for the acoustic stimuli) or spatial height (for the
visual stimuli) are followed by a decrement; or, vice versa, decrements in pitch height (for the
acoustic stimuli) or spatial height (for the visual stimuli) are followed by an increment. Given that
each stimulus was formed of five notes (or dots), the maximum number of points where there
could be an inversion was three, giving a maximum of 14 different possible contours (see Table 1).
In order to contain the levels of this variable, we selected only eight out of the 14 contours (those
which are not in parentheses in Table 1). The eight types of contour used in the experiment thus
contained 0, 1, 2 or 3 inversion points. In the statistical analyses, contour was a random effect.

(v) Final interval: long or short. In [31], the length of the final interval impacted on the participants’
ability to recognize the acoustic mirror forms. Despite the fact that in their experiment the stimuli
used were different to those used in the present study as they were longer and characterized
by wider octave extensions and a greater tonal and temporal complexity, a decision was made
to take this variable into account in the creation of the stimuli with the result that there were
two versions of the final interval for each of the eight contours: long (L), i.e., between seven and
twelve semitones, and short (S), i.e., less than four semitones. This variable was considered as a
random effect in our statistical analyses.
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Table 1. Possible types of contour in the five element configurations, defined in terms of increment
(+) or decrement (−) of each note/dot as compared to the previous note/dot in terms of pitch height
(for the acoustic stimuli, i.e., notes) or spatial height (for the visual stimuli, i.e., dots).

Number of Points of Inversion Contour

0 ++++
0 −−−−
1 +++−
1 (−−−+)
1 (+−−−)
1 (−+++)
1 (++−−)
1 −−++
2 (−++−)
2 +−−+
2 (++−+)
2 −−+−
3 +−+−
3 −+−+

Note: The eight patterns used in the study are those which are not in parentheses.

In total, 192 pairs of stimuli were presented to each participant in the experiment (2 Sense
modalities × 8 Contours × 2 Final intervals × 2 Rhythms × 3 Mirror forms).

The Target (inversion, retrograde or retrograde inversion mirror forms) and the Order
of the two sense modalities (visual-acoustic; acoustic-visual) were studied between subjects.
All the other variables—Sense modality (acoustic, visual), Rhythm (isochronism, non-isochronism),
Contour (8 levels) and Final Interval (long, short)—varied within subjects.

2.4. Statistics and Data Analysis

Data were analyzed in terms of the Signal Detection Theory (SDT) [57,58]. Responses were
classified as either Hit (H), Correct Rejection (CR), False Alarms (FA) or Missing (M). The a priori
proportion of “signals” (target stimulus) and noise (non-target stimulus) was 1/3 since all the stimuli
presented to participants consisted of three different mirror forms and each participant was requested
to target only one of these, meaning that there was one “yes” response and two “no” responses.
This was taken into account when calculating the Hit Rate, i.e., the probability of responding “yes” on
signal/target trials, and False Alarm Rate, i.e., the probability of responding “yes” on noise/non-target
trials. In SDT, the binary answers (i.e., yes/no) of a set of participants are modeled as being influenced
by two distinct factors, a perceptual sensitivity component and a response bias. In other words, two
people with similar perceptual sensitivity capabilities may have different inclinations to answer “yes”
or “no”, or they might modify their inclination (i.e., response bias) in relation to the costs/benefits
associated with each of the responses. To calculate sensitivity and response bias, we used two
non-parametric measures, i.e., A′ and B”, respectively [59]. We used these non-parametric measures
instead of the traditional measure of sensitivity d′ (d-prime) since, according to SDT, d′ is unaffected
by response bias (i.e., it is a pure measure of sensitivity) only if two assumptions are satisfied regarding
the decision variable: (1) the signal and noise distributions are both normal; and (2) the signal
and noise distributions have the same standard deviation. Since these two assumptions cannot
actually be tested in yes/no tasks, non-parametric measures of sensitivity were advisable in this case.
Several non-parametric measures of sensitivity and response bias have been proposed (e.g., [60,61])
but the most popular are A′ and B”. These were devised by Pollack and Norman [62]; a complete
history is provided by [63]. The formulas for computing A′ and B” are:
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If Hit (H) > False Alarm (FA):

A′ =
1
2
+

(H − FA) × (1 + H − FA)

4 × H × (1 − FA)
(1)

If (FA) > (H):

A′ =
1
2
−

(FA − H) × (1 + FA − H)

4 × FA × (1 − H)
(2)

and:

B′′ =
(1 − H) × (1 − FA)− H × FA
(1 − H) × (1 − FA) + H × FA

(3)

Our main focus was to test whether there were different degrees of sensitivity (A′) to the three
mirror forms in one or both of the sense modalities. When differences in sensitivity were found,
we also studied whether there were differences in response bias (i.e., B”). If there was greater sensitivity
relating to one of the mirror forms as compared to the others and if this correlated with a response
bias in the same direction, this would mean that the participants found it easier to detect that specific
mirror form and that this was associated with a tendency to be more conservative in their responses
(i.e., they tended to respond “no” more frequently than “yes”). If greater sensitivity was associated
with no difference in response bias, then this could be taken as an indication that the participants found
it easier to detect that specific mirror form but without this being associated with a specific response
bias. And if greater sensitivity was associated with a response bias in the opposite direction, this could
be interpreted as an indication that the participants found it easier to detect that specific mirror form as
compared to the other mirror forms, and that this coexisted with a more liberal response bias (i.e., a bias
towards “yes”). The A′ and B” values for each individual participant were recalculated for every
interaction between the fixed effects that we were interested in studying. A series of Generalized Mixed
effect Models (GLMMs) were then performed on these A′ and B” values. Based on an initial exploration
of the data (see Section 3.1), we decided not to collapse the data by Subject and always entered this
variable in the GLMMs models as a random effect. In all the following GLMMs, Sense Modality, Mirror
Forms and Rhythm were always studied as fixed effects, while Contour, Final Interval and Subjects
always entered the models as random effects.

When the range of the dependent variable is between 0 and 1 (as in the case of A′), the most
suitable type of GLMM is the binomial family and logit link function [64,65]. In order to use the same
type of analysis for B” (whose values ranged between −1 and 1, with positive numbers representing
a conservative bias, i.e., a tendency to answer “no”, while negative numbers representing a liberal
bias, i.e., a tendency to answer “yes”, and with 0 representing no bias), a linear transformation
was preliminarily applied to the original B” values in order to rescale them within the interval 0–1
((B” + 1)/2).

All analyses were carried our using the statistical software program R 3.3.1, with the “lme4” [66],
“car” [67], “lsmeans” [68], and “effects” [69] packages. We performed Mixed Model ANOVA Tables
(Type 3 tests) via likelihood ratio tests [70–72] implemented in the “afex” package [73]. Bonferroni
corrections were applied to post-hoc comparisons.

3. Results

3.1. Ease of Recognition

The scatter plots of A′ values in Figure 2 provide a first overview of the participants’ average
sensitivity. The degree of sensitivity was assessed according to the ease with which the participant
recognized the target mirror forms in the acoustic (diagrams on the left) and visual (diagrams on the
right) tasks. The A′ values typically range from 0 to 1, with 0.5 indicating that the signal cannot be
distinguished from noise, and 1 which corresponds to perfect performance. Values less than 0.5 may
arise from sampling error or indicate that the participant was somewhat confused when responding.
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We know from previous literature on the recognition of acoustic mirror forms that the task is difficult
for non-expert subjects, whereas no former data are available concerning how easy/difficult it is to
recognize corresponding dynamic visual configurations. A straightforward comparison between the
A′ values obtained in our study and previous findings is not possible since in previous literature the
analysis was usually based on the frequency of correct responses and did not compare the two correct
responses (H, CR) or the two types of error (M, FA) as Signal Detection Theory presupposes. What is
usually reported is that the number of correct responses was significantly different from chance (0.50)
but that the task turned out to be difficult [30].

 

Figure 2. Scatter plots of the participants’ average sensitivity (A′) and corresponding box plots around
the median in the Acoustic task and Visual task (the box is between the upper and lower quartile;
whiskers represent the maximum and minimum values excluding outliers; the long thin horizontal line
displayed within each plot represents the mean). The two top scatter plots refer to all of the sample
data. The two bottom scatter plots refer to the sample data after elimination of participants with low
sensitivity (i.e., A′ < 0.6) in both tasks.

In the top two diagrams in Figure 2, the original sample of participants is displayed. They show
that the average sensitivity (represented by the thin horizontal line) was MA′ = 0.682 (Standard Deviation

(SD) = 0.177) in the Acoustic task and MA′ = 0.699 (SD = 0.172) in the Visual Task. The medians
(displayed in the box plots) are slightly above these values. The scatter plots also reveal that while
most of the participants performed overall better than chance (A′ > 0.6: 71% in the acoustic task and
67% in the visual task), and that some of them performed very well (A′ > 0.8: 27% in the acoustic task
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and 36% in the visual task), the task was in effect not very easy. Indeed a percentage of participants
that is certainly not negligible had sensitivity values around 0.5 (0.4 < A′ < 0.6: 20% in the acoustic task
and 29% in the visual task), which indicates that they were not able to distinguish signal (i.e., the target
mirror forms) from noise (i.e., the other two mirror forms). Moreover, 9% of participants in the acoustic
task and 4% in the visual task had sensitivity values between 0.2 and 0.4. This suggests that they
confused the target form which they were supposed to be looking for with one of the other two mirror
forms. This is not as strange as it may seem given that the three mirror forms all consisted of a similar
type of transformation in that they were all mirror reflections.

Participants with an overall sensitivity less than 0.6 in both tasks were eliminated from the dataset
(i.e., around 16% of the initial 180 participants) before the subsequent statistical analyses were done
(the new dataset is provided as Supplementary Material: file “database_sym”). Since the aim of
the study was to test whether different sensitivity to the “same” mirror forms emerged in the two
sense modalities, participants with a sensitivity >0.6 in one of the two tasks but not in the other were
considered meaningful cases and for this reason were included in the dataset. The new values relating
to average sensitivity in the two tasks (represented by the thin horizontal line in the two bottom
diagrams in Figure 2) are MA′ = 0.726 (SD = 0.154) in the Acoustic task and MA′ = 0.740 (SD = 0.153) in
the Visual Task.

3.2. Ease of Recognition of the Three Mirror Forms in the Two Sense Modalities

In order to study the participants’ sensitivity to the three different Mirror Forms in the two Sense
Modalities, we conducted a first GLMM on A′ with Sense Modality and Mirror Forms as fixed effects.
Both of these main effects turned out to be significant (Mirror Forms: ChiSq = 53.489, df = 2, p < 0.0001;
Sense Modality: ChiSq = 91.212, df = 1, p < 0.0001), as was their interaction (ChiSq = 2202.414, df = 2,
p < 0.0001). As shown in Figure 3 and as confirmed by post-hoc tests and the descriptive statistics for
the raw data (i.e., Mean and SD—as reported in Table 2), the participants were more sensitive to the
retrograde mirror form, i.e., a reflection on a vertical axis, in both the visual and acoustic tasks (RET_A
vs. INV_A: EST = 0.261, SE = 0.027, z-ratio = 9.352, p < 0.0001; RET_A vs. RETINV_A: EST = 0.198,
SE = 0.029, z-ratio = 6.680, p < 0.0001; RET_V vs. RETINV_V: EST = 0.228, SE = 0.029, z-ratio = 7.682,
p < 0.0001; RET_V vs. INV_V: EST = 0.096, SE = 0.027, z-ratio = 3.451, p = 0.008).

 

Figure 3. Effect plots of the interaction between Mirror form (Inversion (INV), Retrograde (RET),
Retrograde Inversion (RETINV)) and Sense Modality (acoustic, vision) on participants’ sensitivity (A′).
Results are given on the logit scale used in the Generalized Mixed effect Models (GLMM) analysis.
Error bars represent a 95% confidence interval.
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Table 2. Mean sensitivity (A′) and mean response bias (B”) relating to the three mirror forms
(Inversion (INV), Retrograde (RET), Retrograde Inversion (RETINV)) in the two sense modalities,
with corresponding standard deviations (SD).

MIRROR FORM_Sense Modality A′ B”

RET_acoustic M = 0.833 (SD = 0.139) M = 0.154 (SD = 0.464)
INV_acoustic M = 0.645 (SD = 0.148) M = 0.167 (SD = 0.288)

RETINV_acoustic M = 0.681 (SD = 0.096) M = 0.381 (SD = 0.286)
RET_visual M = 0.811 (SD = 0.154) M = −0.124 (SD = 0.454)
INV_visual M = 0.736 (SD = 0.122) M = 0.019 (SD = 0.311)

RETINV_visual M = 0.646 (SD = 0.136) M = 0.228 (SD = 0.356)

An analyses of the response biases (see Table 2, B”) revealed that, in general, greater sensitivity
in the detection of the retrograde transformation was also associated with a more conservative bias
in the other two mirror forms (i.e., a tendency to respond “no”). This was found for all comparison,
except one (B”: RET_V vs. RETINV_V: EST = −0.392, SE = 0.071, z-ratio = −5.457, p < 0.0001; RET_V
vs. INV_V: EST = −0.210, SE = 0.067, z-ratio = −3.109, p = 0.028; RET_A vs. RETINV_A: EST = −0.230,
SE = 0.071, z-ratio = −3.209, p = 0.02; RET_A vs. INV_A: EST = −0.064, SE = 0.067, z-ratio = −0.954,
p = 1.000).

A comparison between the sensitivity relating to the visual task and that relating to the acoustic
task revealed that participants were more sensitive to the inversion mirror form (i.e., a reflection on a
horizontal axis) in the visual task than in the acoustic task (INV_V vs. INV_A: EST = 0.137, SE = 0.003,
z-ratio = 44.424, p < 0.0001). In terms of the percentage of correct responses (Hit + Correct Rejection),
participants correctly responded to 66% of the total number of inversion mirror forms presented in the
visual task and to 60% of the total number of inversion mirror forms presented in the acoustic task.
As the analysis of B” revealed (Table 2), this difference in sensitivity was also associated with more
conservative responses (i.e., with a bias towards responding “no”) in the acoustic task as compared to
the visual task (INV_V vs. INV_A: EST = −0.141, SE = 0.003, z-ratio = −42.347, p < 0.0001).

Sensitivity to the other two mirror forms also differed between the two sense modalities,
with greater sensitivity to both the retrograde and the retrograde inversion mirror forms in the
acoustic task (RET_A vs. RET_V: EST = 0.027, SE = 0.003, z-ratio = 9.558, p < 0.0001; RETINV_A vs.
RETINV_V: EST = 0.057, SE = 0.003, z-ratio = 16.392, p < 0.0001). The percentage of correct responses
(Hit + Correct Rejection) for the retrograde mirror form was 76% in the acoustic task and 73% in the
visual task and for the retrograde inversion mirror form, the percentage of correct responses was
61% in the acoustic task and 58% in the visual task. The analyses revealed that participants were
not only better at detecting these two mirror forms (i.e., retrograde and retrograde inversion) in the
acoustic as compared to the visual task, but also that their responses for both mirror forms were
more conservative (i.e., with a bias towards responding “no”) in the visual task as compared to the
acoustic task (B”: RET_V vs. RET_A: EST = 0.287, SE = 0.003, z-ratio = 84.057, p < 0.0001; RETINV_V vs.
RETINV_A: EST = 0.125, SE = 0.003, z-ratio = 35.473; p < 0.0001).

3.3. Cross Modality Facilitation Effects

A second GLMM was conducted (with Order, Sense Modality and Mirror Forms as fixed effects)
in order to test whether sensitivity increased as a consequence of the order in which the two tasks were
performed, i.e., acoustic followed by visual or visual followed by acoustic. No main effect of Order
emerged (ChiSq = 0.717; df = 1; p = 0.396) which indicates that sensitivity was not improved in general by
presenting the visual and acoustic tasks in a specific order. However, as the significant interaction between
Order, Sense Modality and Mirror form indicated (ChiSq = 1086.764; df = 2; p < 0.0001), and as post-hoc
tests clarified, facilitation effects across modalities did emerge for one mirror form, i.e., the retrograde
mirror form (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Effect plots of the interaction between Order (VA: Visual followed by Acoustic, AV: Acoustic
followed by Visual), Sense Modality (Acoustic, Visual) and Mirror form (Inversion (INV), Retrograde
(RET), Retrograde Inversion (RETINV)) on sensitivity (A′). Results are given on the logit scale used in
the Generalized Mixed effect Models (GLMM) analysis. Error bars represent a 95% confidence interval.

Sensitivity to the retrograde mirror form in the visual task was increased after participants had
carried out the acoustic task. In other words, the participants’ sensitivity when they were asked to
detect the retrograde pattern visually (i.e., a reflection around a vertical axis) increased when the visual
task followed the acoustic task (AV) as compared to when the visual task was performed first (VA)
(RET_V_AV: M = 0.871, SD = 0.111; RET_V_VA: M = 0.752, SD = 0.168; RET_V_AV vs. RET_V_VA:
EST = 0.155, SE = 0.038, z-ratio = 4.006, p = 0.004). No difference due to the order of the visual and
acoustic tasks in terms of the participants’ sensitivity was found for the other two mirror forms. As
the analysis of B” revealed, the difference in sensitivity found for the retrograde transformation was
also associated with a change in the response bias: participants’ responses turned out to be more
liberal (i.e., with a bias towards “yes”) when the visual task was performed after the acoustic task,
while there was a slightly more conservative bias (i.e., a bias towards “no”) when the visual task was
performed first (RET_V_AV: M = −0.286, SD = 0.493; RET_V_VA: M = 0.039, SD = 0.341; RET_V_AV vs.
RET_V_VA: EST = −0.410, SE = 0.093, z-ratio = −4.394, p < 0.0001).

3.4. The Effects of the Isochronism versus Non-Isochronism (Rhythm)

A third GLMM with Sense Modality and Rhythm as fixed effects was conducted to test whether
sensitivity to the three mirror forms varied when the elements forming the pattern had different
(non-isochronism (N-ISO)) or identical (isochronism (ISO)) durations. A main effect of Rhythm
emerged (ChiSq = 329.85, df = 1, p < 0.0001) and there was a significant interaction with Sense Modality
(ChiSq = 168.97, df = 1, p < 0.0001). As shown in Figure 5 and confirmed by post-hoc tests (see also the
mean values reported in Table 3), participants had greater sensitivity in the non-isochronous condition
in both sense modalities (ISO_A vs. N-ISO_A: EST = −0.011, SE = 0.002, z-ratio = −4.213, p < 0.001;
ISO_V vs. N-ISO_V: EST= −0.058, SE = 0.002, z-ratio = −22.161, p < 0.0001). However, the effect was
stronger in the visual task. In the isochronous condition, participants were equally sensitive in both the
visual and acoustic tasks (ISO_A vs. ISO_V: EST = 0.005, SE = 0.002, z-ratio = 2.007, p = 0.268), while
in the non-isochronous condition, sensitivity was greater in the visual task (N-ISO_A vs. N-ISO_V:
EST = −0.041, SE = 0.002, z-ratio = −16.745, p < 0.0001). The analysis of B” revealed that in the acoustic
task participants were in general more conservative in their responses than in the visual task (ISO_A
vs. ISO_V: EST = 0.178, SE = 0.003, z-ratio = 55.752, p < 0.0001; N-ISO_A vs. N-ISO_V: EST = 0.205,
SE = 0.003, z-ratio = 72.260, p < 0.0001). While in the acoustic task there was no difference in the
response bias between the two rhythm conditions (ISO_A vs. N-ISO_A: EST = −0.007, SE = 0.003,
z-ratio = −2.463, p = 0.10), a difference was found in the visual task where participants were more
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conservative in the isochronous condition (ISO_V vs. N-ISO_V: EST = 0.066, SE = 0.003, z-ratio = 19.849,
p < 0.0001)—despite the fact that the mean values indicate a very small response bias.

Table 3. Mean sensitivity (A′) and mean response bias (B”), with corresponding standard deviations,
relating to the three mirror forms (inversion, retrograde, retrograde inversion) in the two sense
modalities and in the isochronism versus non-isochronism conditions.

MIRROR FORM_Sense Modality A′ B”

ISO_acoustic M = 0.726 (SD = 0.165) M= 0.213 (SD = 0.415)
N-ISO_acoustic M = 0.722 (SD = 0.172) M = 0.219 (SD = 0.421)

ISO_visual M = 0.722 (SD = 0.171) M = 0.010 (SD = 0.430)
N-ISO visual M = 0.752 (SD = 0.168) M = −0.026 (SD = 0.467)

 

Figure 5. Effect plot of the interaction between Rhythm and Sense Modality (Acoustic, Visual) on
sensitivity (A′). Results are given on the logit scale used in the Generalized Mixed effect Models
(GLMM) analysis. Error bars represent a 95% confidence interval.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

One of the basic problems affecting the study of visual perception is to explain how the observer
recognizes stimuli in his/her environment which undergo continuous and various transformations
of shape and size (the constancy problem). In acoustic perception too the issue of whether people
are able to perceive two melodies as being “the same” even if all the notes have been changed is an
old problem dating back to von Ehrenfels [74] who used this example to establish his definition of
Gestalt qualities. We know that melodies may be transposed, speeded up or slowed down (within
certain limits) without compromising the listener’s ability to recognize them as “the same” tune.
The transformations considered in this paper (i.e., mirror forms) consist of “reflections” of the melodic
pattern as a whole which may take the form of an upside down transformation (inversion), a back
to front transformation (retrograde) or an upside down and back to front transformation (retrograde
inversion). The ability to recognize these mirror forms has been addressed in this paper from a
new perspective as both the visual and acoustic recognition of corresponding symmetrical patterns
was studied for the purposes of comparison. Moreover, in addition to providing new information
regarding the acoustic perception of the three mirror forms to be added to the few (discordant) findings
in previous literature, the study also aimed to produce new data on the visual detection of mirror
symmetry when sequential patterns and a sequential detection task are considered.
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Studies on symmetry detection in dot patterns have confirmed that the visual system is efficient at
detecting symmetry, even at very brief presentation times, i.e., stimulus presentations less than 160 ms
(e.g., [17,18,21]), during which it is not possible to apply intentional pair-wise comparison strategies
based on eye movement or shifts in spatial attention. Processes involving pair-wise comparisons and
the intentional matching of corresponding dot-pairs have been hypothesized to support symmetry
detection (e.g., [75]), especially when highly demanding tasks are involved, such as the discrimination
of perfectly symmetrical versus nearly symmetrical patterns [76]. The type of stimuli and the task
used in the study presented in this paper are different from those used in traditional visual symmetry
detection tasks (in both static and dynamic conditions) in which the pattern elements are presented
simultaneously (for a review and application of various types of methods see [77]). In our experiment,
the elements forming each pattern (i.e., the five square dots) appeared in succession over approximately
3 s and not simultaneously. Moreover the two “halves” forming the symmetrical configuration were
also presented in succession (i.e., one after the other) divided by a one second Inter Stimulus Interval
(ISI). Many researchers have shown that symmetry is easier to detect than a simple repeated pattern
when the symmetry is within an object, i.e., there is a “within-object relation”, while repetition is
easier to detect when the matching parts belong to different objects, i.e., there is a ‘between-object
relation’ (e.g., [78–80]). In a sense, the conditions which were used in the present study can be
considered to be more similar to a between-object matching than a within-object matching and as
such it is very different from the automatic rapid symmetry detection conditions reported by most
researchers. The task described in this paper likely involved pairwise comparison processes and
stimulated matching strategies to compare the two series of elements, which made the task more
demanding and difficult.

Three main findings emerged. Firstly, our results provide further evidence (in addition to the
findings in previous literature regarding static and dynamic visual configurations—see the papers
cited in the introduction) that symmetry around a vertical axis is particularly easy to recognize.
Our findings show that this also applies to the case of sequential visual configurations and acoustic
stimuli. The preference for this type of symmetry seems to be even more evident in the case of auditory
perception than it is for visual perception as indicated by the following findings from the present study:
(i) acoustic sensitivity to symmetry around a vertical axis (the retrograde mirror form) was significantly
greater than sensitivity to the corresponding visual stimuli (see Figure 3); and (ii) recognizing the
retrograde mirror form in the visual task was easier after the acoustic task but not vice versa (Figure 4).
This suggests that even though the reflection around a vertical axis (the retrograde mirror form) was
one of the two mirror forms which the participants found easier to detect visually, performing the
acoustic task first increased their sensitivity to the visual equivalent, whereas performance in the
acoustic task remained the same with or without prior visual “training”.

Secondly, despite the fact that a preference for symmetry around a vertical axis (the retrograde
mirror form) was common to both sense modalities, the participants did not in general display the
same sensitivity in the two types of task. Differences between the two sense modalities emerged for
all three mirror forms: reflections around a vertical axis (retrograde) and reflections around a vertical
and horizontal axis (retrograde inversion) were more easily recognized in the acoustic task than in the
visual task, while reflections around a horizontal axis (inversion) were more easily recognized in the
visual task than in the acoustic task. These differences, in addition to the fact that we did not find a
general training effect (i.e., a main effect) depending on the order in which the tasks were performed,
suggests that the two tasks were relatively independent.

Thirdly, in the present study, performance in the acoustic task improved when the five elements
in the stimuli were not of the same duration and a rhythmic structure therefore resulted. This outcome
is in agreement with previous evidence on the role of rhythm in tasks involving the recognition of
acoustic mirror forms [32,53] but it contrasts with other results indicating that better performances
were associated with isochronous melodies (e.g., [31]—although in this case longer melodies and
other melodic features also co-varied). The findings in our study demonstrate that non-isochronism
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facilitates not only the recognition of acoustic mirror forms, but also greatly enhances performance in
the recognition of sequential visual patterns (Figure 5). This is an interesting new result concerning
the visual perception of symmetry. The different duration of the five elements in the sequence creates
grouping effects. We speculate that these local organizations, rather than the “global spatial structure”
(which is three seconds long), might provide a useful hint. The spatial relationships perceived between
these sub-units (which are simpler and shorter) offer anchor points for a pair-wise comparison strategy
to be applied. In our experimental conditions, the overall duration of the event to be judged was
around 7 s: the first pattern was presented over approximately three seconds followed by a one second
ISI and then the other 3 s long pattern. Iconic memory has a much lower capacity than echoic memory
(e.g., [81,82]). Therefore it is reasonable to suppose that the grouping effects provided by rhythm in the
non-isochronous conditions offer simplification strategies for the pair-matching comparison which is
particularly useful for visual memory.

Our main focus in this paper was to study the participants’ sensitivity to the three mirror forms.
However, whenever a significant difference in sensitivity emerged, the response bias was also analyzed.
A constant finding in all the analyses of B” carried out in the paper was that a lower degree of sensitivity
was associated with a conservative response bias. This means that, in this study, when the participants
found it difficult to identify the target (i.e., in the case of the mirror forms which they were less sensitive
to), they tended to deny the presence of the target pattern.

One of the thought-provoking results emerging from this study regards the difficulty with which
inversion mirror forms (i.e., reflections around a horizontal axis) were recognized in the acoustic task.
This confirms the evidence found by Dowling [30] in similar presentation conditions (i.e., five tones
in 2.5 s). When the results of the visual task were compared to those of the acoustic task, it became
clear that it was more difficult to detect the inversion transformation as compared to the retrograde
transformation in both sensory modalities but the participants’ sensitivity to inversion was significantly
greater in the visual task than in the acoustic task. In Dowling’s [30] original study, the inverse
transformation was more easily detected than the retrograde transformation in the faster condition
(i.e., when the five tones were presented in 1 s). On the one hand, this finding indicates the sensitivity
of the outcomes to the specific temporal condition considered but this is not dissimilar to the fact
that in other dynamic conditions symmetry detection is easier with dynamic as compared to static
presentations only at certain optimal frequencies (see [77]). On the other hand, it provides cues for
speculation about the differences between the two conditions. In the faster condition studied by
Dowling [30], the five tones forming each melody were not simultaneously presented but nearly so:
all five tones were presented within 1 s. The overall acoustic event was quite long (the probe stimulus,
1 s, was followed by a 2 s ISI and then by the comparison stimulus, another 1 s), but the global
spatial structure of the five tones could be grasped as a whole. Conversely, in the slower presentation
condition (two tones/s) which was similar to that used in this study, the overall acoustic structure
cannot be grasped unless it is sequential. In the latter condition, i.e., when the global structure is
difficult to grasp as a whole, the identity of the elements forming the sequence is probably decisive
as it permits the invariance between the two “halves” of the symmetrical configuration to be noticed.
This identity is preserved in the retrograde transformation (if not transposed) but not in the inversion
transformation. Indeed, in the retrograde transformation, the pitch of the notes in the initial stimuli
and in the comparison stimuli remains unchanged: only the order in which they are played is reversed
(i.e., the first tone in the comparison stimulus is the last in the initial stimulus; the second tone in the
comparison stimulus is the fourth tone in the initial stimulus etc.—see Figure 1a). Conversely, in the
inversion mirror form, only the first note remains unchanged in the standard and comparison stimuli.
The other four tones change in pitch with respect to the initial tones (see Figure 1a). Evidence of the
importance of identity of pitch in the retrograde transformation emerges from the studies showing
that when the retrograde transformation is transposed (and therefore the pitch of the notes no longer
corresponds to that of the initial melody), people’s ability to detect symmetry severely deteriorates [33].
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The finding that sensitivity to inversion was lower than sensitivity to the retrograde
transformation in both sensory modalities is however in line with overall evidence that upside-down
inversions in mirrors (and in general in perception) represent a more severe violation than left to right
reversals (e.g., [83–87]).

Taken as a whole, the results of our experiment might contribute to the discussion on the role of
global and local factors in the perception of symmetry in sequential versus simultaneous conditions
when various sense modalities are considered (for a revision of how the importance of global factors as
opposed to local elements have been incorporated into many different theoretical accounts or models
of the visual detection of mirror symmetry, see [13]).

The long-standing debate on how many mechanisms underlie the detection of mirror symmetry
(e.g., [7,19,20,75,79,88–90]) might also be revived by the addition of new hypotheses regarding
cross-modal or modal-specific processes. The issue of the existence of independent or related processing
paths underlying the perception of visual and acoustic symmetry is well worth investigating as is the
question of whether there are independent or related processing paths underlying the perception of
symmetry in dynamic and static visual configurations. This might be further extended to embodied
experiences of mirror symmetry related to the proprioception of one’s own body structure or of
specific body movements as well as to haptic symmetry perception (e.g., [91–94]). We might also
ask about the relationship between the proprioceptive and tactile perception of symmetry and the
acoustic processing of symmetry in congenitally blind people whose visual experiences of symmetry
are lacking [60,95–100]. When assessed in terms of brain processing, these topics would add to the list
of open questions on the subject revised by Bertamini and Makin [101]. We know that the detection of
visual and haptic symmetry appears to rely on common brain areas such as the lateral occipital complex
in sighted individuals and that in both early blind and sighted (but blindfolded) control subjects, the
detection of tactile symmetry is associated with a network implicating frontal and parietal cortical
areas (i.e., the medial frontal and superior parietal cortices) [95]. However, in the case of early blind
individuals, a significant activation in the retinotopic (i.e., primary visual cortex) and object-selective
areas (i.e., lateral occipital and fusiform cortices) was also observed. The activation observed in blind
subjects in the early visual cortex during tactile discrimination is in line with previous evidence of
cross-modal cortical plasticity in cases of blindness [102]. We might ask how this relates to the cortical
activation which occurs during the detection of acoustic symmetry.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at www.mdpi.com/2073-8994/9/3/39/s1, Table S1:
database_sym.
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Appendix A

The set of acoustic and corresponding visual standard stimuli used in the study are shown in
Figure A1).

In Figure A1, the section headed A_IS and A_NIS shows the notes played in the isochronous
acoustic condition (i.e A_IS, in which all sounds were of the same duration, in this case 600 ms) and the
notes played in the non-isochronous acoustic condition (i.e., A_NIS, in which the sounds were of two
different durations with the chromes lasting 400 ms and the quarter-notes lasting 800 ms). For readers
who are not familiar with musical notation, please note that the flat and sharp alterations are only
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signaled at the first note (as by convention) but they hold until the end of the bar, which in our case
means until the end of the stimulus.

The corresponding visual stimuli are shown in the section headed V: in the isochronous condition,
each dot remained on the screen for 600 ms before disappearing; in the non-isochronous condition,
some dots (i.e., those corresponding to the chromes in the acoustic stimuli) lasted 400 ms and the
others lasted 800 ms. The grids in the background of the visual stimuli are shown here so that the
correspondence between the spatial distance and the difference in pitch in the acoustic stimuli is clear,
but these were not displayed in the actual stimuli shown to the participants.

Each of the 32 standard stimuli was presented in association with the three corresponding
mirror transformations: retrograde, inversion and retrograde inversion. This means that 96 pairs of
standard and comparison stimuli (32 × 3) were presented to the participants in the acoustic task and
96 corresponding pairs (32 × 3) were presented in the visual task.

Figure A1. The standard stimuli used in the experiment. The figure shows the notes played in the
isochronous acoustic condition and in the non-isochronous acoustic condition (A_IS and A_NIS), and
the corresponding visual stimuli (V).
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Abstract: This paper introduces a new concept of mirror symmetry, called “anomalous mirror
symmetry”, which is physically impossible but can be perceived by human vision systems because of
optical illusion. This symmetry is characterized geometrically and a method for creating cylindrical
surfaces that create this symmetry is constructed. Examples of solid objects constructed by a 3D
printer are also shown.
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1. Introduction

An ordinary planar mirror generates a plane symmetric image of an object, that is, for an arbitrary
point of an object and its mirror image, the line segment connecting them crosses the mirror plane at
the midpoint in the right angle. Although the concept of the mirror symmetry has been generalized
in many directions in mathematics and physics [1,2], the original mirror symmetry with respect to a
planar mirror is simple and well understood from a mathematical point of view.

When we see the object and its mirror image, however, what we perceive does not necessarily obey
this physical law, because what we perceive is the result of image processing in our brains, and hence
optical illusion arises [3,4]. In particular, it was discovered recently that there are cylindrical objects
whose mirror images appear to be quite different from what we usually expect [5,6]. Those cylinders
seem to defy the law of optical physics. This phenomenon is called ambiguous cylinder illusion.

In this paper, we propose a new concept of symmetry, which we call “anomalous mirror symmetry”
(“anomalous symmetry” for short). The anomalous symmetry is a modification of mirror symmetry,
but it does not obey the law of optical physics. Hence, it cannot be realized in a purely physical manner.
However, we show that anomalous symmetry can be generated if we employ ambiguous cylinder
illusion. We characterize the class of cylinders whose mirror images generate anomalous symmetry
and moreover the same anomaly is preserved even if the objects are rotated around a vertical axis.

From a mathematical point of view, we solve a problem of finding a pair of mirror symmetric space
curves whose projections coincide with a pair of given point symmetric planar curves. The problem
of finding symmetric space curves from given planar curves have been studied in many setting.
For example, Hong et al. [7] showed that both the symmetric space curves and the camera poses
can be reconstructed from their perspective images. Sawada et al. [8,9] constructed an algorithm
for finding a pair of mirror symmetric space curves and the associated mirror from a pair of planar
curves. The present problem is similar to them in the sense that we construct symmetric space curves,
but simpler because the mirror pose is given.

The paper is organized in the following way. In Section 2, we review the nature of mirror
symmetry and introduce a concept of anomalous symmetry. In Section 3, we review a method to
generate ambiguous cylinders. In Section 4, we apply this method to design solids that produce the
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anomalous symmetry. Section 5 gives examples of anomalously symmetric objects and Section 6 gives
concluding remarks together with future work.

2. Mirror Symmetry and Anomalous Symmetry

As shown in Figure 1, we consider an (x, y, z) Cartesian coordinate systems, in which the xy plane
is horizontal and hence the z axis is vertical.

Figure 1. Pair of horizontal curves and a pair of view directions.

Let O be an object and O′ be its mirror image with respect to a mirror placed in the xz plane.
Then, any point (x, y, z) on O is mapped to the point (x,−y, z). Thus, the y coordinate is reversed while
the x and z coordinates are kept unchanged. Hence, we call O′ the y-reversal mirror image. We extend
the meaning of the term “y-reversal” for any translated version of O′. In other words, we refer to
“y-reversal” to represent the posture of O′ with respect to O, and do not care about the position of O′.
Similarly we name the x-reversal mirror image for the image generated by a mirror in the yz plane,
and its translated version.

We are interested in a class of objects whose y-reversal mirror images appear to be x-reversal.
An example is shown in Figure 2. There is a cylinder whose section appears to be an arrow, and a

vertical mirror stands behind it. However, the mirror image of the cylinder is anomalous in the sense
that the left part and the right part appear to be reversed. Let us consider an (x, y, z) coordinate system
such that the mirror is contained in the xz plane. Then, the mirror image of the cylinder should be
y-reversal, but the actual mirror image in Figure 2 appears to be x-reversal.

Figure 2. Ambiguous cylinder “Left-Right Reversal Mirror”.
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If we rotate this cylinder around a vertical axis, the apparent shape of the section changes as
shown in Figure 3. Note that in all postures of the cylinder, the corresponding mirror images are
x-reversal instead of y-reversal.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3. Different views of the same cylinder as in Figure 2 rotated around a vertical axis. (a) Object
and its mirror image after 45 degrees rotation; (b) Object and its mirror image after 90 degrees rotation;
(c) Object and its mirror image after 135 degrees rotation.

Note that the concept of anomalous symmetry is mathematically equivalent to line symmetry
with respect to a vertical line. However, we use the term “anomalous mirror” symmetry in order to
emphasize that it is physically impossible by a planar mirror.

It might be interesting to note that one of typical errors made by human subjects in predicting
motion and orientation in the mirror image is similar to what we call anomalous symmetry.
For example, Savardi et al. [10] and Bianchi et al. [11] made experiments in which they showed
motion of an object to subjects and asked them to predict the motion and orientation in its mirror
image. They reported that a typical error in estimation is line symmetric with respect to a vertical line
instead of mirror symmetric.

The goal of this paper is to characterize the class of cylinders with this anomalous symmetry.
For this purpose we review geometric aspects of the class of optical illusion called ambiguous cylinders
in the next section.

3. Ambiguous Cylinders

Let a(t) and b(t) be two real-valued continuous functions defined for −1 ≤ t ≤ 1, and let us
define three-dimensional vectors,

a(t) = (t, a(t), 0), b(t) = (t, b(t), 0)

where t is a parameter. The vectors a(t) and b(t) represent planar curves on the xy plane, and they are
monotone in the x direction.

As shown in Figure 1, suppose that we see those curves along two view directions
v1 = (0, cos θ,− sin θ) and v2 = (0,− cos θ,− sin θ). They are parallel to the yz plane, and are slanted
downward by the same angle θ, 0 < θ < π/2, with respect to the horizontal plane in mutually
opposite directions in the y axis. This means that the two viewpoints are both at infinity. This is a good
approximation of actual perspective projection if the viewpoint is sufficiently far from the objects.

We are interested in finding a space curve that coincides with a(t) when it is seen along v1 and
that coincides with b(t) when it is seen along v2. This space curve can be determined uniquely in the
following way. For any t ∈ [−1, 1], a(t) and b(t) are in the plane x = t, which is parallel to the yz

plane. Hence the line passing through a(t) and parallel to v1 and the line passing through b(t) and
parallel to v2 are both in this plane, and consequently they have a point of intersection. Let this point
of intersection be denoted by c(t) = (t, c1(t), c2(t)). As t moves in −1 ≤ t ≤ 1, c(t) traces a space
curve. This is the curve that we wanted to get.
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The curve c(t) is just a space curve, and it is not necessarily be perceived as the planar
curves a(t) and b(t) when it is seen in the corresponding view directions.

However, the human brains prefer right angles in interpreting retinal images as three-dimensional
objects; this property is typically observed in Ames’s room illusion [3], and is usually understood as
a priori constraint for right angles [12–14]. We can use this nature of the brains to guide viewers to
perceive the planar curves a(t) and b(c) when they see the space curve c(t) in the following way.

Let l be a vertical line segment, that is, l is parallel to the z axis. Suppose that we move l in a
space in such a way that its orientation is fixed and its upper terminal point traces along the curve c(t).
Let the surface swept by l be S.

As shown in Figure 4a, the resulting surface S has the same vertical length as the length of l. In this
case we are apt to interpret the upper edge c(t) as the intersection of S and a plane perpendicular to l

as shown in Figure 4b because of the preference of right angles; we usually do not consider it as the
intersection of S and a curved surface as shown in Figure 4c although it is mathematically possible.

Figure 4. Swept surface and its interpretations: (a) Surface swept by a vertical line segment;
(b) Plane-cut interpretation of the upper edge; (c) Another interpretation which is mathematically
possible but empirically unnatural.

Therefore, we can expect that when the surface S is seen along the view directions v1 and v2,
the upper edge c(t) appears to be the planar curves a(t) and b(t), respectively. Moreover, if we place a
vertical mirror parallel to the xz plane, the two views of S are obtained simultaneously, the direct view
corresponds to v1 and the mirror image corresponds to v2. For the solid in Figure 2, we applied the
above method twice to the upper curve and the lower curve, resulting in the closed cylinder. This is
the mathematical trick to generate ambiguous cylinder illusion.

4. Creation of Anomalous Mirror Symmetry

Our goal is to construct a method for designing the ambiguous cylinders that create anomalous
symmetry. For this purpose we replace the pair of x-monotone curves a(t) and b(t) with a pair of
closed curves.

Let a1(t) and a2(t) be two continuous functions defined in [−1, 1] such that a1(−1) = a2(−1) and
a1(1) = a2(1). Hence a1(t) = (t, a1(t), 0) and a2(t) = (t, a2(t), 0) altogether form a closed curve on
the xy plane. Similarly, let b1(t) and b2(t) be two continuous functions defined in [−1, 1] such that
b1(−1) = b2(−1) and b1(1) = b2(1). Hence b1(t) = (t, b1(t), 0) and b2(t) = (t, b2(t), 0) constitute
another closed curve on the xy plane. We want to construct a closed space curve that appears to be the
closed curve composed of a1(t) and a2(t) when it is seen in the view direction v1, and that appears
to be the closed curve composed of b1(t) and b2(t) when it is seen in the view direction v2, and it
generates anomalous symmetry when we place a mirror parallel to the xz plane.
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We apply the method for constructing an ambiguous cylinder twice, once to the pair
a1(t) and b1(t), and once more to the pair a2(t) and b2(t). In order to create anomalous symmetry,
the curves should satisfy

b1(x) = −a2(−x) (1)

b2(x) = −a1(−x) (2)

This is because, as shown in Figure 5, the two appearances corresponding to the two view
directions v1 and v2 should be point symmetric with respect to the origin as the center of the symmetry;
if they are point symmetric as shown in Figure 5a,b, the mirror parallel to the xz plane will generate
a normal image that is y-reversal to Figure 5b, resulting in the curve shown in Figure 5c, which is
x-reversal to the curve in Figure 5a, that is, which generates anomalous symmetry.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5. Pair of plane curves that creates anomalous symmetry: (a) Arbitrary closed curve compound
of upper and lower curves both of which are monotone in the x direction; (b) Closed curve that is point
symmetric to the curve (a); (c) Mirror image of (b) with respect to the mirror parallel to the xz plane.

In Figure 6 we show the intersection of the scene by a plane x = t parallel to the yz plane. As shown
in this figure, the space curve c1(t) that appears a1(t) when it is seen in the view direction v1, and that
appears b1(t) when it is seen in the view direction v2, can be represented as

c1(t) =

(

t,
a1(t) + b1(t)

2
, α

a1(t)− b1(t)

2

)

(3)

where α = tan θ. Similarly, we get

c2(t) =

(

t,
a2(t) + b2(t)

2
, α

a2(t)− b2(t)

2

)

(4)

Figure 6. Construction of the space curves from the pair of planar curves on the xy plane.
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Substituting Equations (1) and (2), we get the explicit representation of the pair of space curves:

c1(t) =

(

t,
a1(t)− a2(−t)

2
, α

a1(t) + a2(−t)

2

)

(5)

c2(t) =

(

t,
a2(t)− a1(−t)

2
, α

a2(t) + a1(−t)

2

)

(6)

Note that we can choose a pair of functions a1(t) and a2(t) arbitrary. Once we choose them, the space
curves c1(t) and c2(t) are determined by Equations (5) and (6), which create anomalous symmetry.

Next, we consider the conditions such that the anomalous symmetry property is preserved even
if the cylinder is rotated around the z axis. Fortunately it turns out that no additional conditions are
necessary; the closed curve given by Equations (5) and (6) automatically satisfies the desired property.
That is, the next proposition holds.

Proposition. The closed curve given by Equations (5) and (6) does not destroy the anomalous
symmetry property even if it is rotated around the z axis.

Proof. The rotation around the z axis does not destroy the anomalous symmetry property if the
space curve is line symmetric with respect to the z axis. That is,

c1(t)|y = − c2(−t)|y (7)

c1(t)|z = c2(−t)|z (8)

where w|y and w|z represent the y and z coordinates of vector w. Actually the conditions Equations (7)
and (8) are satisfied by c1(t) and c2(t) defined by Equations (5) and (6). Thus the anomalous symmetry
property is preserved when the curve is rotated around the z axis. (End of proof)

Recall that the object shown in Figure 2 preserves the anomalous symmetry property when it is
rotated around a vertical axis, as shown in Figure 3. The above proposition implies that this is not
accidental. When we rotate such an object around a vertical axis, we can enjoy an unordinary change
of the appearance of the object that always keeps anomalous symmetry. This visual effect might be
used as a means for new artistic presentation.

It is interesting to note that a similar non-accidental nature is observed by Sawada et al. [8] in the
context of reconstructing 3D symmetric curves from 2D projected curves.

5. Examples

We applied our method to various figures whose upper and lower boundaries are both monotone
in the x direction. The following are examples.

Figure 7 shows a shape of a fish. Let a1(x) and a2(x) be the upper boundary curve and
the lower boundary curve, respectively, of this shape. We applied our method to this pair of
curves, and constructed a solid object by first making a short cylinder whose edge curve consists
of c1(t) and c2(t), second making surfaces which cap the top and the bottom of the cylinder, and finally
filling material in it.

The resulting object is shown in Figure 8. Figure 8a is a picture of the resulting solid in the original
posture and its mirror image. The panels (b), (c) and (d) of this figure show the same object rotated
around a vertical axis clockwise step by step in this order.
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Figure 7. Shape of a fish.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 8. Fish-shape object creating anomalous mirror symmetry. (a) Original posture; (b) After
30 degrees rotation; (c) After 90 degrees rotation; (d) After 135 degrees rotation.

Figure 9 is a shape of a car, and Figure 10 shows the object constructed from this shape. Figure 11 is
a shape of a ship, and Figure 12 shows the object constructed from this shape. In both Figures 10 and 12,
(a) is the original posture, and (b), (c), (d) are the results of rotation.

Figure 9. Shape of a car.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 10. Car-shape object creating anomalous mirror symmetry. (a) Original posture; (b) After
30 degrees rotation; (c) After 90 degrees rotation; (d) After 135 degrees rotation.
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Figure 11. Shape of a ship.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 12. Ship-shape object creating anomalous mirror symmetry. (a) Original posture;
(b) After 30 degrees rotation; (c) After 90 degrees rotation; (d) After 135 degrees rotation.

From these examples, we can observe that the mirror image of an object appears to be the
x-reversal mirror image instead of the y-reversal, not only in its original posture but also in its rotated
versions. Thus, we achieve the anomalous mirror symmetry.

6. Concluding Remarks

We introduced a new concept called “anomalous mirror symmetry”, which is not consistent
with the law of optical physics, but which can be perceived subjectively because of optical illusion.
We characterized this symmetry and constructed a method for designing the class of space curves and
the associated cylindrical surfaces that create anomalous symmetry.

The concept of anomalous symmetry we have introduced in this paper might be just one example
of many possible new symmetries. The mirror symmetry with respect to a planar mirror is well studied
from optical physics point of view. However, if we consider optical illusion, we may be able to extend
the concept of mirror symmetry in many directions. The anomalous mirror symmetry introduced in
this paper is such that the y-reversal image appears to be x-reversal. In general, for any pair of mirrors
A and B, we might be able to define anomalous mirror symmetry in such a way that the mirror image
with respect to the mirror A appears to be a mirror image with respect to the mirror B. To study those
extensions is one of our future problems.
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Abstract: We happened to observe that text that was reflected about either the horizontal or vertical
axis was more difficult to read than text that was reflected about first one and then the other,
which amounts to a 180-degree rotation. In this article, we review a number of studies that examine
the nature of recognizing reflected and inverted letters, and the frequency of mirror reversal errors
(e.g., confusing ‘b’ for ‘d’) in children and adults. We explore recent ideas linking the acquisition
of literacy with the loss of mirror-invariance, not just for text, but for objects in general. We try to
connect these various literatures to examine why certain transformations of text are more difficult to
read than others for adults.

Keywords: mirror-reversal; left-right reversal; reading; reversal errors; mirrored text

Recently, one of us held up a page of printed text (Figure 1A) to their webcam to take a picture.
The camera software by default created a mirror-image snapshot (i.e., the text was reflected or mirrored
about the vertical axis, Figure 1B) thereby rendering the text virtually illegible. Correcting or undoing
this sort of reflection can be trivially accomplished using any number of image processing software
packages that include built-in functions such as ‘reflect vertical’, ‘reflect horizontal’, ‘rotate left’, and
‘rotate right’. It was with some surprise that when the wrong function was accidentally applied and
instead of reflecting along the vertical axis, the image was reflected along the horizontal axis, the text,
although now reflected twice, was now more easily legible (Figure 1D). It is of note that this ‘double
reflection’ is equivalent to a 180◦ rotation of the text. With only a few mouse clicks, it was clear that
when normally-oriented text is mirror reflected about the horizontal axis it again becomes virtually
illegible (Figure 1C). This brief series of webcam-picture inspired observations demonstrated a basic
property of text perception and reading: the legibility of text is reflection variant and rotation invariant.

Inspired by these observations, we conducted a review of the corresponding work on the
intersection of symmetry, reflections, and the legibility of text. We found a large body of literature on
mirror-reading and writing; mirror-reversal errors of single letters in reading, copying, and writing;
many studies on perception of normal and mirrored single characters; but only a small number of
studies on combinations of geometric transformations including both inversion (up-down mirroring)
and reflection (left-right mirroring). In this paper, we review the literature on mirror-reversals
and inversions of text and synthesize some recent work and ideas on how representational
mirror-invariance not only for letters but also for objects may be lost when someone learns how
to read.
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Figure 1. Four examples of the same poem “On the Surface of Things” by Wallace Stevens. (A) Normal
(upright); (B) Reflected about the vertical axis; (C) Reflected about the horizontal axis; (D) Reflected
about the vertical and horizontal axes, which is equivalent to a 180◦ rotation.

Before proceeding with a survey of the literature, we wish to make several observations about
mirrored text as it occurs outside of a laboratory setting. Apart from webcams and mirrors, mirrored
text can be seen on the front of ambulances, where the word “AMBULANCE” is mirror-reflected
so that it appears correctly in one’s rearview mirror (Figure 2A). Mirrored text is also a feature of
certain scripts: Boustrophedon, literally meaning “ox-turning”, is text that is written left-to-right and
right-to-left on alternating lines as one would plow a field, forwards and then backwards. The letters of
alternating lines are mirror-reversed (Figure 2B). Some inscriptions in ancient Greek and Latin as well
as Luwian (Hittite) hieroglyphics were written in this manner. Tablets found on Easter Island appear
to be written in rongorongo (Figure 2C), a script or protoscript that may be in reverse boustrophedon,
meaning that alternating lines are flipped about the horizontal axis instead of reflected about the
vertical axis. A tablet would be read bottom-to-top, rotating the tablet 180◦ after every line.
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Figure 2. (A) An ambulance with mirrored text on the hood so that it appears in the correct orientation
in one’s rearview mirror. By neiljohnuk from East a bit., ENGLAND! (DSC_0068) CC BY 2.0 via
Wikimedia Commons; (B) Fragmentary inscription of a code of law from Gortyn (Crete). Written
in boustrophedon so that alternating lines are read left-to-right and right-to-left. Each other line is
left-right mirror-reversed. By PRA (Own work) CC BY-SA 3.0 via Wikimedia Commons; (C) Fragment
of rongorongo script.

The fact that the mirror-reversed word “AMBULANCE” can still be read in Figure 2A suggests
that the visual system may incorporate some amount of mirror invariance, at least with respect to
simple single-letter or single-word representations of text. This notion is bolstered by the fact that
young children often make spontaneous mirror-reversals of single letters when learning to read and
write [1–4]. Typical errors include reading or writing ‘b’ for ‘d’ or transposing the position of letters in a
word as in ‘was’ for ‘saw’, but also include mirror-reversals of other letters that do not form a new letter
upon reversal (e.g., ‘a’). Left-right mirror reversal errors are more common than up-down errors [1,5,6].
Confusions between mirror images of letters and letter-like symbols occur when recalling symbols from
memory as in writing [7], but also for matching tasks, where a child is asked to pick out a symbol that
looks exactly like a target that is continuously visible, even if given explicit instructions and training to
not select the mirror image [4]. These results suggest some degree of left-right mirror-invariance in
children (see also [8]), which may account for why the left-right mirrored text in Figure 1B may seem
easier to read than up-down mirrored text in Figure 1C [9,10].

Initially, however, mirror-reversal errors in children were not thought to be the result of normal
developmental or general perceptual process; rather, reading and writing errors were seen as
diagnostic of disorders that could persist into adolescence and adulthood. Consistent mirror-reversal
errors in identification and reading were called strephosymbolia, meaning “letter turning” [11–15].
Throughout the 20th century, researchers were interested in mirror-reversals in reading and writing as
diagnostic features of some disability that predicted good and poor adult readers. Jastak [16] reviewed
170 papers already published by the early 1930s on reading difficulties and their purported causes.
We examine several proffered explanations for why mirror-reversals occur any why they may occur
more often in poor readers to get a flavor of direction of research at the time and subsequent trends.
One theory posited that mirror-reversal errors are perceptual in nature, perhaps having to do with
early visual processing of orientation or spatial perception that is underdeveloped or deficient [17–22].
Others suggested possible physiological underpinnings [12,23], differences in memory capacity or
ability [24,25], differences in eye movements or oculomotor control [26–28], and differences in mental
imagery ability [29]. Attempts had also been made to connect mirror-reversal errors and reading ability
more generally to handedness [27,30,31], dyslexia (e.g., that individuals with dyslexia were more
fluent at reading and writing inverted and mirrored text than normals, [32–34]), and intelligence [35].
Part of the impetus for considering mirror-reversal errors as symptomatic of disorders were reports of
acquired mirror-writing and reading after stroke or injury [36–40] and Gerstmann’s syndrome [41,42],
of which left-right confusion is a symptom [43,44]. These lines of research emphasized mirror-reversal
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errors, and therefore mirror-invariance, or an inability to discriminate between left-right mirrored
images as an acquired perceptual deficiency.

However, it is ultimately very difficult to conclude anything diagnostic in terms of reading
disorders based on reading reversal errors made at a young age [6,45–47]. Nearly all children make
reversal errors when learning to read in English [5,48,49]. In addition, mirror reversals of letters are
not the most common sort of error in children learning to read [27] (although see [50]), and the amount
of reversal errors that children make gradually decreases with age until they almost disappear by
age 10 [48,51–53] (although see [54]). Relatively few mirror writing errors occur in children who
learn a language in which facing direction does not distinguish between characters, like Japanese [55].
Furthermore, adults also make similar mirror-reversal errors when familiar characters are replaced
with reversible, unfamiliar, letter-like symbols [17]. As we will discuss in greater detail later, illiterate
adults make the same sorts of mistakes as children [56]. Taken together, these results suggest that there
is nothing unusual about mirror-reversal errors in reading and writing, either for children or for adults.
One exception may be in the case of dyslexia, where reversal errors may persist for longer [32,57–61].

Towards the latter half of the 20th century, theories for explaining mirror-reversals shifted to
attentional and learning-based approaches [48,62]. Some of these ideas had been suggested early
on [63,64], but were not popular. According to these perceptual learning accounts, mirror-reversal
errors are due to a failure in recognizing facing direction as a relevant stimulus dimension.
Gibson, et al. [48] argued that the knowledge of the relevance of this dimension is acquired when
learning how to read. That is, learning to read is a perceptual learning problem that requires learning
which features are relevant for letter identification, including the facing direction of 2-D symbols [65,66].
This is a matter of feature selection, not feature detection. Mirror images are readily discriminable
and look different when presented simultaneously, even for children [67–70] (although see [71]).
With age, children learn to discriminate between and remember different types of mirror-symmetric
objects [71,72]. Mirror confusions arise because children have not learned that when a letter is reflected
or rotated, it is called something else [73]: a ‘b’ is called “dee” when it is reflected about the vertical
axis. This is not true for virtually any other objects, for which infants and adults exhibit some amount
of mirror- and rotational-invariance.

In the natural world, there are few objects whose left-right directionality matters for
identification—whether you see a tree or car from one side or the other, it is still the same object.
Observers have difficulty in distinguishing between previously seen scenes and mirror-reflected
images of those scenes in memory tasks [74]. One exception may be the crescent moon, which is
illuminated from different sides depending on whether it is new or old, but observers seem not to
internalize this difference or remember it in memory tasks [75]. It is with some irony that some of the
simple heuristics for determining whether the moon is waxing or waning involve mirror-reflected
letters (i.e., in the northern hemisphere, if the moon is shaped like a ‘p’ it is progressing—waxing,
and like a ‘q’ it is quiescing—waning). Certain man-made artifacts do have distinctive facing directions
such as the faces on coins, but these are also notoriously misremembered [76,77]. In fact, Latin letters
seem to be one of the few examples where facing direction is a distinguishing feature that we must
remember for identification. One exception may be navigation, relative position, and the representation
of space (egocentric and allocentric)—it is important to know whether your home is on the left or
the right side of the street, whether the train is facing in the correct direction of travel, or which way
to turn if you are in a maze [78]. Based on similar observations, Corballis and Beale [79] proposed
that mirror discriminability emerges from first acquiring left-right discriminability in the course of
learning to distinguish left and right on our own bodies before applying it to the world, objects,
and ultimately letters. However, environments are rarely perfectly symmetrical and illiterate adults
have no difficulty distinguishing between the sides of their body or navigating in the world, but still
make more mirror-reversal errors than literate adults [56,80].

Learning to read calls to attention the fact that facing direction is an important distinguishing
feature for a certain class of objects. When one learns to read, one therefore loses mirror-invariance,
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at least with respect to letters in a reading context. Several studies have indeed found that most
mirror-reversal errors occur for children between three and four years of age and the number of
errors gradually decreases until about age 10 when performance reaches adult levels [48,62,81].
For age-matched children, weak readers make more errors overall and more of those errors are reversal
errors than strong readers [82,83]. Likewise, children for whom learning to read has been deferred by
a year make more reversal errors than children of the same age who have started to learn to read [52].
The act of learning to read reduces these errors not solely because they have become more proficient in
reading, but because they have improved in discriminating between mirror-symmetric objects.

One of the more compelling tests of this hypothesis has been the investigation of mirror-reversal
errors in illiterate and ex-illiterate individuals. Danziger and Pederson [84] tested 10 different language
communities for mirror-discriminability of abstract line figures. Literates in almost all tested languages
were more sensitive to these differences than illiterates. The one exception were readers of Tamil,
a language that has no enantiomorphs (mirror-reversed letters), who were as poor at the task as
illiterate individuals. In a follow-up study, it was found that individuals who spoke only Tamil were
worse at this task than those who were familiar with both Tamil and a second language that used the
Latin alphabet [85]. It was therefore not specific exposure to language in general that led to a loss of
mirror-generalization (and therefore a reduction in mirror-reversal errors), but, rather, exposure to a
specific stimulus class for which facing direction was a non-accidental, identifying feature. In a more
comprehensive study comparing illiterate, ex-illiterate, and literate adults, participants had to sort cards
with pictures of circles with a diagonal drawn through them based on either the size of the circle or the
orientation of the diagonal [56]. Sometimes, the second feature was uninformative (e.g., small and
large circles with vertical lines); sometimes, the second feature was redundant (e.g., all small circles
also had left-tilted lines); and sometimes the features were orthogonal to each other such that if the
task was to sort based on the orientation of the lines, both small and large circles had left-tilted lines.
Illiterates made the most errors in the orthogonal condition, indicating that they were unable to ignore
the irrelevant feature of stimulus size, even when told to sort based on the orientation of the diagonal.
They had no trouble doing this task if the two dimensions were colors and shapes. This suggests that
the effect of literacy is attentional and not perceptual: ex-illiterates and literates were able to perform
the task well. It also illustrates that just a small amount of training (ex-illiterates had taken a few
courses as adults) could learn that facing direction was a relevant feature rather quickly. Importantly,
this effect was observed as a function of reading experience, not instructional manipulation within the
experiment. When given more explicit instructions and training trials to point out mirror symmetry
and how it can be used to perform the task, illiterates still made errors. In a different study, illiterates,
ex-illiterates, and literates performed a same-different matching task with pseudo-words made from
letter strings, false fonts (letter-like symbols), and pictures [86]. Illiterates showed no response time
difference between normal and mirrored images when the response was “same” for any of the stimulus
types. Ex-illiterates and literates, however, were slower at responding “same” to mirror images, with
the largest difference being for literates responding to pseudo-words (e.g., “iblo oldi”). This finding is
taken to show that, with literacy, the visual system loses some mirror symmetry invariance, especially
for letter strings (see also [87]).

Illiteracy and poor reading proficiency not only lead to mirror-reversal errors in identifying and
copying letters, but also result in errors for non-letter objects. For example, poor readers tend to make
left-right reversals in reassembling matchstick figures from memory [88] and in remembering the facing
direction of shapes and asymmetrical figures [89]. The detection of mirror symmetry of figures can also
be negatively primed by briefly presented mirror-symmetric letters [90]. This negative priming effect
increases with age [91], suggesting that it is the result of inhibition of a mirror generalization process
acquired during reading. Recently, Dehaene and colleagues have summarized these results as the
“neuronal recycling hypothesis” [92–96]. According to this hypothesis, cultural acquisitions (such as
reading) must find a “neuronal niche” in pre-existing, perhaps evolutionarily determined, cortical
organization structures. New functions are mapped onto structures that subserved evolutionary older
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functions, sometimes resulting in small functional losses as those older functions are “overwritten”.
This may include a repurposing of face-selective neurons for word recognition, resulting in neural
competition and left-lateralized word processing (visual word form area, VWFA) and consequently
right-lateralized face processing [93,94,97–100]. For a review of the implications and predictions
of this idea, see [92,101]. To test this hypothesis, Kolinsky and Fernandes [102] showed illiterates,
ex-literates, and literates two sequential pictures of objects and asked them to say whether they were
the same or different, ignoring inversions (planar rotations) and mirror reflections (rotations about
the vertical axis). Accuracy improved as a function of literacy. Importantly, reaction time for saying
“same” for illiterates was no different for identical, rotated, or mirror-reflected objects. However,
for ex-literates and literates, reaction times were fastest for second presentations of identical objects,
slower for mirror-reflected objects, and slowest for rotated objects. Similar to [86], literacy in adult
readers disrupts mirror generalization for objects and abstract geometric shapes, interfering with
non-linguistic object recognition. Literacy also has a greater effect on the ability to make mirror-image
discriminations than on rotation or orientation-based discriminations [87]. This difference may reflect
the special kinds of features that are learned in literacy (i.e., discriminating ‘b’ from ‘d’), although it
should be pointed out that ‘b’ and ‘p’ are planar rotations that also must be distinguished.

At the same time, adults who are proficient readers often still make reversal errors with novel
objects and symbols [17] (although more errors are typically made about an object’s axis rather
than left-right reflection [103]), suggesting that the unlearning of mirror generalization is somewhat
stimulus- or at least domain-specific [33,104,105]. Even for letter stimuli, mirror generalization may be
inhibited or unlearned only for certain letters (those that reverse to other letters) and not others [106].
Likewise, training to read mirror-reversed text made up of a specific subset of letters does not transfer
to new words composed of unstudied letters [107,108]. It is therefore interesting to examine the extent
to which mirror generalization still persists after learning to read.

Acquiring literacy may have a general effect on holistic processing of stimuli. For example,
illiterates tend to rely on more holistic processing of faces and show greater influence of irrelevant,
aligned facial features on task-specific features [109]. Mirror-reversal errors may arise due to different
encoding strategies, in particular, a greater reliance on holistic visual coding of the letters or
words than on analytic coding of individual features to allow for greater letter discriminability.
For example, poor readers also make more errors in memory for relative spatial positions and
orientations of objects [89,110]. Learning to read may therefore engage a more analytic form of
processing by which individual letters are identified and special attention is paid to the distinguishing
features of, for example, mirror-reversible letters [104,111]. As a result, reading upside-down text
(i.e., rotated 180◦) may become more difficult with reading experience [112]. Another example of
such holistic processing occurs in three- and four-year-old children who were taught to discriminate
between differently oriented U-shaped figures [113]. They were readily able to learn the difference
between upward and downward facing shapes, but had difficulty with left-right discriminations.
Training on this task becomes easier until age 10, when performance stabilizes and resembles that
of adults. The largest increase in performance occurs around ages five or six when children learn
to read. Similar results obtain for oblique discrimination (/ vs. \), although the results depend
on how the stimuli are presented, simultaneously or one at a time, side-by-side, or one above the
other [1,67,114–121]. Adults do not show as many errors, but show similar patterns in reaction time,
such that same-different judgments on left-right mirror symmetric U-shaped objects are slower than for
up-down mirror symmetric objects [122] (see [120] for a review). Children can learn to make left-right
mirror discriminations at a young age if given detailed feedback [7,123–125]. However, these results
are task dependent, with some tasks in which mirror discriminations must be learned being harder
than others [69,115,123]. Overall, children, even before they learn to read, can use orientation
and facing direction as a form cue, but it is not the most salient feature, especially when contour
and color information can be used instead [126–130]. In all of the above examples, learning to
identify and differentiate letters and letter-like forms occurs by focusing attention on specific stimulus
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features, that is, a transition to a more analytic processing style. These effects, however, appear to
be domain- and stimulus-specific as opposed to a broad change in how all objects are represented
by the visual system. Furthermore, a general loss of mirror-invariance (or, equivalently, a gain of
mirror-discriminability) does not explain why different kinds of transformations of text (left-right
mirroring, up-down mirroring, and 180◦ rotation) result in varying reading difficulty.

We began this article by making the observation that when an entire word or sentence is mirrored
first left-right then up-down (or rotated 180◦), it is easier to read than when it is mirrored only once.
Most of the studies considered thus far have focused on mirror-reversals of single letters, either viewed
individually or in the context of a word. There is reason to believe that different processes may be
involved in the identification of individual rotated characters or symbols in contrast to reading of
rotated or inverted text [131]. For example, in reading passages of text, reading difficulty increases as a
function of orientation away from vertical, either upright or upside-down [132–135]. In the following
description of results, we will follow Kolers in using “rotation” to refer to rotations in the plane, that
is, about the depth axis, “reflection” or “mirroring” to refer to rotations about the vertical axis, and
“inversion” to refer to rotations about the horizontal axis.

To our knowledge, Kolers’ work in the 1960s is the first systematic investigation of the effect
of a large number of geometric transformations on reading speed as a function of practice [136].
In addition to normal text and the three types of transformations mentioned above, reading speed was
also examined for text in which each letter was individually reflected about the vertical axis prior to
application of the other kinds of transformations. On the first day, it took approximately one minute to
read aloud as quickly and accurately as possible 25 lines of the normal (untransformed) text, three
minutes to read rotated text and normal text with individual letters left-right reflected, and 4.5–5.5 min
to read all other types of transformed text. Participants practiced reading for eight days and on the
eighth day showed improvement with all types of transformations. Reading time of normal text with
individual letters reversed improved from 3 to 2 minutes, reading time of rotated text improved from
3 to 2.5 min, and all other transformations improved from 4.5–5.5 to 3–3.5 min. Dividing the subjects
by familiarity with a language in which text is read right-to-left such as Hebrew or Arabic, it was
found that some of those subjects took less time to read left-right mirrored text than inverted (up-down
mirrored) text. In a separate study, individuals with familiarity with one of those languages read
mirrored text faster than those who only knew English, suggesting that reading direction practice may
interact with reading speed in a different language [137]. However, the results were not clear-cut as
native speakers of Hebrew who were familiar with English showed a different pattern, with left-right
mirrored English text being read the slowest (7 min on the first day and 3.5 min on the eighth), while
rotated and inverted text were read faster, but at comparable speeds (5 min on the first day and about
3 min on the last) [136]. Both rotated and mirrored text were read right-to-left so differences in reading
time could not solely be explained by reading direction familiarity.

Subsequent work examining training and transfer in English speakers between different types
of transformations found that learning to read mirrored text was easiest to do, irrespective of the
type of text practiced during training [138]. That is, training on any type of transformed text had
almost the same effect on subsequent transfer to mirrored text during testing as initially practicing
with mirrored text. Interestingly, when an outlier in transfer from training with normal text with letters
left-right reversed to rotated text is excluded, transfer to rotated text is just as good as to mirrored
text. The measure used was percentage of transfer from training to test, not reading speed during test.
Absolute reading speed was considered a biased measure of trainability because it failed to account for
differences in initial difficulty in reading the different transformation types. Therefore, although normal
text with letters left-right reversed was fastest to read during test (after normal, un-transformed text)
at 3.24 min on average, there was greater transfer (as measured by a difference in reading time before
and after training normalized by the difference in reading time between when training and testing
with the same transformation type) to mirrored, reversed, and reversed text with individual letters
reflected when averaging across training type. That is, learning to read those text transformations
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was more trainable. When compared to a pre-training baseline, the reading speed of inverted text
improved at almost twice the rate of rotated text, but this was likely due to the relatively faster rate
at which participants read rotated text before training. There was no correlation, however, between
training proficiency and difficulty of the training material. The largest number of geometrical reading
errors (e.g., confusing ‘b’ for ‘p’) during training occurred not in the inverted, but in the mirrored
text condition, while the least number of errors (about half as many) occurred when training with
rotated text.

Across these several studies, it is difficult to extract any meaningful patterns. Kolers and Perkins
were not able to find a simple set of transformation types whose elements could be combined either
additively or multiplicatively in order to predict reading errors, reading time, or trainability [9,136,138].
Combinations of different kinds of rotations did not increase reading difficulty in a linear way,
suggesting that readers of geometrically transformed text are not performing sequences of mental
rotations or transformations on letters or words in order to read them. Further evidence that
readers are not performing rotations of individual letters comes from the fact that when single
letters embedded in words are mirror-reversed, reading time is longer than if the entire word is
mirror-reversed [9,10,136,139]. Observers are in fact able to identify a rotated letter even before
determining whether it is mirror-reflected or not, suggesting that they do not need to perform
mental rotation for identification or naming of simple patterns [140–145] and even for novel letter-like
shapes [66] (although they can mentally rotate the images if the task demands it [146]). Unlike for
objects [147,148], identification time for letters does not depend on letter orientation. It should be
noted that while these early studies found no effect of orientation on letter identification reaction
time, the data were noisy, sometimes effects were found [141], and single letter identification is not
rotation-invariant when accuracy is the dependent measure and presentation times are very brief
(<30 ms) [149] or when observers are asked to make same-different judgments of rotated letters [150].
Inverted, reflected, and rotated letter recognition may therefore involve some sort of corrective
process such as mental rotation either before or concurrent with identification [135,151–153], but not
necessarily performed on a letter-by-letter basis [138]. This may explain why inverted and mirrored
texts are more difficult to read than upright and why, when the orientation of a letter is unknown
(whether ‘p’ is upright, rotated, mirrored, or inverted), there is a bias for preferring upright or rotated
interpretations [9,10]. Note, however, that only the 180◦ rotated text can match normal text with a
rotation in the plane; left-right and up-down mirrored text must be rotated through the plane in order
to return to their normal orientation. There may therefore be something special about the nature of
180◦ rotated text (Figure 1D) that contributes to its relative readability. Indeed, Kolers suggested that
each type of transformation may involve its own decoding mechanism: if correct letter orientation
were simply a matter of applying some common mental operation (e.g., mental rotation), then the
frequency of errors of mistaking ‘u’ and ‘n’ and ‘f’ and ‘t’, for example, would be the same for all kinds
of text transformations, but that is not the case [10].

Another reason why certain transformations are harder to read than others can be explained
by familiarity with reading direction. Individuals familiar with Arabic or Hebrew are able to read
mirrored text faster than those only familiar with English [136]. There may also be an interaction
with writing direction familiarity: letter-facing direction may partially be encoded by pairing motor
actions (writing) with orientation direction. When adults learn new characters, they remember
their proper facing directions better if they have to write the characters by hand rather than typing
them [154]. The production of mirror-reversals during writing, however, is beyond the scope of
this review. Mirror-writing involves qualitatively different processes from mirror-reading since, in
reading, the letters are continuously visible, but in writing the correct facing direction of letters must
be retrieved from memory. For some recent work on mirror-writing see [3,155–161].

Finally, we consider several other factors that may contribute to differential reading times for
types of text transformations. One possibility is that difficulty in reading mirrored and inverted text
may arise due to temporary lapses of frame of reference—i.e., forgetting which way the entire sentence
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is oriented [162]. This is particularly problematic if letters face one way and scanning direction is
reversed [9]. A letter’s facing direction therefore depends on reading direction: the symbol ‘b’ can
be either the letter ‘b’, ‘p’, ‘q’, or ‘d’ depending on which transformation was applied. When one
encounters that symbol, there may be a temporary lapse in the frame of reference rendering the rest of
the sentence difficult to read and the reader has to reorient to remember not only which way letters are
facing, but also in which direction they should be reading [4,149]. When presented with an inverted
word in which several letters are upright, it is difficult to notice that some of the letters are actually
upright [163–165]. This has been described as a Thatcher effect for letters [166]. The explanation is that
inverted letters become egocentrically upright when we begin to read the word and, in losing the frame
of reference, nothing appears out of the ordinary when we encounter an upright letter. When most of
the word is upright however, and in the standard egocentric frame, the inverted letters stick out just
like inverted parts of a face in the Thatcher illusion.

The idea of a frame of reference can also apply to objects: although it is true that we can recognize
a picture of a hammer and a mirror-image of the same hammer equally well, the hammer still has some
directionality associated with it [167,168] and a canonical orientation [147,148,169–172]. This notion is
supported by the fact that mirror-reversals of letters of children in matching and copying tasks are
asymmetric—upright letters are rarely mismatched with their mirror images, but mirror-reversed
letters are often copied and matched to normal letters [4]. Young children who have not yet learned to
read, make more orientation errors in copying, drawing from memory, and matching shapes with no
inherent directionality (e.g., a stretched-out diamond) than with objects, e.g., a spoon, [173].

Under this view, in acquiring literacy, a reader develops templates or schema for letters in
canonical orientations [174]. A letter’s orientation can be used to determine the frame of reference
for an entire word or sentence. For example, an inverted ‘A’ may provide a cue that the entire text
is inverted. Reading of inverted, mirrored, or rotated text involves a detection or an alignment of
an appropriate frame of reference [143,167,175–177]. As a result, response time to individual letters
at different orientations is predicted by the orientation of the previously seen letter [178]. In the
context of an entire word or sentence, therefore, moving from one letter to another could facilitate the
maintenance of a consistent frame of reference (as determined by the previous letter) until a reversible
letter is encountered, which leads to confusion. When combined with changes in reading direction,
this creates additional opportunities for confusion. Although note that the text that 180◦ rotated
text (Figure 1D), which is read right-to-left is easier to read than the up-down mirror reflected text
(Figure 1C) which is read left-to-right. Reading direction on its own therefore does not account for the
differences in reading difficulty. It is interesting to note that in Kolers’ original experiments in which
subjects practiced reading aloud geometrically transformed text, the text was transformed one line at a
time [136]. For example, 180◦ rotated text was not read from the bottom of the page to the top, but was
still read top-to-bottom because each line was rotated independently. This may have complicated the
results by putting into conflict the frame of the text on the whole page with that of a single line. To our
knowledge, an experiment that dissociates these confounders has yet to be performed.

The notion of a frame of reference can apply more generally to how individuals understand
reflections in mirrors [179,180]. Although we have been describing some text transformations as
“left-right mirror reversals”, a mirror does not reverse left-right, but through an axis perpendicular to
the mirror, i.e., front-to-back [181–187]. When examining their own reflections in mirrors, observers
tend describe them as identical instead of reversed or opposite, suggesting an important role for an
exocentric (as opposed to egocentric) frame of reference [179]. Familiarity with certain frames of
reference over others may account for why the recognition of one’s own face is better when it is shown
mirrored, while the faces of others are better recognized when shown in the manner in which we are
used to seeing them (i.e., not mirrored) [188–192]. In general, however, naïve understanding of how
reflections work and appear is quite poor [193–197]. It is possible that given an appropriate frame
of reference with many cues to text direction, such as seeing a mirrored image of a person holding
a sheet of text, may facilitate the maintenance of a consistent frame of reference during reading. In
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contrast, in all experiments reviewed here, a reader is presented with mirrored text on a sheet of paper,
which, out of context and at odds with the rest of the un-mirrored environment (e.g., their hands
holding the paper, the table at which they sit, etc.), may present an especially difficult situation in which
the appropriate frame of reference must be maintained for reading. To our knowledge, no experiments
have examined the effect of scene and environment context on the reading of transformed text.

We began this article with the observation that certain geometric transformations of text are
easier to read than others. We have gone over several lines of research that speak to why mirrored
text is more difficult to read: confusions in facing-direction of mirror-symmetric letters like ‘b’ and
‘d’, loss of frame of reference, incomplete loss of mirror-invariance (or, conversely, development of
mirror-discriminability), etc. Unfortunately, there is not as of yet a conclusive explanation for why text
that is reflected twice is easier to read than text that is only reflected once [9]. Part of the effect may be
due to reading and writing direction familiarity or the fact that twice-reflected text is equivalent to
a 180-degree rotation in the plane and there may be something special about that transformation as
opposed to others. What is clear however is that our technological age has taken image transformations
out of the reflecting pool and looking glass, and placed them at our fingertips with our webcams,
smart-phones, and image processing software packages. This digital proximity reminds us that our
curiosity and empirical exploration of symmetries in our environment and in the legibility of text has a
long and robust history.
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Abstract: Evolution and geometry generate complexity in similar ways. Evolution drives natural
selection while geometry may capture the logic of this selection and express it visually, in terms
of specific generic properties representing some kind of advantage. Geometry is ideally suited for
expressing the logic of evolutionary selection for symmetry, which is found in the shape curves
of vein systems and other natural objects such as leaves, cell membranes, or tunnel systems built
by ants. The topology and geometry of symmetry is controlled by numerical parameters, which act in
analogy with a biological organism’s DNA. The introductory part of this paper reviews findings from
experiments illustrating the critical role of two-dimensional (2D) design parameters, affine geometry
and shape symmetry for visual or tactile shape sensation and perception-based decision making
in populations of experts and non-experts. It will be shown that 2D fractal symmetry, referred to
herein as the “symmetry of things in a thing”, results from principles very similar to those of affine
projection. Results from experiments on aesthetic and visual preference judgments in response to 2D
fractal trees with varying degrees of asymmetry are presented. In a first experiment (psychophysical
scaling procedure), non-expert observers had to rate (on a scale from 0 to 10) the perceived beauty of
a random series of 2D fractal trees with varying degrees of fractal symmetry. In a second experiment
(two-alternative forced choice procedure), they had to express their preference for one of two shapes
from the series. The shape pairs were presented successively in random order. Results show that
the smallest possible fractal deviation from “symmetry of things in a thing” significantly reduces
the perceived attractiveness of such shapes. The potential of future studies where different levels of
complexity of fractal patterns are weighed against different degrees of symmetry is pointed out in
the conclusion.

Keywords: visual symmetry; affine projection; fractals; visual sensation; aesthetics; preference

1. Introduction

Brain evolution has produced highly specialized processes which enable us to effectively exploit
the geometry of visual perceptual space. Some data suggest that the human brain is equipped with
an in-built sense of geometry [1,2] which provides a key to recognizing specific object properties,
associations between two-dimensional projections, and their correlated three-dimensional structures in
the real world [3–6]. These associations favour structural regularities and, very often, symmetry [6,7],
while asymmetry plays a critical role in processes of perceptual discrimination, as discussed recently
regarding music and sounds [8]. In the domain of visual objects, symmetry plays an important
role in conceptual processes for structural design, and is abundantly exploited by engineers and
architects. The following paragraphs will expand on the importance of affine geometry, the symmetry
of curves, which may be perceived as single things or as multiples of one and the same thing in a
complex shape or object [9,10], and visual sensation. Thereafter, two-dimensional fractal trees based on
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geometrical principles which produce symmetry of things in a thing will be discussed and made use
of psychophysically. The symmetrical structure of these fractal trees results, like 2D curve symmetry,
from principles of affine projection, as will become clear in light of further discussions here below.

The use of symmetrical curves dates back to the dawn of building shelter and vernacular
architecture, which relies, given the nature of the materials and construction techniques used, almost
entirely on symmetry (Figure 1, left). In the Middle Ages, descriptive geometry was used for the
planning and execution of building projects for which symmetric curves were the reference model, as in
the design of arched hallways and corridors (Figure 1, middle). In the last century, the Spanish designer
and architect Antoni Gaudi used the same kind of geometry for the design of the Sagrada Familia

in Barcelona (Figure 1, right) and many of his other fabulous structures, which can be appreciated
by taking a walk through the Park Guëll, or by visiting the Guëll museum in Barcelona. In Antoni
Gaudi’s three-dimensional design of arches, for churches or natural environments, there is a clear
distinction between physical (objective) and subjective (perceived) symmetry. Physical symmetry
takes into account the principles of gravity. As a consequence, a resulting real-world structure may not
necessarily be perceived as perfectly symmetrical (cf. Figure 1, image on right).

Figure 1. The importance of curve symmetry for human endeavour dates back to the dawn of building
shelter and to vernacular architecture (left). Similar geometry is currently used in contemporary
free-form architecture (middle), which has been much inspired by the Spanish architect Gaudi,
who largely exploited symmetry for the design of the hall and archways of the Sagrada Familia in
Barcelona (right).

Antoni Gaudi’s structures were inspired by nature, which abounds with curved shapes and
features, and our perception uses these features as cues to shape or object recognition, and for image
interpretation [9–16]. In biology, curvature guides physical, chemical, and biological processes, such as
protein folding, membrane binding, and other biophysical transformations [17]. The representation
and cognition of curvature ranges from the biochemical level of living organisms capable of sensing
this property in their near or distant physical environments [18] to perceptual properties extracted from
physical stimuli by the human brain, the ultimate product of evolution. In terms of a mathematical
property of the physical world, curve symmetry is directly linked to affine geometry [19].

1.1. Affine Geometry and Visual Sensation

In affine geometry, curves derived from circles and ellipses share certain properties, the circle
being a particular case of the ellipse. Projective geometry permits generating symmetric curves
from ellipses by affinity with concentric circles (Figure 2). Their perception is grounded in biology
in the sense that most natural objects can be represented in 2D as symmetrically curved shapes
with Euclidean properties of ellipses. Studies comparing between visually perceived curvature by
experts in geometry (architects and design engineers) and non-experts [12] by using symmetric curves
derived from concentric circles by affine projection have shown that their perceived magnitude is
determined by a single geometric parameter, the curves’ aspect ratio. The perceptual responses to such
curves are independent of both expertise and sensory modality, given that tactile sensing by sighted
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blindfolded and congenitally blind observers produces the same results [14]. The symmetry of the
curves, however, is a critical factor to these geometry-based perceptual responses [15]. The aspect ratio
relates the height (sagitta) to the width of a curve, and in symmetric curves of variable size but constant
aspect ratio directly taken from concentric circles (no projection by affinity), perceived curvature is
also constant, in both vision and touch. This observation is directly linked to the phenomenon of
scale-invariance in visual curvature discrimination [20] and the detection and recognition of shapes
in general.

Figure 2. Projective geometry permits generating symmetric curves from ellipses by affinity with
concentric circles. Each such curve may be perceived as a single thing or as a multiple of one and the
same thing in a complex shape or object, as shown here. This perception is grounded in biology in
the sense that most natural objects can be represented as images of symmetrically curved shapes with
the Euclidean properties of ellipses. Symmetric curves yield visual and tactile sensations of curvature
which increase exponentially with the aspect ratio of the curves.

1.2. Reflection and Rotational Shape Symmetry

The role of reflection symmetry in visual perception was pointed out by Gestalt psychologists
at the beginning of the 20th century [21] as a major factor in shape perception. It refers to specific
transformations by transition of points in Euclidean space resulting in mirrored representations.
Axial symmetry e.g., which results from point-by-point mirroring across an axis (f (x, y, z) = f (−x, y, z)),
is an important factor in visual recognition [22–24]. Reflection or mirror symmetry is detected
quickly [25,26] in foveal and in peripheral vision [27]. Vertical mirror symmetry facilitates face
recognition by human [28] and non-human primates [29], and is used by the human visual system as a
second-order cue to perceptual grouping [30].

Rotational symmetry of shape plays an important role in architecture and design. The design of
complex modern spatial structures is a domain of contemporary relevance. Visual-spatial experiments
on expert architects as well as novices have shown that perceiving the rotational symmetry of
partial shapes, which constitute the simplest possible tensegrity (tensile integrity) structure, is an
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important part of our understanding how they are put together. Only once this symmetry is perceived
by the expert or novice, will he/she be able to draw the structure from memory into axonometric or
topological reference frames provided to that effect [31]. Tensegrity structures have inspired current
biological models [32], from the level of single cells to that of the whole human body. They possess
what Mandelbrot [33] called “fractal consistency across spatial scales”, or “fractal iterations”, like those
seen in large trees that appear to be composed of many smaller trees of the same structure.

1.3. Nature-Inspired Design and the Symmetry of “Things in a Thing”

Fractal geometry is also inspired by nature and its many symmetric visual structures like those
found in cells, trees, butterflies and flowers. The term “fractal” was first introduced by Mandelbrot [33]
based on the meaning “broken” or “fractured” (fractus). A fractal may be defined as a complex whole
(object or pattern) that has the same structural characteristics as its constituent parts. The structural
symmetry that results from fractal iterations may be described as the “symmetry of things in a thing”.
The radial symmetry of a sunflower is a choice example of fractal symmetry as it exists in nature.
Behavioural studies have shown that various animal species are naturally attracted to two-dimensional
representations of objects exhibiting flower-like radial symmetry [34,35]. In complex 3D fractal trees,
single fractals (“things”) have a symmetrical counterpart within the whole structure (“the thing”),
which may possess radial symmetry, reflection symmetry and manifold rotational symmetries, like
many objects in nature (plants, snowflakes, etc.) are bound by both reflection and rotational symmetry,
and exhibit multiples of one and the same shape (things) repeated in all directions.

Nature-inspired design occupies an important place in contemporary graphic art, and symmetry
has been identified as a major defining feature of visual beauty, compositional order, and harmony.
Symmetry directly determines aesthetic preferences and the subjectively perceived beauty of
two-dimensional visual images and patterns [36–41], and symmetrical visual patterns are also more
easily remembered and recognized [42–44] compared with asymmetrical ones. Sabatelli et al. [8]
suggested that natural and artistic creative processes rely on common, possibly fractal transformations.
Fractal transformations may describe iterative transitions from simplicity and order (symmetry) to
complexity and chaos (asymmetry). Again, fractal trees seem to be a pertinent example here, where
simple 2D mirror trees (Figure 3) with reflection and/or radial symmetry open an almost infinite
number of possibilities for adding complexity through further transformations leading to complex
projections of 3D structures with multiple rotational symmetries (not shown here).

Whether nature-inspired fractal design appeals to our senses in the same way as the real objects
found in nature was studied by [45], who found that human observers produce highly consistent
aesthetic preference judgments across fractal images produced by nature, algorithm, or by the human
hand. Hagerhall, Purcell, and Taylor [46] found that fractal characteristics of landscape silhouette
outlines reliably predict landscape preferences. Fractal characteristics provide a consistent measure
of complexity, and were shown to account for judgments of perceived beauty in visual art [47].
Here, we make the prediction that the “symmetry of things in a thing” in 2D fractal objects plays
a decisive role in our perception of their aesthetic content and thereby influences visual preference
judgments. Given the multiple levels of complexity of fractal objects, trying to address this question
requires starting with simple examples. For this pilot study here, we created a series of basic fractal
mirror trees based on geometric transformations as shown in Figures 2 and 3. In two psychophysical
experiments, one using an aesthetic rating procedure, the other a preference judgment design, we
tested whether the subjective attractiveness of such trees is affected by different degrees of violation of
symmetry, from an almost imperceptible lack of mirror detail to massive asymmetry.
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Figure 3. Fractal geometry and affine geometry share principles of projection in Euclidean space,
as illustrated in this example here. Fractal trees, inspired by nature, may be defined as complex wholes
where every part repeats itself across multiple fractal iterations, producing “symmetry of things in
a thing”. In the 2D fractal mirror-tree shown here, concentric circles and affine projection are the
mathematical basis for describing structural regularities with vertical reflection (mirror) symmetry,
which has been identified as a major determinant of the visual attractiveness of image configurations.

2. Materials and Methods

The experiments were conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki (1964) and with
the full approval of the corresponding author’s institutional (CNRS) ethics committee. Informed
written consent was obtained from each of the participants. Experimental sessions were organized
following conditions of randomized, trial-by-trial free image viewing using Python for Windows 7 and
a computer with a keyboard and a high resolution monitor. 15 mirror tree images were generated using
a comprehensive vector graphics environment (Adobe Illustrator CC) and computer shape library.

2.1. Subjects

30 observers, ranging in age between 25 and 70 and unaware of the hypotheses of the study,
participated in the experiments. All subjects had normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity.

2.2. Stimuli

The stimuli for the two experiments were generated on the basis of 15 images of fractal trees
drawn in a vector graphics environment (Adobe illustrator CC) using simple principles of 2D geometry,
as shown here above. Five of these images (Figure 4, top row) were mirror trees with vertical
reflection symmetry and perfect symmetry of things in a thing. Five of them (Figure 4, middle row)
were imperfect mirror trees in the sense that their vertical reflection symmetry excluded one of the
elementary parts, which was not mirrored on the right side of the tree. In the asymmetrical images
(Figure 4, bottom row), elementary shapes “growing” on the branches of the left side of the trees were
not mirrored on the right side. The luminance contrast between figures and backgrounds was constant
in the 15 images (same RGB (200, 200, 200) for all figures, same RGB (20, 20, 20) for all backgrounds).
The approximate angular height of a fractal tree was 2.25◦ (vertical mid-axis), the angular width
1.64◦ (horizontal mid-axis). A trial-loop algorithm written in Python for Windows 7 selected the
images or image pairs in random order, and recorded the individual key board responses from the
experimental trials.
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Figure 4. Fifteen images of fractal mirror trees were designed using some of the principles of
transformation shown in Figures 2 and 3. The first five trees (top) possess perfect “symmetry of
things in a thing” across the vertical axis. In the next set of five (middle), the smallest of fractal details
is missing on the right. The remaining five trees (bottom) are asymmetrical. It is noted that in these
tree structures here, only the symmetrical ones (top) appear perceptually complete.

2.3. Task Instructions

In the aesthetic rating experiment, subjects were instructed to type a number on the keyboard
rating the beauty of each of the fifteen individual images on a subjective psychophysical scale from
0 (zero) for “very ugly” to ten (10) for “very beautiful”. In the preference judgment experiment, subjects
were instructed to indicate whether they spontaneously preferred the left (hit “1”) or the right (hit “2”)
of an image pair. Hitting the response key initiated the next image pair. Half of the subjects started
with the rating experiment, the other half with the preference judgment experiment.

2.4. Procedure

Subjects were seated at a distance of about 90 cm from the screen and looked at the center.
The images were displayed centrally and presented in random order. In the aesthetic rating experiment,
each of the 15 images was presented once to each of the 30 subjects. In the preference judgment
experiment, each image from a group of five was paired with its counterpart from the two other
groups, and spatial position in a pair (left/right) was counterbalanced (Figure 5). This produced
30 image pairs with 20 presentations for each figure type (10 times on the left, and 10 times on the right).
The image pairs were displayed in random order and each pair was displayed twice in an individual
session, yielding 60 preference judgments from each of the 30 subjects.

The intervals between stimulus presentations were under the control of the observer, who initiated
the next image presentation by striking a given response key (“1” for “left”, “2” for “right”) on the
computer keyboard. The individual keyboard responses were coded and automatically written into
text files. These were then imported into SYSTAT 11 software for processing and statistical analysis.
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Figure 5. 30 image pairs with 20 presentations for figures of a given type (10 times on the left,
and 10 times on the right). The image pairs were displayed in random order, and each pair was
displayed twice in an individual session, yielding 60 preference judgments from each of the 30 subjects.

3. Results

The raw data were analyzed using Systat/Sigmaplot 11 (Systat Software Inc., 2010, San Jose,
CA, USA). One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) for repeated measures was performed to assess the
statistical significance of differences in means across subjects and figure types: ‘symmetrical’, ‘detail
missing’ and ‘asymmetrical’. In the data from the preference judgment experiment with figure pairs,
a first check of the means showed no effect of secondary variables such as the spatial position (left vs.
right) of figures of a type in a pair (Mleft = 4.92 vs. Mright = 5.07), or the order (first vs. second) in which
a judgment was formed in response to a figure pair (Mfirst = 5.02 vs. Msecond = 4.95).

3.1. Aesthetic Ratings

The results of the ANOVA on average aesthetic ratings for each individual as a function of the
three figure types are given in Table 1. The table summarizes, for each figure type, the sample size (N),
the mean (M), the standard error (SEM), and the F value and its probability limits (p). Effect sizes in
terms of differences between the means (dM), and the corresponding t values and probability limits for
each paired comparison are given. From the results in Table 1 we conclude that symmetrical figures
received a significantly higher average aesthetic rating compared with figures where a small detail
was missing, which received a significantly higher average aesthetic rating than the asymmetrical
figures. A graphic representation of these effects is shown below in Figure 6.
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Table 1. Results from the one-way repeated measures ANOVA on aesthetic ratings for each of the
three figure types: Number of observations (N) per figure type, means (M) and standard errors (SEM),
and the F value with probability limits (p) are given. Effect sizes, t values and the corresponding
probability limits are given at the bottom.

One Way Repeated Measures Analysis of Variance
AESTHETIC RATINGS

Treatment N M SEM

Symmetrical 30 6.347 0.222
Detail missing 30 4.487 0.258
Asymmetrical 30 3.053 0.308

Source of Variation DF F p

Between Subjects 29 - -
Between Treatments 2 64.323 <0.001

Residual 58 - -
Total 89 - -

Comparison dM t p

Symmetrical vs. Asymmetrical 3.293 11.311 <0.001
Symmetrical vs. Detail missing 1.860 6.388 <0.001

Detail missing vs. Asymmetrical 1.433 4.923 <0.001

Figure 6. Average aesthetic ratings on a scale between zero and ten are shown as a function of the
figure type.

3.2. Preference Judgments

The SYSTAT results of the ANOVA on average preference judgments of each individual as a
function of the three figure types are summarized in Table 2. The table shows, for each figure type, the
sample size (N), the mean (M), the standard error (SEM), and the F value and probability limits (p).
Effect sizes in terms of differences between the means (dM), and the corresponding t values and
probability limits for each paired comparison are given.
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Table 2. Results from the one-way ANOVA for repeated measures of preference judgments for each of
the three figure types.

One Way Repeated Measures Analysis of Variance
PREFERENCES

Treatment N M SEM

Symmetrical 30 8.942 0.163
Detail missing 30 4.542 0.094
Asymmetrical 30 1.517 0.145

Source of Variation DF F p

Between Subjects 29 - -
Between Treatments 2 195.399 <0.001

Residual 58 - -
Total 89 - -

Comparison dM t p

Symmetrical vs. Asymmetrical 7.425 31.299 <0.001
Symmetrical vs. Detail missing 4.400 18.547 <0.001

Detail missing vs. Asymmetrical 3.025 12.751 <0.001

From the results in Table 2 we conclude that symmetrical figures were significantly more often
preferred than figures with a detail missing, which were significantly more often preferred than
asymmetrical figures. These observations are fully consistent with the effects on aesthetic ratings
shown in Figure 6.

4. Discussion

As illustrated by examples from the introduction here above, shape sensation and perception
can be related to affine design geometry [15,19,21,22,48,49]. The topology and geometry of fractal
objects is controlled in similar ways, as shown in the fractal mirror trees used as stimuli here. The
findings show that the smallest “fractal” deviation from perfect “symmetry of things in a thing” in
basic mirror trees (any computer shape library can generate them) with vertical reflection symmetry
when no fractals are removed, significantly diminishes subjectively perceived beauty and visual
preference. These results confirm previous observations from aesthetic perception studies using
different two-dimensional configurations [36–41]. Perfectly symmetrical trees also produced the
strongest consensual results, for both subjective aesthetic ratings and visual preferences, while the
ones with a small detail missing and the asymmetrical trees produced more disparate data, indicating
higher uncertainty (i.e., less confidence) in the subjects’ perceptual responses.

In the experiments here, subjects could look at the figures or pairs for as long as they wanted
to make a perceptual decision and no instruction to respond as swiftly as possible were given, as is
often the case in reaction time studies. Reaction times were not measured here. It is to be noted that
aesthetic ratings and preference judgments may be driven by low-level heuristics or by higher order
cognitive processes [50,51]. Measuring reaction times in future studies will be useful to shed light on
how one or the other type of processing may have influenced response strategies. Whenever a figure
was symmetrical here, it was also perceptually complete; whenever it was not, it was perceptually
incomplete. Using simple response heuristics based on this kind of local detail analysis instead of
forming an overall global aesthetic appreciation, for example, would certainly yield faster responses.
A way of disentangling perceptual completeness and symmetry in the stimuli is to include a group
of perceptually incomplete but symmetrical figures, like fractal trees with a local detail missing on
both sides.

In nature, it is difficult to find complete things which do not have at least one axis of mirror or
reflection symmetry. On the other hand, things which are incomplete and at the same time symmetrical
are very hard to find. Our aesthetic preferences are well-primed for symmetrical objects [41], yet results
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from earlier studies [52] suggest that things may not be that simple when complexity and symmetry are
weighed against each other, and when socio-cultural factors are brought into the equation. Personality
and creativity [30,53,54] have been identified as two such variables. Highly creative individuals may
have a stronger tendency to prefer asymmetrical objects, especially when these exhibit high levels of
complexity, as in the case of fractal objects with multiple rotational symmetries, for example.

Recent work has highlighted that our aesthetic appreciation is essentially dynamic [55,56],
and involves reflexive processes which drive cultural evolution and changes in the Zeitgeist, or what
the French call l’esprit du temps. The human mind has the ability to master perceptual input which
challenges current preferences (otherwise, creative fashion designers would go out of business).
By way of cognitive processes these preferences may be overruled and replaced by new ones. Recent
studies [51] have identified double mechanisms of preference formation. One is reflected by an
immediate and basically conservative perceptual response to what is familiar [57], or deemed the
current aesthetic norm, the other by a slowly strengthening disposition to adopt what is new, unusual,
or challenging. As pointed out earlier [8], symmetry stands for order, asymmetry for disorder.
Their dual subjective appreciation is likely to influence preferences.

Fractal objects offer new perspectives for research on complementary aspects of symmetry and
asymmetry in processes of increasing complexity, including processes of visual perception. Fractals are
different from other geometric figures because of the way in which they scale across multiple iterations,
yielding increasingly complex repetitive structures which are symmetrical by nature. Fractal symmetry
is also referred to as “expanding symmetry” or “evolving symmetry,” especially if replication is exactly
the same at every scale, as in a detailed pattern that repeats itself across multiple fractal iterations.
For the visual scientist, this opens many perspectives as it permits the finely controlled manipulation of
each and every shape detail in a given configuration and thereby allows creating visual stimuli where
variations in complexity and symmetry can be effectively weighed against each other in further studies.

5. Conclusions

The visual attractiveness of 2D fractal design shapes greatly depends on the “symmetry of things
in a thing” in configurations with simple geometry, as shown in this pilot study here on the example of
a few very basic fractal mirror-trees. In simple displays, which are often surprisingly well suited for
probing the most complex perceptual mechanisms [58], the smallest fractal deviation from a perfect
“symmetry of things in a thing” is shown here to have significantly negative effects on subjectively
perceived beauty and preference judgments. These findings are to encourage further studies with more
sophisticated fractal design objects, and an increasingly large number of fractal iterations, producing
more and more complex 2D mirror designs, and shapes with increasing levels of rotational symmetry in
3D. Such design objects are ideally suited for a numerically controlled manipulation of the “symmetry
of things in a thing”, and can be tailored for investigating complex interactions between symmetry
and complexity in their effects on visual sensation and aesthetic perception.

Conflicts of Interest: The author declares no conflict of interest.
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Abstract: Symmetry is a salient aspect of biological and man-made objects, and has a central
role in perceptual organization. Two studies investigate the role of opposition and identicalness
in shaping adults’ naïve idea of “symmetry”. In study 1, both verbal descriptions of symmetry
(either provided by the participants or selected from among alternatives presented by the
experimenter) and configurations drawn as exemplars of symmetry were studied. In study 2, a pair
comparison task was used. Both studies focus on configurations formed by two symmetrical
shapes (i.e., between-objects symmetry). Three main results emerged. The explicit description
of symmetry provided by participants generally referred to features relating to the relationship
perceived between the two shapes and not to geometrical point-by-point transformations. Despite
the fact that people tended to avoid references to opposition in their verbal definition of symmetry
in study 1, the drawings that they did to represent their prototypical idea of symmetry manifested
opposition as a basic component. This latter result was confirmed when the participants were asked
to select the definition (in study 1) or the configuration (in study 2) that best fitted with their idea of
symmetry. In conclusion, identicalness is an important component in people’s naïve idea of symmetry,
but it does not suffice: opposition complements it.

Keywords: visual symmetry; bilateral symmetry; identicalness; opposition; between-objects
symmetry; mirror-reflected pairs; mirrors

1. Introduction

The perception of symmetry has always been an intriguing subject for psychologists (for a review,
see [1,2]). It has also been studied in relation to aesthetics (e.g., [3–9]) and, in recent times,
to neuroscience [10,11].

Various studies have consistently demonstrated higher sensitivity (from the age of about four
months) for bilateral symmetry around a vertical axis even at very short exposure times [12–15] and in
various sense modalities [16,17]. Some studies have shown that the ability to detect mirror symmetry
around a particular axis depends on the frequencies of various different orientations within a block
of trials (e.g., [14,18]). This implies that the effect of orientation on the detection of symmetry is not
completely determined by a fixed neural architecture in the visual system but can be modulated
by scanning or attentional strategies. These findings do not negate the aforementioned preference
for bilateral symmetry around a vertical axis, they indicate that it may be necessary to adjust the
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hypotheses regarding the causes of the phenomena. Since the structure of the ecological world and
of artifacts is predominantly bilateral around a vertical axis, the preference for this type of symmetry
might depend on exposure.

As noted by Wagemans ([19], p. 346), much of what is known about the effects of several factors
on human detection of symmetry (thanks to decades of experimental work) has been inspired by
phenomenological observation. Regularity, for example, defined as the salience or perceptual strength
of a given pattern, is a classic phenomenological notion (or Gestalt notion) which has inspired a large
number of studies on symmetry (e.g., [20–33]). The study described in this paper starts from a similar
basis with the aim of analyzing whether and to what extent two phenomenological relationships,
namely opposition and identicalness, are salient components of adults’ naïve idea of symmetry.

Identicalness, opposition, similarity and diversity are directly perceived relationships, which are
basic to human perception and categorization [34–42]. Every time we make a comparison between two
stimuli these relationships inevitably emerge. Therefore, a reasonable question for a psychologist to ask
concerns the relationship which is perceived between two shapes recognized as being “symmetrical”
(e.g., Figure 1). This has been referred to as “between-object” symmetry to distinguish it from
“within-object” symmetry, i.e., when a single figure is involved and symmetry exists between its
individual parts [43,44].

Independently of whether we are talking of a within-object symmetry or between-object symmetry,
in geometrical terms symmetry is an isometry, that is, it is a transformation that maps elements to the
same or another metric space such that the distance between the elements in the new metric space
is equal to the distance between the elements in the original metric space (usually assumed to be
bijective). There are four plane isometries: reflection, rotation, translation and glide reflection. Here
we focus on reflection and we will reserve the word symmetry for reflectional symmetry. According to
a standard definition (see Figure 1): “a spatial configuration is symmetrical with respect to a given
plane E if it is carried into itself by reflection in E. Take any line l perpendicular to E and any point p on
l: there exists one and only one point p’ on l which has the same distance from E but lies on the other
side. The point p’ coincides with p only if p is on E. Reflection in E is that mapping of space upon itself,
S: p → p’, that carries the arbitrary point p into its mirror image p’ with respect to E” ([45], pp. 4–5).

Figure 1. The point by point transformation underlying the geometry of mirror symmetry (around
a vertical axis). “Take any line l perpendicular to E and any point p on l ( . . . ). Reflection in E is that
mapping of space upon itself, S: p → p’, that carries the arbitrary point p into its mirror image p’ with
respect to E” ([45], pp. 4–5).

Is this what people have in mind when they think of “symmetry”? In Euclidean geometry and
its applications, any reference to qualitative features which reveal experiential spatial constructs
are eliminated and replaced by abstract entities, definitions and terms. Conversely, the objective of
Experimental Phenomenology (e.g., [46–49]) is to identify, describe and define the properties and
relationships that are salient from the point of view of human direct experiences. The constructs
of “symmetry”, “identicalness” and “opposition” which are used in this paper, as well as those of
“regularity” or “goodness” which have been used in relation to symmetry, are all connected with this
theoretical perspective. In particular, we hypothesize that since bilateral symmetry is modelled on
a mirror reflection and since identicalness and opposition are salient features (as reviewed in Section 2),
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opposition and identicalness should emerge as a salient integral part of people’s perception and mental
representation of “symmetry”. The two studies presented in this paper test this hypothesis.

From Mirrors to Mirror Symmetry

Studies in the field of naïve optics [50] have revealed that when people are asked to determine the
reflected world from the “real world” they do not rely on the optical-geometrical point-by-point rule
(shown in Figure 1) even though they have explicit knowledge of this [50,51]. This is the same as the
evidence found in studies on naïve or intuitive Physics concerning movement. It was discovered that
when adults are asked to make predictions about simple physical phenomena—for example the case of
free falling objects [52–55], the trajectory of objects which have been thrown [56,57] or the orientation
of the surface of liquids in variously inclined containers [58,59]—many observers forget about what
they have learnt in school. Instead they base their responses on prototypical models that they have in
mind [60].

Among the proposals put forward to explain the systematic mistakes that adults make when
asked to predict the behavior of reflections (e.g., [61–64]) one concerns the hypothesis that people
think of reflections in terms of Identity and/or Opposition [65–67]. Most of the errors made [67–69]
are compatible with a generalization of the rule which states that “the reflection does the same”
(see Figure 2c) and/or “the reflection does the opposite” (see Figure 2b), which forms the basis of
the macroscopic geometry of the relationship seen between a “real object” and its reflection ([67]
(studies 4–5), [70]).

Figure 2. Some errors emerged in tasks which required participants to predict the location and direction
of motion in a reflection: (a) when the “real” person moved parallel to a vertical mirror on a wall,
many people expected her reflection to appear at the farther edge of the mirror walking towards the
“real person”; (b,c) when the “real person” moved at an angle towards a mirror, some people expected
the reflection to move along the same trajectory with an opposite orientation (b) or along the same
trajectory but with an identical orientation (c).

When people observe simple objects positioned in front of a vertical plane mirror or in motion at
various angles of incidence towards or away from the mirror, descriptions such as “the reflection has
an identical orientation/direction of motion” or “the reflection has an opposites orientation/direction
of motion as compared to that of the real object” are judged to be accurate (see [67] studies 4–5).
Similarly, when naïve observers see their own image in a plane mirror (or another person’s image),
they report that they perceive the orientation of the reflection to be opposite with respect to the real
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body [70]. The fact that our left arm in the reflection is our right arm is a visual characteristic which
we notice, especially when we are encouraged to focus on the lateralization of our body. However,
we also immediately notice that we are facing in one direction (e.g., north) while the reflection is
facing the opposite direction (i.e., south) and when we walk towards the mirror, the person in the
reflection moves in the opposite direction (i.e., representing opposition on the sagittal axis). When the
mirror is on the wall to the side of an observer, the reflection has an identical sagittal and gravitational
orientation with respect to the real person but is opposite in terms of the coronal axis; if the person
then moves laterally to his/her right (e.g., eastwards), the reflection moves in the opposite direction
(i.e., to the left and westwards). If the observer then positions him/herself on top of a mirror lying on
the floor, he/she again perceives the reflection as having an opposite orientation along the gravitational
axes (as the reflection is upside-down). In all of these conditions, the orientation of the reflection is
consistently described as “opposite” (rather than “identical”, “similar”, or “different”) in a percentage
of cases ranging between 80% and 100% of the participants, depending on the position of the mirror
(see [70], Figure 3). This concurs with the fact that participants in mirror tasks describe their reflection

as “identical” to themselves when looking at their reflection in a mirror set vertically in front of them or
to their side, or as “opposite” or “similar” to themselves when looking at their reflection in a mirror set
horizontally under their feet [70]. These findings are in agreement with studies carried out with various
types of visual stimuli which show that transforming the orientation of something into its opposite
orientation guarantees an overall perception of clear contrast and clear invariance at the same time,
and these seem to be the two conditions which are necessary for the relationship between two things or
events to be specifically recognized as contrary/opposite, rather than generically different [34,35,71].

In this study, we posed the question of whether the fact that reflections are phenomenally
associated with the recognition of identity and opposition (as mentioned above) can be generalized to
the naïve idea of symmetry, which adults have in mind. If so, the configurations that people consider to
be good examples of a “symmetrical configuration” should reveal not only identity but also opposition.
In other words, they should look more like those shown on the right side in Figure 3 than those shown
on the left.

Figure 3. Mirror symmetry applied to configurations that have different symmetrical structures.
On the left: shapes which are symmetrical along the axis parallel to the mirror minimize the perception
of contrariety (which remains relative only to the position of the shapes, i.e., one to the left and the other
to the right of the mirror axis) and maximize perception of identicalness. On the right: shapes which
are symmetrical only with respect to the axis which is orthogonal to the mirror axis but which are
asymmetrical with respect to the axis parallel to the mirror axis make the opposite orientation easier to
see (for farther explanations, see text).

The configurations displayed in Figure 3 are, from a geometrical point of view, equally valid
examples of reflections around a vertical axis. However, the configurations on the left look identical and
the only recognizable element of opposition concerns the localization of the two shapes with respect
to the mirror axis. Conversely, the configurations on the right show opposition as they show shapes
which are oppositely oriented. If visible opposition, in addition to visible identity, is an important
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component of people’s naïve idea of symmetry, then these configurations would not be equally good
and we should expect those on the right to be better examples.

2. Study 1

The aim of this study was to ascertain how important the role of identicalness and opposition is in
the explicit idea (i.e., verbal description) and implicit idea (i.e., mental representation or “prototypical
mental image” in Yates et al.’s terms [60]) that naïve subjects have of symmetry. The former was
assessed by asking participants to verbally describe the features characterizing two symmetrical shapes
(the 1st question in the experiment) and at the end of the session, requesting them to choose which
description out of three fit in best with their idea of symmetry (the 4th question). The implicit idea of
symmetry was tested by assessing the drawings done by the participants as examples of their idea of
symmetry (the 2nd and 3rd questions).

Since we were interested in understanding the relational aspects which characterize two
symmetrical figures and to prevent the participants from simply drawing stereotypical images of
symmetry such as a butterfly or a human face, we asked them to draw configurations consisting of
two shapes which were symmetrical to each other.

We expected explicit and implicit descriptions to be related, but not necessarily to coincide.
For example, participants might omit explicit references to opposition in their verbal description in
response to question 1, but then draw configurations that manifest the opposite orientation of two
figures (as those represented on the right in Figure 3) or, conversely, give verbal descriptions referring
to the opposition component and then draw configurations that do not display opposition (such as the
configurations on the left in Figure 3). Since we hypothesize that opposition is a structural implicit
component of symmetry, we anticipated that the former expectation would be more likely to occur.

The drawings were analyzed according to a series of features of interest for the purposes of this
study. These concerned, first of all, the shape of the figures forming the configuration (i.e., were they
symmetrical or asymmetrical?) and the orientation of the two shapes with respect to the mirror axis.
The reason why these features are important will become evident in Figure 4. The Figure represents
various examples of symmetrical configurations around a vertical mirror axis, black circles in the first
row, isosceles triangles in the second row and isosceles triangles with a piece missing in the third row.
The difference between these concerns: (i) the structure of the shapes forming the configuration in terms
of whether they are symmetrical or asymmetrical and the orientation of the shapes with respect to the
mirror axis (0◦, 20◦, or 90◦). The structure of the shapes (symmetry or lack of symmetry) is defined
by two internal axes which are orthogonal to each other, represented by dashed lines in Figure 4.
The orientation of the shapes with respect to the mirror axis is determined by three different angles:
in the first column (0◦), the shapes are positioned so that one of the internal axes is parallel and the
other is orthogonal to the mirror axis; in the second column, the shapes have been rotated by 20◦ with
respect to the original position and in the third column, they have been rotated by 90◦ with respect to
the original position.

If the shapes forming the configuration are symmetrical with respect to both of their internal axes
(Sym in Figure 4), it is impossible for the two shapes to be oppositely oriented, whatever their position
with respect to the mirror axis is. Conversely, if the shapes are symmetrical with respect to one axis
but asymmetrical with respect to the other axis (Asym 1 in Figure 4), it is only when the shapes are
positioned so that their internal axis of symmetry is parallel to the mirror axis (i.e., Asym 1 at 0◦ in
Figure 4) that the two shapes look identical to each other. In all other positions, the two shapes display
an opposite orientation and this becomes particularly salient when the internal axis of symmetry is
orthogonal to the mirror axis (i.e., Asym 1 at 90◦ in Figure 4). If the shapes are asymmetrical with
respect to both of their internal axes (Asym 2 in Figure 4), it is impossible for them to be organized in
such a way that they look identical and do not display an opposite orientation.

In order to determine whether opposition was visually evident or masked in the participants’
drawings, it was therefore critical to analyze the shapes in terms of whether they were Sym, Asym
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1 or Asym 2 and, in the case of shapes with one internal axis of symmetry (i.e., Asym 1), to analyze
how the participants positioned them with respect to the mirror axis, i.e., whether the internal axis of
symmetry was parallel to the mirror axis, as in the 0◦ column in Figure 4, or orthogonal to the mirror
axis, as in the 90◦ column in Figure 4.

Figure 4. The differences in perceptual impact of rotating the black shapes (original position: 0◦) by,
respectively, 20◦ and 90◦ angles with respect to the “mirror axis” (the solid vertical line). The dashed
lines indicate the two internal orthogonal symmetry axes. The shapes in the first row (Sym) are
symmetrical with respect to both their internal axes (indicated by small dashes); the shapes in the
second row (Asym 1) are symmetrical with respect to one axis (small dashes) and asymmetrical with
respect to the other axis (large dashes) and the shapes in the third row (Asym 2) are asymmetrical with
respect to both internal axes (large dashes). For a further explanation, see the text.

We also took into consideration, in the case of shapes that clearly pointed in a particular direction,
whether there was a preference for divergent or convergent patterns. Furthermore, we explored
whether the mirror axis of the prototypical configurations that the participants had in mind was more
frequently oriented vertically. If so, we further investigated how robust this aspect was in terms of
whether it was invariant in both drawings.

2.1. Materials and Method

2.1.1. Participants

109 undergraduate students of Psychology and Education at the University of Verona, Italy
(mean age 21.2; 74 females; 35 males). The study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the
University of Verona as the local ethics committee responsible and was conducted in accordance with
the Declaration of Helsinki (revised 2008). All participants gave their written informed consent in
accordance with the local ethics committee requirements.

2.1.2. Materials

A 5 page booklet with each page containing a different request:

(1) How would you define the relationship between two symmetrical shapes?

(2) Draw a clear example of your idea of two symmetrical shapes.

(3) Draw another clear example (radically different from the first two) of your idea of two symmetrical shapes.

(4) Which of the following three definitions best describes your idea of symmetry?
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(a) Two identical shapes

(b) Two opposite shapes

(c) Two identical and opposite shapes

The order of the four questions was the same for all participants; the order of the three definitions
in question four was randomized between participants.

2.1.3. Procedure

The experiment was conducted at the beginning of a class on a topic which was totally unrelated
to the issue. Participants were seated 6 seats apart in order to prevent them from influencing each
other. Each participant received a booklet. They were told to start from the first page and move to
the next one only after having completed the previous page. There were no time limits. All of the
participants took less than 10 min to complete the task.

2.1.4. Statistical Analysis

Responses were analyzed using Generalized Mixed effect Models (GLMM) [72]. All of the
variables analyzed in Study 1 are categorical variables. Responses were coded binomially (i.e., in terms
of use or non-use of each level of the categorical variable), and binomial family GLMMs (with logit
link function) were then conducted on the frequency of use of each level of the categorical variable
(i.e., proportion of use over non-use). Mixed effect models allowed us to deal with the variability
between participants as a Random effect. In cases involving significant main effects or interactions,
post-hoc tests using the Bonferroni correction were conducted and estimates were made of both the
non-standardized size of the effect (i.e., EST, which indicates the log odd ratio) and the standardized
size of the effect (i.e., Cohen’s index d; see [73–75]).

All analyses were carried out using the statistical software program R 3.3.1, with the “lme4”,
“car”, “lsmeans”, and “effects” packages. We performed Mixed Model ANOVA Tables (Type 3 tests)
via likelihood ratio tests implemented in the “afex” package.

2.1.5. Results

In this section, we will focus first on the verbal descriptions of symmetry given by the participants
in answer to question 1 and chosen in question 4; then we will analyze the drawings showing examples
of the idea of symmetry (questions 2 and 3). Lastly, we will assess any association between the verbal
descriptions in questions 1 and 4 and the drawings.

(I) Verbal descriptions of symmetry

The definitions produced by the participants in response to question 1 were classified into different
categories based on their content. The categories were defined by the experimenters after an initial
inspection of the responses. The classification was then conducted by two independent judges based
on these categories (with almost perfect agreement, Cohen’s κ index = 0.92). Four responses were
excluded from the analyses since they were either missing or tautological. The categories are listed in
Table 1, together with some examples of descriptions and the frequency of each category. Less than
3% of the descriptions given by the participants referred to a point-by-point transformation such that
shown in Figure 1 (see category a in Table 1). All the other responses referred to features relating to the
relationship perceived between the two shapes.

A GLMM (binomial family) tested whether some types of description were more frequently
given and this turned out to be the case (χ2

(7, 105) = 77.189, p < 0.0001, see top graph in Figure 5).
As post-hoc tests revealed, responses referring exclusively to the sameness of the two symmetrical
shapes (either in general, or specifying that they were the same in terms of shape and/or size—see
examples of the descriptions under the category b in Table 1) were significantly more frequent than all
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of the other response categories except for those responses which made exclusive and explicit reference
to a specular configuration (i.e., category c in Table 1; EST = 9.074, SE = 0.309, z-ratio = 2.934, p = 0.093).

The findings were as follows:

(a) Exclusive references to Sameness were significantly more frequent than references to both
Sameness and Opposition (categories b versus f in Table 1: EST = 1.292, SE = 0.334, z-ratio = 3.863,
p = 0.003, d = 0.376);

(b) The two most frequent types of description (i.e., categories b and c in Table 1), which together
amount to 61% of the total number of responses, do not explicitly refer to opposition;

(c) Only one response (i.e., less than 1%) mentioned the opposition component exclusively
(category e in Table 1: “Two symmetrical shapes are two opposite shapes”);

(d) Overall Opposition, in one way or another (i.e., categories e, f, and g in Table 1) was mentioned
in only 20 out of the 105 descriptions collected (i.e., 19.04%).

These results suggest that the perception of opposition was not prominent in the verbal definitions.

Figure 5. Effect plot of the proportional use of each of the various response categories for question 1
(top graph) or chosen from among the three alternatives in question 4 (bottom graph). Proportions
are reported on a logit link scale (as computed by the GLMMs described in the main text). Error bars
represent a 95% confidence interval.

A different picture emerged in the case of responses to question 4, for which participants were
asked to choose which out of the three descriptions (“Two identical shapes”, “Two opposite shapes” and
“Two identical and opposite shapes”) best fitted their idea of symmetry (χ2

(2, 109) = 48.769, p < 0.0001;
see bottom graph in Figure 5). “Identical and Opposite” was more frequently chosen as compared
to exclusive references to Opposition (EST = 4.564, SE = 0.741, z-ratio = 6.159, p < 0.0001, d = 0.601)
but “Identical and Opposite” was also more frequently chosen as compared to exclusive references to
Identicalness (EST = 1.250, SE = 0.284, z-ratio = 4.398, p < 0.001, d = 0.429).
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Table 1. The categories used to classify the definitions of symmetry produced by the participants in
study 1 (in response to question 1). Examples of each type of description and the frequency of each
category are presented.

Types of Descriptions Examples Counts (and %)

a. Geometrical
[Shapes with corresponding points at the same
distance from the axis of symmetry]

3 (2.9%)

b. Same
[Identical shapes] [Perfectly overlapping shapes]
[Identical, coincident shapes] [shapes of the same
form] [Shapes of the same form and size]

42 (40.0%)

c. Mirror [Specular shapes] [Reflected shapes] 22 (21.0%)

d. Same + Mirror
[Shapes with same form and size, specular to each
other] [Similar shapes, as if reflected in a mirror]
[Specular/shapes with the same characteristics]

11 (10.5%)

e. Opposite [Two opposite shapes] 1 (1.0%)

f. Same + Opposite

[Identical shapes, but with one reversed with respect
to the other] [Same but contrary shapes] [Same and
opposite shapes] [Shapes with the same features but
which are inverted left to right]

16 (15.2%)

g. Same + Opposite + Mirror
[Reflected shapes: identical but reversed] [Specular
shapes: identical but inverted] [Equal and opposite
shapes, as if reflected in a mirror]

3 (2.9%)

h. Other
[Two shapes, one near the other] [Shapes which are
parallel to each other]

7 (6.7%)

Total 105

Missing (missing responses or tautological responses) 4

(II) Prototypical representations

The following analyses was conducted on 76 of the first drawings and 75 of the second drawings
(some of them are shown in Figure 6). The other drawings were not considered either because they
showed only one shape and not two as requested or because they were incorrect (i.e., they did not
display symmetry). The latter was the case for 6 (i.e., 5.5%) of the drawings done as a first representation
and 8 (i.e., 7%) of the drawings done as a second representation.

For all the variables considered in the following analyses, the assessment of the drawings
was conducted by two independent judges, with inter-rater agreement ranging from very good
(Cohen’s κ = 0.84) to excellent (Cohen’s κ = 0.94).

Figure 6. Some of the drawings done by the participants as examples of their idea of symmetry (in
response to questions 2 or 3).

Mirror axis: vertical, horizontal or oblique? A GLMM was performed to analyze the orientation of
the mirror axis in relation to the two drawings (first and second). A main effect of Orientation of the
mirror axis emerged (χ2

(2, 86) = 123.448, p < 0.0001). As shown in Figure 7 (top graph), participants
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more frequently drew configurations displaying a Vertical mirror axis than a Horizontal mirror
axis (EST = −3.855, SE = 0.392; z-ratio = −9.843, p < 0.0001, d = −1.061), which in turn was more
frequently used than an Oblique mirror axis (EST = 1.835, SE = 0.685, z-ratio = 2.678, p = 0.022,
d = 0.288). As shown in the central graph in Figure 7 (which shows the interaction between Drawing
and Orientation: χ2

(2, 87) = 14.677, p = 0.0006), this distribution held for both the first and the second
drawings. However, configurations displaying a horizontal mirror axis tended to be drawn more
frequently in the second drawing as compared to the first (EST = −1.666, SE = 0.592; z-ratio = −2.816,
p = 0.07, d = 0.274).

A combined analysis of the two drawings done by each participant was performed to determine
whether the participants had used vertical axes in both drawings, horizontal axes in both drawings or
had opted for a mixed solution. This allowed us to assess how robust the idea of a specific orientation of
the mirror axis was in the participants’ minds. A combined GLMM was conducted on the mirror axes
in Drawings 1 and 2 and the results are represented in the bottom graph in Figure 7 (χ2

(4, 56) = 57.357,
p < 0.0001). As confirmed by the post-hoc tests, the most frequent orientation was vertical in both the
first and second drawings (EST = 3.152, SE = 0.58, z-ratio = 5.352, p < 0.0001, d = 0.715) despite the fact
that participants had been explicitly told in the instructions that the second drawing should present
a radically different example of symmetry to the first drawing.
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Figure 7. Effect plots of the Orientation of the mirror axis in the configurations drawn by participants.
Top graph: Main effect of mirror axis Orientation. Central graph: interaction between mirror axis
Orientation and Drawing. Bottom graph: Main effect of a combined analysis of the two drawings done
by each participant. In all plots, error bars represent a 95% confidence interval.

Symmetrical or asymmetrical shapes? The shapes in the drawings were classified according to
whether they were symmetrical around both their vertical and horizontal axes (see the configurations
in the top row in Figures 4 and 6), asymmetrical with respect to both the vertical and horizontal axes
(see the configurations in the third row in Figure 4 and in the third and fourth rows in Figure 6) or
symmetrical around one axis and asymmetrical with respect to the other (see the configurations in
the second row in Figures 4 and 6). As explained in the introduction of the study, when commenting
on Figure 4, the symmetry/asymmetry of the shape is relevant since opposition emerges only with
shapes which are asymmetrical with respect to at least one axis.

A GLMM was conducted to analyze the shapes in the two drawings according to the level of
Symmetry/Asymmetry they displayed. The main effect of Symmetry/Asymmetry was confirmed
(χ2

(2, 86) = 17.758, p < 0.0001), with no interaction with Drawing (χ2
(2, 86) = 2.412, p = 0.299). As shown

in Figure 8, the drawings were based on asymmetrical shapes in the majority of cases: asymmetrical
shapes (either Asym 1 or Asym 2) constituted around 75% of the total, including both the first and
second exemplars. Perfectly symmetrical shapes, i.e., shapes that minimized the opposition component,
accounted for less than 25% of the configurations.

Post hoc tests revealed that participants had a preference for shapes which were symmetrical
around one axis and asymmetrical around the other axis (i.e., Asym 1 in Figures 4 and 8). This was
more frequent than either perfectly symmetrical figures (EST = 1.113, SE = 0.264, z-ratio = 4.208,
p < 0.0001, d = 0.453) or figures which were asymmetrical with respect to both the horizontal and
vertical axes (EST = 0.600, SE = 0.248, z-ratio = 2.414, p < 0.05, d = 0.260).

How were the shapes which were symmetrical around one axis (i.e., Asym 1) oriented with respect to the

mirror axis? We analyzed the positioning of the shapes when they were symmetrical with respect to one
axis and asymmetrical with respect to the other axis (i.e., Asym 1, see the configurations in the second
row in Figures 4 and 6). We studied whether the opposite orientation of the shapes was manifested
(i.e., with the symmetrical axis orthogonal to the mirror axis) or absent (i.e., with the symmetrical axis
parallel to the mirror).

We performed another GLMM on the Orientation of the shapes (both the first and second
Drawing) with respect to the Mirror axis (Parallel or Orthogonal). A main effect of Orientation
emerged (χ2

(1, 57) = 38.572, p < 0.0001). As shown in Figure 9, participants more frequently positioned
the shapes with their internal axis of symmetry orthogonal with respect to the mirror axis rather than
parallel to it (EST = 3.434, SE = 0.516, z-ratio = 6.657, p < 0.0001, d = 0.882). This means that they chose
a configuration that made the opposite orientation of the two shapes evident.
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Figure 8. Effect plot of the use of symmetrical and asymmetrical shapes in the drawings done by
the participants to exemplify their idea of a “symmetrical configuration” (Asym 2 = asymmetrical
with respect to both the vertical and horizontal axes; Asym 1 = symmetrical around one axis and
asymmetrical with respect to the other; Sym = symmetrical with respect to both the vertical and
horizontal axes). Error bars represent a 95% confidence interval.

Figure 9. Effect plot of the Orientation (Orthogonal or Parallel) of the internal axis of symmetry
of the shapes drawn by participants with respect to the mirror axis. Two examples of orthogonal
configurations are shown on the left and one example of parallel configuration is shown on the right.
Error bars represent a 95% confidence interval.

A further GLMM was conducted to ascertain whether, in cases in which the two shapes pointed
in a direction which was orthogonal to the mirror, the participants more frequently drew two shapes
pointing away from the mirror axis (i.e., a divergent configuration) or two shapes pointing towards
the mirror axis (i.e., a convergent configuration). No significant effect of Convergent/Divergent
Orientation emerged, either as a main effect (χ2

(1, 43) = 1.490, p < 0.222), or interacting with Drawing,
(χ2

(1, 43) = 0.043, p = 0.835).
(III) Associations between verbal and iconic descriptions

We wondered whether there was an association between the descriptions given in answer to
question 1 or selected from among alternatives in question 4 and the drawings. In particular, we wished
to determine whether definitions which made reference exclusively to identicalness were associated
with drawings showing shapes that maximized identicalness and minimized opposition (i.e., perfectly
symmetrical shapes, i.e., Sym) and, conversely, definitions that mentioned an opposition component
were associated with drawings showing asymmetrical shapes (i.e., Asym 1 and Asym 2).

We created a new three level variable labelled Iconic Pair to further classify the shapes in the
drawings: (1) both shapes symmetrical (i.e., Sym); (2) both shapes asymmetrical (i.e., Asym 1 or Asym
2) and (3) mixed, i.e., one symmetrical (i.e., Sym) and the other asymmetrical (i.e., Asym 1 or Asym 2).
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A first GLMM was carried out to determine whether there was any association between Iconic
Pair levels and the responses to question 1 which had been re-coded according to three Categories:
responses referring exclusively to identicalness (i.e., category b in Table 1); responses referring explicitly
to Opposition (i.e., categories e + f + g in Table 1) and responses generically referring to a specular
configuration, without mentioning opposition (categories c and d in Table 1). The interaction between
the response categories in question 1 and the three Iconic Pair levels turned out to be significant
(χ2

(4, 57) = 9.353, p = 0.05). A second GLMM was then carried out to assess any association between the
Iconic Pair levels and the responses to question 4 (Identical; Identical and Opposite; Opposite). In this
case, too, the interaction between the responses to question 4 and the Iconic Pair levels turned out to
be significant (χ2

(4, 57) = 27.312, p < 0.0001).
We used mosaic plots to represent the association between the two variables [76–78]. A mosaic

plot represents the observed frequencies of a contingency table by means of the size of the tiles;
the interaction between variables by means of the asymmetrical non-alignment of the tiles and the
significance of the difference between observed and expected frequencies according to a specific model
(in our case a log-linear model of independence between variables) by means of the color of the tiles.
The color of the tiles corresponds to Pearson residuals and the bars to the right of each mosaic show
which color corresponds to residuals greater than the cut-off points |2| (corresponding to α = 0.05).

As shown in Figure 10, in the mosaic plot on the left, the responses to question 1 that mentioned
only identicalness were more frequently associated with iconic representations that used symmetrical
shapes (either in both the 1st and the 2nd drawings or in one of the two). Similarly, as shown in the
mosaic plot on the right, those responses to question 4 that mentioned only identicalness were less
frequently associated with iconic representations that used asymmetrical shapes in both the 1st and
the 2nd drawings. Conversely an association emerged between using asymmetrical shapes in both
the first and second drawings and selecting Identical and Opposite as the most fitting description in
question 4.

Figure 10. Mosaic plot showing the association between the three Iconic Pair levels relating to the
shapes drawn by participants as exemplar configurations (in terms of symmetry/asymmetry) and the
responses to question 1 (mosaic on the left) and question 4 (mosaic on the right).

3. Study 2

Study 2 was designed to further test (by means of a comparison task) the hypothesis that the
phenomenal evidence of symmetry is more aligned with a perception of opposition in addition to
identicalness, as compared to identicalness alone. Participants were asked to choose which of the
two matched configurations better represented their idea of symmetry.
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Various types of configurations and pair comparisons were presented in order to prevent
participants from responding strategically (demand characteristics). In some cases, there were two
configurations, both of which only showed evidence of identicalness; in other cases there were
configurations that both showed evidence of identicalness and opposition and in another case the
match was between a configuration which only showed identicalness and a configuration which
showed both identicalness and opposition. The latter case was critical as it enabled us to test our
hypothesis. If identicalness and opposition are the two salient components underlying the perception of
symmetry, then the pairs showing opposition should be chosen over those showing only identicalness.

3.1. Materials and Method

3.1.1. Participants

70 undergraduate students of Psychology and Education at the University of Verona, Italy
(mean age 23.8; 45 females; 25 males).

3.1.2. Materials

A 36-page booklet with each page containing two different configurations each consisting of
a pair of shapes (the order of the pairs was randomized between participants and the order of the
two configurations forming each pair was counterbalanced). Eight of the 36 pairs presented were
catch trials and these consisted of a symmetrical configuration and a non-symmetrical configuration.
They were introduced to check participants’ understanding of the task, but were then excluded from
data analysis. The other pairs are shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11. The configurations used in the pair comparison task in study 2. The pairs inside the red
borders are those instantiating a match between a configuration which shows only identicalness and
another which shows both identicalness and opposition. The pairs inside the blue border are formed
of two configurations both of which show identicalness and opposition. The configurations which
are not inside a border are the pairs which are formed of two configurations, both of which only
show identicalness.
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3.1.3. Procedure

The experiment was conducted at the beginning of a class on a topic which was totally unrelated
to the issue. Participants were seated 6 seats apart to prevent them from influencing each other.
Each participant received a booklet. They were asked to choose which of two matched configurations
they considered the best fit to their idea of a “symmetrical configuration”. They were told to start from
the first page and move to the next one only after having completed the previous page. There were no
time limits. All of the participants took less than 10 min to complete the task.

3.1.4. Statistical Analysis

The responses were analyzed using the Thurston Case V scaling (package “psych” [79]) and
Generalized Mixed effect Models (GLMM).

3.1.5. Results

Figure 12 shows the scaling of the configurations based on a paired comparison model
(goodness of fit of the model = 0.98). The results of the scaling are in clear agreement with the
hypothesis; the configurations showing identicalness and opposition were generally preferred as
representatives of symmetry as compared to configurations showing only identicalness.

Figure 12. Scaling of the configurations used in the pair comparison task (based on the Thurston
Case V scaling).

Two further analyses were conducted on two subsets of the original data in order to analyze
whether the perception of symmetry was preferentially associated with divergent configurations
or convergent configurations or whether there was no difference between the two. A first GLMM
(binomial family, with Participants and Stimulus pair as Random effects) was performed on the subset
of stimuli with red borders in Figure 10 which consist of a configuration showing identicalness and
another showing identicalness and opposition in a convergent pattern (i.e., AE, AG, BE, BG, CE, CG,
DE, DG in Figure 10) as compared to a configuration showing identicalness and another showing
identicalness and opposition in a divergent pattern (i.e., AF, AH, BF, BH, CF, CH, DF, DH in Figure 10).
No significant difference emerged (χ2

(1, 70) = 1.861, p = 0.172). It should be noted that participants were
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not directly asked to choose between a convergent configuration versus a divergent configuration
but between a pattern showing identicalness and a pattern showing opposition (either divergent
or convergent).

Conversely, when the participants were presented with the subset of stimuli in the blue border
in Figure 10 (i.e., EF, EH, FG, GH) they were asked to make a forced choice between a divergent
configuration and a convergent configuration. The GLMM performed on the responses to this set of
stimuli revealed a significant effect of Orientation (χ2

(1, 70) = 7.422, p = 0.006). Convergent patterns were
selected more frequently than divergent patterns (EST = 0.536; SE = 0.197; z-ratio = 2.724; p = 0.006;
d = 0.326).

4. Discussion

The study aimed to investigate adults’ naïve implicit and explicit idea of symmetry by means of
various tasks. We started by studying the verbal definitions of “symmetrical configuration” provided
by the participants. They rarely (3%) referred to the type of transformation that is usually presented as
an example of symmetry in geometry textbooks, i.e., a point-by-point correspondence (see Figure 1)
or a rotation around an axis of symmetry. It should be noted that demonstrating that two symmetrical
objects correspond by rotating one object on a 3D dimension around the axis of symmetry in order
to make it match the other, is a shortcut that works specifically for geometry on a plane. We cannot
exclude the possibility that the participants (n = 12/105) who explicitly mentioned a coincidence
between the two figures in response to question 1 were thinking in terms of this type of rotational
transformation. However, since they did not explicitly state this, it cannot be taken for granted that
this was the case.

The participants usually described symmetry in terms of an overall relationship of identicalness
(cited in around 68% of the responses, see Table 1, b + d + f + g) or a mirror reflection (cited in around
35% of the total number of responses, see Table 1, c + d + g). Opposition was mentioned in less
than 20% of the total number of responses (see Table 1, e + f + g). These findings indicate that the
relationship which is perceptually evident between two shapes is a salient aspect of adults’ idea of
symmetry (and that people refer to this rather than to geometry), but opposition seems not to be
a salient aspect per se. One could argue that the participants in our study who mentioned the mirror
structure in response to question 1 might have been thinking precisely of the oppositional component
which characterizes mirror reflections. Again, this is not something that we can take for granted.
What is clear is that, when in question 4, Study 1, the participants were asked to select which of
three definitions represented the best description of symmetry, only 1/3 of them chose the reference
to mere identicalness. The majority (2/3) preferred “identical and opposite” as the most fitting
definition. This last finding is also in line with the results of the analyses of the drawings done by the
participants which in the majority of cases (around 80%) used asymmetrical shapes rather than perfectly
symmetrical shapes, i.e., their drawings clearly showed a reversed orientation of the two shapes around
a mirror axis rather than configurations that masked this oppositional component. When the shapes
had one internal axis of symmetry, the opposition element was evident, i.e., the participants had
positioned the “Asym 1” shapes so that their internal axis of symmetry was orthogonal to the mirror
axis, rather than parallel to the mirror axis which would have made their identicalness more evident.
There was also a strong preference for symmetry around a vertical axis. This result confirms a finding
which has been discussed at length in previous literature (see the introduction) and provides evidence
that this preference can be extended not only to the visual detection of symmetry or to aesthetic
preferences but also to the prototypical representation of symmetry that people have in mind.

In study 2, participants were presented with images and were asked to select the one which fit in
better with their idea of symmetry. Again, a strong preference for configurations showing opposition
emerged. However, it is not clear whether the participants’ perception of symmetry tended more
towards convergent or divergent patterns, as defined by the orientation of the shapes, i.e., whether they
pointed towards or away from the mirror axis. There were no indications of this in the configurations
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drawn in study 1 and only a partial preference for convergent configurations emerged in study 2
from an analysis of the pair comparisons which showed a direct match between convergent and
divergent patterns.

In conclusion, the studies presented in this paper support the conclusion that identicalness is
an important component in people’s naïve idea of symmetry, but it does not suffice: opposition
complements it.

Potential Impact and Limitations of the Study

Both of the studies presented in this paper focus on configurations formed of two shapes with
symmetry defining the relationship between them, rather than on configurations formed of one shape
in which the symmetry is determined by the relationship between individual parts of the shape.
We know from previous literature that symmetry is not detected in exactly the same way when it is
a “within-object” relationship as compared to a “between-objects” relationship [43,44,80]. We also
know that this distinction is not simply related to whether one shape/object or more shapes/objects
are involved since, for instance, in band patterns, grouping establishes phenomenal motifs that parse
the band in sub-unities thus transforming what, locally defined, are between-objects relationships
into within-object relationships [81]. Our decision to concentrate on a specific type of configuration
(formed of two shapes) was motivated by our interest in exploring symmetry as a specific visual
relationship between two objects. This was the specific aim of the research and the generalizability of
the results discussed here are of course limited to this area.

Despite this, the results of this research provide new evidence regarding the existence of
a qualitative aspect which is inherent to the structure of what people think of as “symmetrical”
and that it makes sense, therefore, to consider the issue of how well a configuration represents
“symmetry”. This is not related to its geometrical definition or to aesthetic considerations but rather
regards structural aspects related to the perceived relationship between two shapes. From a geometrical
point of view, there are various different types of symmetry (e.g., central, bilateral etc.) and there may
be various symmetrical axes but this does not make the property of “being symmetrical” qualitatively
gradable. On the other hand, studies on aesthetic judgments of symmetry can assess and measure
to what extent people appreciate a particular shape or configuration (e.g., [82–85]) and this goes to
show that symmetrical patterns can be graded from a qualitative point of view based on the observer’s
assessment of pleasantness. The studies presented in this paper, however, take a different approach.
They show that a configuration may be perceived as being a better or worse exemplar of symmetry
on the basis of some relational features which are evident, namely, opposition and identicalness.
Our findings add to previous results which have shown, for instance, that the perception of symmetry
is sensitive to aspects such as changes in the spatial arrangement of motifs, even when these alterations
do not modify their formal classification [86].

One might raise the issue of whether the participants in study 2 chose images that made both
identicalness and opposition evident since they were more salient (i.e., less redundant) and therefore
attracted their attention. This would be interesting to investigate in the future. Since salience is
closely linked to perceptual organization (e.g., [48]) and salient stimuli tend to be associated with
beauty (e.g., [87]), one might also raise the question of whether the participants selected configurations
which showed both identicalness and opposition because those were more aesthetically pleasing.
However, we have no reason to believe that they had understood that the task involved indicating
a preference. In effect, this issue is more promising when considered in the light of whether these
“prototypical features” influence judgments of beauty and pleasantness. For example, it might be
interesting to test whether judgments of beauty are associated with a specific balance between
opposition and identicalness or with extreme evidence of one of these two elements or whether
they are totally independent from these relational aspects.

Lastly, another issue concerns the potential influence of literacy. It has been shown that the
spontaneous inclination to identify an image as the same, regardless of its left-right orientation
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(a phenomenon known as “mirror invariance” or “mirror generalization”), is inhibited by literacy.
While mirror generalization is spontaneously found in infants (for a review, see [88]), in a same-different
task involving mirror-reflected pairs, literate adults familiar with the Latin alphabet found it difficult
to answer “same” to mirror-reversed stimuli than illiterate adults [89–91]. This has been explained
in terms of the acquisition of a written system that incorporates mirrored letters (e.g., b and d),
in the sense that this enhances sensitivity in the discrimination of lateral mirror-images (see also [92]).
The participants in our study were all adults familiar with the Latin alphabet. A cross-cultural study
in order to verify whether the sensitivity to contrasts in orientation which is a characteristic of the
idea of symmetry according to our study is related to literacy or is a more general phenomenon may
be worthwhile.
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